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Vau .m m POND.
Lake View Farm. Cottage on Varnum pond.
Situated near the best trout and salmon fish
ing in tills vicinity. Boats and guides fur
nished. Parties m et at train in Farmington.
Telephone 2-30.
L>. C. A V E K i l i . & So n , Tem ple, Me.

Ashland House.
A m e ri

can and European plans.
Rooms, per day, $1.00 and upw ards.

V ia R a n g e l e y .
Dead River Pond Camps.

On Ra x g e l e y L a k e .
Mingo Spring Camps.

>a
'

Fishing, Hunting.

S im o n Oa k e s , R angeley, Me.

Located on Mingo Point, liangeley Lake.
Best of Salm on and trout F ishing; Cosy Cottages; Open F ires; the Fam ous Mingo Spring DO YOU HUNT?
Water; Pine and Balsam G roves. Everything
for the com fort and convenience of Sports Are You Going Hunting This F all.
men and Sum mer boarders. Send for circular.
Ch a r l e s E. B e l c h e r , R angeley, Me.
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Model 1895—The only sporting rifle made that
handles the powerful .30 Caliber U.S. Army Car
tridge containing 36 grains of Smokeless powder
.
■
and a 220 grain Soft Point or Full Metal patched
bullet. This gun is made with 28 inch round Nickel steel barrel and
weighs 8% pounds. 6 shots. List price, $25.00.
Model 1894— .30 Winchester caliber, Nickel steel barrel. Made with full
or half magazine in carbine, regular, “ Take Down” and “ Extra
Light Weight ’ styles. Weight from S/' 2 to 7% pounds. List price
from $21.00 to $33.00.
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NEW HAVEN, CONN.

j*
A MODERN R IP VAN WINKLE.
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FLAGSTAFF GAME NOTES.
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Hunter Who Sport Could Not
Wild-Cats Numerous aud Making
Keep Awake.
The Carrabassett House situated in the best
hunting region o f western Maine, w ill be
kep t open for th e accom modation of sports
men throughout the hunting season.
Thirty
m inutes from the house takes you into the
heart of the Deer and Moose country. Deer
have been seen w ithin a short distance from
the hotel nearly every day the entire sum 
mer. Moose are seen in this vicinity very
frequently. Birds never were m ore plenty
than
this season. The hotel Is w ell heated
j
with all modern conveniences.
Y ou can
hunt all day and have all the com forts of
hom e at night. Just the place to leave the
ladies. First-class livery connected to the
house. Registered Guides Furnished.
Send
for catalogue and engage your rooms early.
D r . G e o . H. P a y n e , Proprietor,
Carrabassett, Me.

Smoke —

C. M. J o n e s , Bingham , Me.

At D ead R iv e r St a t io n .
Dead River House, Two or more shots at deer
guaranteed and good guides furnished. P art
ridges are plentiful and sportsmen alw ays get
good bird shooting. Post Office R angeley,
Maine.
Gus J o h n s o n .

Via Bin g h a m .
Carry Pond Camps.
If you want moose, deer and other sm aller

game come to my camps. Guides furnished
if desired. Shot at game guaranteed. P ar
tridges very plenty. Deer at every point.
H e n r y J. L a n e , Bingham , Me.
At PHILLirS.
Comfort Cottage. Brook fishing. Pure water.
No hay fever. Headquarters for commercial
travelers. Lunches w ill be delivered at the
station to those who telephone from Farm
ington. Dinners are served at the Cottage on
arrival of trains going
and from the
Rangeley Lakes and Dead River region,
f rains stop thirty m inutes. Team from the
bouse carries passengers to and from the
•ouse free of charge.
W . E. M i l l e t t , Prop’r, Phillips, Me.

On M a r b l e P o i n t , R a n g e l e y L a k e ,

I)eer Their Prey.
_________

I

(luests at Lake House Feast a t '
Thauksgiving.

—

The finest location for a Summer Hotel in New England. Entirely remodeled and refurnished,
and has all the conveniences of a first-class hotel. Write for a descriptive circular relative to the
hotel, the famous Rangeley Mineral Spring and Rangeley Lakes as a Hay Fever Resort.
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Rangeley Lakes hotel Co.,
J O H N B . M A R B L E , P r e s .,
New York Office, 70 Wall St., New York City.

RANGELEY, MAINE.

N. Y. Sportsman Witnesses Fight
o f Bull Moose.
[Special correspondence to the P honograph . |
F l a g s t a f f , Me ., Dec. 10, 1899.
The noble old monarch of the moun
tain once more roves the woods free and
unscarred. No more will his rest be
broken by the crack of the hunter’ s gun,
. . . AND
nor liis days made weary from long and
continued tramps to evade this same
deadly foe. Not so the wary deer. A l
though the close of the season is draw
ing near when these graceful s w ift,
limbed creatures no longer fear the
A R E S E C U R E D BY H U N T E R S IN
haunts of men, je t there is another!
enemy that besets the path of the
bvuwn evt I beauties of the hunters’
paradise, an enemy ten-fold more dead
ly, more venomous, more cruel; an
enemy that knows no law and obeys no
M ore deer were killed in these regions in the open season of 1898 than in any
mandate. One that sizes its prey whereother portion of the state o f equal area. GO
ever she may be found and has no re
gard for seasons. This is none other
V ia . SANDY R IV E R , P H IL L IP S & R A N G E L E Y ,
than the large footed, broad mouthed,
hawk-eyed wikl-cat. These little ani
F R A N K L I N & M E C A N T I C R A IL R O A D S .
mals are seen almost in droves, so large
Stage
connections
at Dead River Station fo r Stratton and Eustis; a t Carrahave the numbers been couuted.
basset for Flagstaff and Lower Dead River a n d Eustis, connecting with all trains
It was first brought to notice by some
to and from Boston. Backboards connect at Eustis for Tim Pond, Round M oun
of our lumbering camps.
The woods
ta in Lake, Chain of Pon d s, M egantic Preserve, K ing and Bartlett; at Rangeley
fo r Loon L ake, Kennebago, Seven Ponds an d Megantic Preserve.
men have caught the wild-cat several j
Maps and information about Hotels and Camps, Furnished on application to
times in close pursuit of its prey.
Others have seen them in the act o f 1
F . N. BEAL, Phillips, M e.
FLETCHER POPE, Redington, Me.
dispatching their victim, while not a
few have been found picking the bones, j
Supt. S. R. R. R.
Gen. Man’ g ’ r. P. & R . R. R.
These stories led several of our guides
G. M .VOSE, Kingfield, Me., Supt. F. & n. R y.
to look the matter up and they find that
it is as true as it is awful. What is to
be done? If this continues till another
year the damage to the sporting inter
ests will be hard to estimate.
Almost on the moment there shot be- J struck the burnt land yard before men
fore their eyes three frightened deer, : tioned.
Besides the moose Mr. Richards got a
The friends and guests of the Lake stretched to their utmost speed.
House were treated to a dinner Thurs- j They seemed to be acting upon the j fine buck, a beautiful doe and a fox.
day, Nov. 80, that would do credit to saying, “ Go! ! and go speedily!” There!
any house in the land.
There was was no ceremony about it. Mr Moose
Chas. Rogers and Rufus Taylor each
everything to make an enjoyable occa- j objected to their sleeping iu his chosen
brought down a fine deer at Wm. Y ile sTs
bedroom
and
was
merely
emphasizing
j
sion, a well laid table, a model host and
camp Saturday, but owiug to the weak
the fact.
a fine cook.
condition of the ice in the pond they
The
guides
say
that
this
is
a
known
j
The following is the menu:
fact. When moose once choose tlieir i did not dare undertake to bring them
SOUP
across.
yard they allow no other animal to in- j
Mock Bisque
FISH
habit it. If a deer undertakes to iu-j
Baked Cod
fringe, he is driven out unceremonious-1 John Crowley, Boston, Carl Savage
ROAST
and Ansel Eames, guides, left our vil
Moose Loin and Turkey
iyConspic
But to return to Mr. Richards. They 1lage with a variety of game.
VEG ETABLES
Potatoes
Squash and Onions started in hot pursuit of the fast dis- j uous among the rest was a huge black
M ashed Potatoes Cranberry Sauce
appearing game. Suddenly they came : bear’s skin.
RELISHES
By the fierce I
French M ustard
W orcestershire Sauce upon two bull moose.
Celery Salt
Olives
Horseradish
belligerent looks of each and the torn
M ixed Pickles Tom ato Catsup
Receut arrivals at the Lake House
and scattered forest, it was plain they
PASTRY
are:
M ince, Apple and Pum pkin Pie
were trying titles to prove their supe
M onday, Nov 27. L evi Newton, A lfus K in g ,
DESSERT
B ig Spencer; W in M Viles, V ile s’s Cam p; FI D
rior strength.

DEER

M O O S E

The Rangeley Lakes or Dead River
Regions.

Plum Pudding with Sweet Sauce
Milk
Cocoa

Tea

( iross, Stratton; C W Savage, guide, F la g sta ff;
P h ilip Pooler, Big Spencer.

Steve lias gladdened the heart of the
stable boy by putting a pump into the
stables. No more dragging uuwilling
,
horses down a steep bank; no more
panting breaths from weary toiling up
The Bangor Daily Commercial tells the same.
the story of a Bath man, who had an ex 
The water supply iu the village this
perience with a skunk this fall, which fall has been extremely low, hence there
he does not care to repeat.
Over the
entrance to the cold air box which leads is no wonder that Mr. Durrell’s breast
to his furnace there is no screen and for swells with honest pride as he thinks of
some reason or other, curiosity perhaps, the loDg, cold winter that has no hor
An a fte r D in n e r S m o k e .
a skunk crawled in and went down into rors for him now, knowing, as he does,
the furnace, in which there was no fire.
B e s t 5 c . C i g a r o n E a r t h . The
animal remained there some time that however high the drifts are, some
other man must do the shoveling.
For Sale at W . A. D. Cragin’s, H. and the house owner was in a quandary
as to bow to get him out. He did not
W . True’s and Phillips Hotel.
dare stir the animal up, so the beast
Mr. Chas. Richards, New York, Al
traveled about in the pipes at his own
pleasure, but couldn’ t get up to go out bion Savage, Stratton, guide, had rather
the cold air box.
Finally one of the a novel experience last week while
man’ s neighbors hit upon a scheme. A hunting. They started from the lumber
mealed in one of the p rettiest of Maine canvas ladder made on long poles was
lages, a fine, large residence, admirably pushed down the cold air box into the camp of Win. M. Vlles in East Flagstaff,
itea for sum m er hom e.
R oom y stables
Skunk journeying toward Spring lake.
cl outbuildings In good repair.
Buildings furnace and that night Mr.
ve a fine situation on a k n oll, commanding walked out into the open air again.
A
All at once they heard a tremendous
■autiful
v
ie
w
.
A
pretty
lawn
j
i
n
d
J
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e
■ail111U1 view,
yxvw j -y
•
fire was built in the furnace and a piece crashing through the woods and a roar
le trees acid to the attractiveness. Builc
of screen now covers the entrance to
Iare in excellen t repair. Fo~
ing as only a moose knows how to roar.
that cold air box.
;e to F . N . Beal, P hillip s, Me.

They were now in what is known as J Tuesday, N ov 28. Clias Savage, S p rin g
L a k e ; M D Jacobs, F lagstaff; Clias R ic h a rd s,
“ the burnt land” in Flagstaff.
They j N ew Y o r k ; A lbion Savage, guide, S tr a tto n ;
found this to be a yard containing cows, W m Green, Skowhegan.
W ednesday, N ov 29. Mr Danforth, Y ile s ’s
calves and three large bulls.
C a m p ; J S Durrell and wife, Edith Durrell, G
Albion now took his man and followed F Durrell, wife and daughter, Stratton.
Thursday, N ov 30. J L ynn Yiles, M a d iso n ;
up their game.
Coming to a place
E E Jenkins, E E Tufts, K in gfield ; W m Greer*,
where the tracks separated they flipped L F H am m ond, Flagstaff.
a copper to ascertain which road to
Sunday, Dec 3. R ay Y iles, Arthur N a sh ,
Geisel, Springfield, M ass; G rant
take. Fortune favored them and soon FTuheodore
ller, Earl Taylor, guides, S tratton; E L»
P arsley, New Portland ; W B Clark, N orth
the moose loomed into sight.
N ew P ortlan d ; H R Horton, F lag staff; G uy
Richards fired one shot and the moose D urrell, Stratton.
fell in his tracks with a broken back.
It was brought to Flagstaff, where sev
eral views were taken of it.
It was a
good sized animal with a wide spread of
horns with eight points.
Down river towns and cities are get
Previous to this Mr. Richards, with
Albion Savage and Frank Savage, Jr., ting up quite a business in the coon
Mr. A.
J.
Morrison
had hunted the Kibby valley and Big cat line.
Jim Pond mountain. Then Frank and o f Belfast lias orders from New
Richards took Hurricane, while Albion York and Philadelphia and ships a
scoured the Douglass range.
Lots of great many of the animals to those
j moose could be found, but all seemed points. No very young cats are sent,
however, as they cannot stand the rail
to be cows and calves.
1 Striking through to Pickle hill they road journey.
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T H E NEW

The little town of Eustis can boast
today a personage who would do credit
In D ead R iv e r R e g io n .
to the folk-lore of old.
In fact they
Hotel Blanchard.
H unting, Fisliing. J. S.
own a Rip Van Winkle of the nine
Durrkll , Proprietor, Stratton, Me.
teenth century, in the person of one of
At Fl a g s t a f f .
our most respected citizens and mer
Lake House and Camp. Camp is reached from
chants, Arnold Holmes.
hotel by boat. Great hunting. Moose and
deer seen daily.
The day was dull and cheerless. The
S. C. DURRELL, Flagstaff, Me.
wind moaned through the tree tops like
At W ilson ’ s M il l s , M e .
the low spirits of fallen souls “ That
Aziscohos House. $1.50 d ay. $7 to $10 w eek.
Licensed guides furnished. F r e d F l i n t , Pr’r.
once in human shape night-walked the
earth and did the deeds of darkness.”
Via R a n g e l e y .
Notwithstanding the rain this verita
The Seven Ponds.
ble
nimrod, with trusty gun—minus the
V ia R a n g e l e y .
Kennebago Lake House, on the shore o f K e n  the dog—set Lis face toward the moi nj
nebago lake. The best fly fishing in the tain.
country every day in the year. High altitude.
’ Tis not a scolding wife that drives
No hay fever. Pure water. Gam e in abun
this
Van Winkle to the woods.
It is
dance.
R ic h a r d s o n B r o s ., Proprietors.
merely to show his neighbors that he as
well as others understands the noble
On Mo o s e l o o k m e g l n t ic L a k e .
art of hunting.
Mooselookmeguntic House,
situated in the heart of the best fishing
He had not been gone many hours be
district of the Rangeley lakes. The hotel is fore the nymphs and woodland elves be
2,000 feet above sea level and bay fever is gan to play tricks upon his too trusting
guaranteed to be absolutely unknow n.
Address, from Novem ber until M ay, T h eo nature. They rearranged the streams;
These ponds are situated tw enty-seven j L. P a g e , Proprietor Senate Cafe, W ashington, they turned the course of the river; they
miles from Rangeley and are reached by ! D. C. A fter M ay 1, Haines’ Landing, Me.
twisted the trees and shrubs till not a
backboard to K ennebago lake, thence by i
vestige of the forest was the same. The
steamer across the lake and again by buckboard to our cam ps ai Beaver Pond the cen
E u s t is , M e .
whole face of the woods was changed.
tre of the Seven Ponds region.
Tim Pond Camps
in the Dead R iver region. Trout rise to the Then these saucy creatures, oh, how
The new buckboard road is not new enough
G am e plenty. |
to be dangerous, and constant work upon it fly every day in the season.
israpidly reducing the number o f deaths re 2000 feet above the sea level. Send for cireu- , they did tease and torment the poov,
lar.
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, Eustis, Me.
ported to us daily. From our Camps upon
bewildered mortal.
They led him
Beaver pond excellent trails afford easy ac
through glen and glade. Now laying a
cess to a number of ponds where splendid
trout fishing is an unfailing certainty ;iu l
clear path before him, smiling the while
At Ra n g e l e y L a k e s .
the capture of an occasional fish quite a com - j
mon occurrence. No expense has been spared Bald Mountain Camps.
and beckoning him on only to laugh in
in securing the grandest m ountain and lake I A ccom m odations for forty people. The
scenery for the exclusive use of our guests, fam ous M iddle Grounds, are within a stone’s derision as they landed him in soma
for which no charge is m ade. Trout rise throw o f these c a m p s ; Shark Grounds, Stony
freely to the fly during the entire season and Batter, good fly fishing. Little Mud Pond, Big dense swamp.
"tales” of 10-pouiulers are constantly heard j M ud Pond, K en n eb ago River, all within easy
Suddenly there came to his ear a dull
(lapping in the guides’ quarters. -Gam e of all distances. Steam ers pass the the camps daily.
boom! boom! Could it be that he was
kinds is so abundant as to be a positive nui Terms satisfactory.
sance and the following m ay be hunted in
E. B. W h o r f f , Haines Landing, Me.
to see “ The old man of the mountain ?
the open season: Minges, Moose, Caribou,
Catamounts, Bears,
Deer, “ D raw -Poker,
Would he find dwarfs playing nine-pins?
Hedgehogs, “ Hearts,” House Flies, Part
What would they do with him? Would
ridges, Ducks, Drakes, “ Seven up,” W easles,
At F la g sta ff.
Wardens and other sm all game.
W in g ’ s Hotel and Cabins. A good place to get he be obliged to carry the little keg that
While Black flies and M osquitoes are very Moose, Deer and Bear. Partridge and Duck
rare, tar ointment is served at every meal shooting unsurpassed. Good stream fishing never could be put down?
and is deservedly popular.
A n excellent- nearby. Pickerel fishing best in M aine.
He was tempted to turn back, but
table Is kept, upon which more or less food is ; Boats, canoes and guides furnished on ap p li
served, most of which is consumed by our cation.
that wicked elf, Jack Frost, scourged
A . P. W i n g , Prop’r, Flagstaff, Me
guests without abusive language. Good beds him on with his stinging darts till he
are not unknow n; while every luxury to be i
found in any m odern hotel, m ay be called
was glad to push forward.
Entering a
A t Ph il l ip s .
for. Anything that a third-class cam p trying
to pass itself oIf as a comfortable well kept Phillips Hotel. The place for dinner.
glade he saw before him a group of
F.
$.
V
in
i
n
g
,
Prop’r,
Phillips,
Me.
one, finds P necessary to promise, we do, to |
dwellings. He eyed them askance
any extent. W e seek patronage from anyone '
wlio desires to visit the real backwoods and )
Dared he venture within its sacred pre
who is not afraid to take desperate chances.
cincts? He stood and gazed spellbound^,
Board and boats furnished at reasonable
rates.
Guides furnished on application.
He could faintly discern figures moving
Parties wishing fib visit this place will please
In one of the m ost picturesque villages oi
write in advance so that we can have camps
to and fro, but whether they weregiants
hi readiness. The railroads will sell excur Maine, a m odem home In good repair, con
sion tickets at reduced rates from Boston to j slst.lng of a one and a h a lf story bouse with or dwarfs ho could not make out.
broad piazza, thirty feet long, stable, con
Rangeley.
Could it be that tlie many rumblings
taining two box and one single stall. Houst
Ask anyone alfbut Beaver Pond Camps and and stable supplied with pure running water
through
the
if they don’t speak well o f us, then address Nice dry cellar under all the buildings,divideo and mutteriDgs beard
us direct for any desired inform ation.
j under the house into vegetable and furnace valley were the sport and laughter of
j
cellars.
Heated
by
furnace.
ED. G r a n t & S o n , Beaver Pond, Me.
these strange and secret people?
He
{ Orchard of pear and apple trees.
The
| view o f lake and m ountains from the house leaned wearily against a tree and gave
On Ph il l ip s & R a n g e l e y R. R.
J is unexcelled.
Trout and salmon fishing,
Redington House,
also hunting In its season, is excellent. Situ himself up to solemn and sober thought.
The fairies and elves of our valley are
One minute’s walk from station on I’ . & R. ated in a beautifu l valley surrounded by
R. R. The best of pond and stream Ashing in m ountains and abounding in fine drives and
They love to tease us
close proximity to house.
Deer, fox, w ood scenery unsurpassed in M aine, it is an ideal not a bad lot.
cock or partridge shooting unexcelled a n y -j location for a gentlem en wishing a summer mortals, but not to any damage.
As
home In the country and will be sold at a
where. Address
bargain. For further inform ation, address
this Rip Van Winkle stood* and gazed
M rs . YV. If. H a r r i s o n , Prop’r,
P. O. B o x 73, Phillips, Me.
Redington, Maine.
his eyes were suddenly touched by a
tiny
wand. Presto! The face of nature
' At Ja c k m a n .
\
changed. Familiar objects leaped into
Heald Pond Camps, Jackm an, M aine, Fred
Henderson, Proprietor. F ine lake and brook
view and he saw before l.im not a grotto
fishing, not only in the spring but every (lay
in the top of a mountain, but his own
during the entire season. “ A ll the trout you
native village.
Everything was there
want to catch.”
Com fortable, separate
cabins with good spring beds.
Excellent
just as he had left it. He had not been
table and beautiful location, 2700 feet above
spirited away, only the fairies bad
the sea. Large and sm all gam e in abundance.
played a practical joke upon him, and
Send for circular.
he had been lost, dead lost in the woods.
Lost to himself, lost to the world, and
15 Miles from B in g h a m .
lost to his dinner. Now he is receiving
Lake Austin. Fishing, Hunting of the best.
New Camps, Boats, First-class.
the congratulations of his friends.

to

15,

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S .

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,

FOR SUE.

\—

DECEM BER

FREE—Send name and address on a postal fo r t ^ - f a g e Illustrated Catalogue describing all ‘ be
guns and ammunition made by the

Ra x g e l e y L a k e s .
CampBemis and Birches.
Bends, terminus o f Rum ford F alls & R angeley Lakes R. R. Two trains d aily. Steam ers
connect to all points on the lakes.
Birches
is six miles distant on Student’s Island. Cosy
log cabins, open fires at both places afford
comfortable homes for the sum m er for ladies
and gentlemen.
Excellent fishing close at
hand. Send for circular.
Capt .F . C. B a r k e r , Prop’ r., Bernis, Me.
At E rrol , N. h .
Umbagog House. Good accommodations. Near
fishing grounds.
O. C. B l: Mf o r d , Prop.r.

F R ID A Y ,

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S -

C A M P S

L a k e M eg a n t ic , Qu e .
Frank M u rray’s Lake House, on the lake shore,
a short drive from the club house on the Spi
der, offers all m odern inducements to the
sporting public. Messenger service for re
ceipt and dispatch of telegram s, m essages,
etc. Electric ligh ts and telephones, first-class
cuisine and accom m odation.
The
Lake
House boat, run solely for the convenience
of Club House guests, is available at any hour.
Team s m eet all trains, baggage accom m od ation on boat and team s; passengers p refer
ring the road route provided with carriages,
double or single. Sporting parties, going or
returning, will be wise in m aking M urray’s
Lake house tlicir tem porary headquarters.*

New Y o rk Ci t y .
Corner 4tli Avenue and 24th street.

A N D

M A IN E ,

lOCa C IG A R .

A GENTLEMAN'S SMOKE.

Chaoncey M. Depew,

SUMMER HOME FOR SALE.

Coffee

FISH AND GAME.

P H ILLIP S

2

THRILLING EXPERIENCES. *
32vents o f a Day and Night In the
Backwoods.
Bear, Dog and Man Act In Novel
Drama.
[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH-l
R

angeley,

Me ., Dec. 12, 1899.

T o comprehend this story fully the
reader must be to a certain extent
familiar with life in the backwoods.
Better still if he or she happen to be
personally acquainted with John J.
Wilber or Cornelius Richardson.
They used to be partners in hunting
and trapping during the fall and winter
and many are the unremitting tales of
feheir life around Kennebago lake and
adjacent country.
It was some time ago, probably twelve
or fifteen years, that they found them
selves on North mountain early in the
morning, late in November.
A third
member of their party was a grey and
white bulldog, weighing about forty
pounds, whose under jaw projected
about half an inch beyond the upper,
with bloodshot eyes. Corneil, his owner,
claimed he knew no such thing as fear.
They had been lead hither by a moose
whose trail they had followed two days.
A sudden thaw had melted the little
snow there was until the trail was lost.
The supply of food being well nigh
spent, with the extraordinary increase
in their appetites by the the exertion,
it was evident that nothing short of the
moose itself was sufficient to meet it.
This destroyed their interest in the hunt
and brought about a decision to strike
for home on the early morning of which
this story begins.
Having made a fairly good breakfast
on fried pork, a partridge and some hard
tack, which by the way was ground very
fine, with tea, they shouldered their
packs, which contained each a light
blanket, axe, and enough pulverized
hard tack and pork for one meal, and
setting a compass to get the bearings,
tock a bee line for the head of Kenne
bago lake.
The morning was dark, warm and
cloudy, a good day for cramping, and
together they hurried on down the
mountain at a brisk walk, John J. lead
ing. About eleven o ’ clock they came
to the stream known as the big inlet.
Here John J. shot a partridge and here
they decided to have a lunch.
A fire
was kindled, tea made and the entire
stock of food disposed of before their
appetites were satisfied.
Then they
crossed the stream and continued their
journey.
For about two hours the country was
fiat, presenting about the same appear
ance on all sides and here John J. suc
ceeded in mowing down another par
tridge with the shotgun, which he
carried with one barrel loaded with fine
shot, the other with a round ball. Thus
far Corneil had remained in the back
ground, but he suddenly came to the
front and distinguished himself by
shooting a large horned owl, which,
edible or not, he insisted upon carrying.
He began to criticise John J.’s way of
leading and took the lead himself and in
course of an hour they came upon a
large stream which neither of them
recognized for a time, but upon con
sulting the compasses and comparing
notes they agreed that was the big inlet
again and that they had circled a little.
Moreover, it was evident now that it
was impossible to reach camp that
night even if they succeeded in travel
ing in a straight course.
Taking the bearings again by compass
and resolving to keep watch of it in the
future more carefully, they again set out
and were soon on the hills in good trav
cling.
Darkness came on early and selecting
a favorable location to put in the night
they began preparing wood.
When
boughs had been gathered and a bright
fire kindled John J. proceeded to a
brook near by to dress the partridge.
Hither also went Cornelius with his owl.
While they wrorked Cornelius made a
suggestion. “ Now I'll eat the partridge
and you the owl, or you cau take the
owl and I'll eat the partridge.”
After
thinking a long time John J. replied that
be would eat his own game and that
Corneil could do the same.
While Cornell was frying them togetherr in the pan over the fire, shading his
face from the heat with his hat, a large
lump of snow became dislodged over
head and fell with a great splash in the
pan, upsetting it birds aud all into the
fire. When they had been rescued
neither Corneil or John J. could tell one
from the other. But both being hungry
they each took a bird and devoured it,
each confidentially believing that he
was eating the partridge.
It became evident, however, a short
time after supper, that John J. had
eaten the owl. He began to show signs
o f nocturnal tendencies aud especially
showing a fondness for dead trees and
old stubs. His insomnia, however, was
an advantage in one sense for it enabled
him to prepare a good supply of wood.
Corneil, rolled in his blanket, slept
soundly.
At last John J., becoming weary,
secured a comfortable position near the
fire and with his blanket around him
began to court sleep. It had not been
quiet long before a rabbit crept out of
the darkness and approached Corneil.
John J. waited with expectation.
Corneil’ s arm lay outstretched in the

shadows. The rabbit approached his
hand, smelled of his thumb a moment,
then nibbled and finally bit it. Corneil
sprang up with a start, while the rabbit
darted away like a flash, and examined
the injured thumb, frowning and mut
tering, but seeming to ptresume that he
had hit it on some sharp substance in
his sleep, lay back and was soon sleep
ing soundly.
The owl had not ceased to disturb
John J., when he again saw the rabbit
creeping from the shadows and ap
proaching the band which it seemed to
be much interested in, smelling and
nibbling around until again its teeth
met through the thumb. Corneil came
to a sitting position at abound, catching
sight of he rabbit as the did so. As he
sat muttering, looking alternately at the
place where the rabbit had vanished, it
struck John J. as being a great joke.
Corneil got up and took his rifle and
sat down facing the rabbit, while John
J. was soon fast asleep. He was, how
ever, soon aroused by a shot and start
up found this time that the rabbit was
the victim, Corneil having shot olf its
head as it came out for another visit.
Nothing more happened until morn
ing except that the sky cleared after
snowing about an inch and it became
colder.
The rabbit which proved to be a god
send to them was broiled and eaten for
breakfast and they again took up the
journey for home. They were proceed
ing finely when they came upon the
fresh trail of a cub bear, one weighing
forty or fifty pounds. Cornelius turned
his bulldog loose and soon his outcry
told that he had started it. They hur
ried on and soon came upon them. The
cub having taken refuge in a deep nar
row fissure in a ledge, the dog stood by
it, barking. After examining the nature
of the place, it was discovered that
there was no possible way of getting at
the cub, other than through the same
opening by which it had entered. The
dog refused to enter. Therefore Corneil
lying down upon his stomach, with his
rifle in front, crawled forward until his
body was wholly within the cave, the
bulldog meanwhile standing near him,
barking savagely. Nothing could be
seen of the cub —only darkness, and de
spairing of getting it out, Corneil for
luck discharged his rifle into the black
ness beyond.
This was too much for the dog and
losing all sensibilities of caution, it
dashed in over Corneil, seizing the cub
by an ear, and came leading it out over
his owner’s prostrate form.
Somewhere in the middle of Cornell’ s
back the cub discovered that he was be
ing led to destruction and accordingly
entered a vigorous protest, in which dog
and bear mingled in a way destructive
in the extreme, to hide and clothing.
This the helpless and horrified John .T.
was compelled to witness.
The cub soon carried its point and
leaving a large tuft of its hair in the
dog’ s teeth dashed back into the inte
rior, taking off Corneil’ s hat as it did
so.
The dog now blinded with fury made
a dive into Corneil’s hair, which was of
the same color as the bear, and was only
prevented from taking a second mouth
ful of it by Corneil’ s loud and emphatic
commands to desist. His attention in
stantly reverted to the real cub and in a
twinkling he had it again on Corneil’ s
back, endeavoring with all his might to
throttle and drag it out.
Corneil’ s
homespun frock and shirt providing in
sufficient protection against the claws
of the combatants, he decided he would
be a battle ground for them no longer.
Accordingly he arched his back, raising
dog and cub, now fairly knotted to
gether, and nailed to his back, and
sprang up and backwards onto his feet
out into the open. , The dog losing his
hold fell to the ground, but the cub
mounted to his shoulders from whence
it sprang into a tree and the next mo
ment was raked fore and aft with both
shot and ball from John J’s. gun.

PHONOGRAPH,

FLYRODS NOTE BOOK.
Holiday Greetings From a Lover
o f Maine Woods.
Moose Hunting Season Compared
W ith Years Past.
[Special correspondence to the P honograph .]

P h i e l i p s , M e ., Dec. 12, 1899.
A merry, merry Christmas and a
happy New Year to the hundreds of
readers of the Ph o n o g r a p h , from
Maiue to California, the greeting I
would extend.
To you who wish to know if I have
regained my health, I will say, I cau
walk but very little and still have to
use a crutch. The dust has gathered
on my rods and rifles that hang in my
room, perhaps, but not dim is the mem
ory of the many happy days 1 have
spent tramping in the dear old woods I
love so well.
Not silent are my loved rods, rifles
and tackle, to me they daily speak of
happy days past and gone. Oh, I hope
to use them again, aud trust that into
the lives of my friends will not come
such weary months as have been mine
since my accident.

Letters are such a pleasure to me and
they often furnish good material for my
Note Book.
I have received several
from sportsmen who say: “ I was highly
pleased with that little book Commis
sioner Carleton has just published, foi
it makes plain so many things I did not
quite understand.”
That is very true, and I was greatly
pleased with mine, which I have read
thoroughly. It seems to me just the
thing needed and every sportsman
should send 20 cts. to the fish and game
commission’ s office at Augusta aud re
ceive a copy of “ Carleton’s Digest.”
The moose hunting season of Maine
ended November 30 and the returns
thus far received make it certain that
the number of animals killed in the
principal hunting regions of the state,
that north of Bangor, in Aroostook,
Penobscot and Piscataquis counties, is
the smallest since 1895, which was then
112, the smallest ever recorded.
In 1898, 220 moose were shipped from
the woods and recorded, but this year
the number reached but 134.
Our law now forbids the killing of any
spike horn moose of whatever age and
cow moose, under the penalty of $500
fine, or four months in jail.
To many it seems very plain that
unless a closed time is put upon killing
the monarch of our forest in the near
future there will be none to kill.
One of the best known sportsmen in
our state, who until recently has not
believed there was any need of fearing
that the bull moose were becoming
scarce, after a hunt in the best moose
territory, has written me recently this:
“ I came home last night from my two
weeks’ hunt, strong and hearty after
tramping more than one hundred miles.
I did not shoot the moose I have so
long wanted.
Deer are abundant in
that faroff wilderness, but I must ac
knowledge moose are a scarce article.
Our party saw six only and they were
all cows or calves, and we did not even
see a track of bull moose. I tell you it
is time, and I trust not too late, to put
a closed time on moose if we wish to
have any left.”
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BOSTON SPORTING NOTES.
Moose Which Led Its Pursuer a
Hard Chase.
Massachusetts Party Get Several
Bucks.
[Special correspondence to the P honograph .]

B o st o n , M a s s ., Dec. 11, 1899.

The deer hunting season is almost
over, but Massachusetts sportsmen have
not yet laid aside their rifles and some
reports of game shot are being brought
in. Ail through the winter months,
stories of this season’s trips to Maine
and the satisfying results will furnish
entertainment for city friends who were
not so fortunate as to enjoy a vacation
in that part of the country, and
many will be induced to try their luck
first with the rod, then with the gun,
when :he next sporting season ap
proaches.
The last moose sent out of Maine as a
result of the open season of 1899, wasshot by George W. Sullivan of South
Framingham, and shipped to Massachu
setts last week.
It was killed near
Traveler mountain, at the north spur of
Katahdin, and it led Mr. Sullivan a hard
chase, six miles in the woods, over
brush and through swamps, before the
second shot from that gentleman’s rifle
finished him. Mr. Sullivan has spent
several seasons in Maine, but this is his
first moose, and he has received many
compliments from his friends for run
ning down his game.
Invitations have been sent by the sec
retary of the Massachusetts Fish and
Game Protective association to Worces
ter sportsmen’s clubs to send delegates
to meet representatives of other clubs in
convention at the Copley Square hotel,
Boston, on Thursday, Dec. 14, at 2.30
o’clock. Each delegate will be allowed
freedom to speak on any topic con
nected with the interests and objects of
the various clubs aud it is expected that
much added knowledge of the existing
fish and game laws and the efforts made
to increase the food supply of fish and
game birds, as well as what is now
needed to perpetuate the game of the
state, will be derived from the exercises
of the convention.
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Hickory Handle — very durable.
A DWARF in size, a GIANT in
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Rochester Machine Tool Works,
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[Special correspondence to the P h o n o g r a p h .]

C IG A R S .

B. N. MORRIS, Veazie, Me.

E. H. C E R R I S H

TRUNKSiTHEM

HUNTERS’ CABINS,
CHILDRENS PLAY HOUSES,
RANCH HOUSES,
SUMMER COTTAGES.

Dix f i e l d , Me ., Dec. 4, 1899.
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News From Dixfleld.

W i l t o n , -Ve.

CO., W ilm in gton , Delaware.

Charles Coffrey of Still River, has
caught six foxes and three minks in his
traps this season. While out hunting,
recently, his dog started a peculiar ani
. yJP |
mal and ran it into a ledge. After much
difficulty, Mr. Coffrey succeeded in pull
vSdlgii- a ^
ing out what proved to be a large por
cupine,
which
weighed
45
pounds.
If one thinks time hangs heavy on the
hands of our city friends, they are mis
A party of sportsmen composed of A.
taken.
W.
Palmer, W. W. Wright, S. W.
At one time I had the pleasure of
sharing my cabin at ltangeley with a Holmes, Natick; W. C. Griffin, Cocliituwell-known and charming society lady, ate; A. A. Allen, Wellesley, and E. E.
whose home is in one of our large cities. Stauwood of Needham, Mass., recently
MERSHON & MORLEY,
Her letters always give me pleasure. returned from a hunting trip to Long
Each of
One came last night in which she says: Pond camp, Elliottsville, Me.
S a g in a w ,
- - M ic h ig a n .
“ Those happy, quiet days we spent in the gentlemen secured a buck, the
camp! Their memory is dear to me largest being shot by Mr. Palmer, who
and I long for next season, when I shall has visited Maine annually for the past
Patent W ater Tube Boilers for Yachts.
leave this whirl of city life and go back ten years. A good display of smaller
game was also brought home.
II. A.
to the Maine woods.
Also “ Acme” Launch Engines.
JSend for Catalogue to
“ As long as one is in society he must Davis, H. W. Davis and II. W. Land of
keep going. My engagement book is Elliottsville, were the guides.

This practically ended the events of
the day worth mentioning and stands filled for days and weeks ahead. Of
only to show how full of interesting in course I have to take some time to re
Just think of me
cidents a woodsman’ s life sometimes is. ceive my friends.
next
Thursday,
the
loth, for this is my
We have been compelled by lack of
space here to crowd it even worse than program: I begin the day by giving a
it was crowded upon them on that breakfast to four friends; at 1 o ’clock p.
m. a party of ten lunch with me. Then
eventful night and day.
from 3 o’ clock to 5.30 I give a reception,
D. E. H e y w o o d .
over one hundred invitations having
been sent out. To finish out the day I
Sportsman’s Magazine Changes. give a whist party to fifty other friends,
from 7 to 12 o’ clock in the evening.
“ I wish you were here to join with
B o s t o n , N o v . 22, 1S99.
me
in the pleasures.”
And an invita
The following notice has hoen received
tion is inclosed for the evening.
Such
by the P h o n o g r a p h : I beg to an
is life! Yet the party dresses made in
nounce to the subscribers and patron Paris for my friend seem to be forgotten
izing public that the co-partnership when summer comos and she brings
heretofore existing between Charles A. only the short dress and long boots to
Jones and Louis B. Sweatt, publishers camp, and enjoys tramping through our
of the Newr England Sportsman, has this forests and cleaning her rifle when the
day been dissolved, Mr. Jones having day’s hunt is over as well as I,and I wish
disposed of his interest to the under my list of friends included more of just
such noble women.
signed. The New Euglatid Sportsman
will still retain the position it has so
Even now before the lake is frozen
acceptably filled the past year, as the
only exclusive hunting and fishing mag one seems to catch the excitement of
next summer’ s rush to the Rangeleys,
azine published in America.
For my so much is being done and planned for
part I can promise my best efforts to the coming season.
The Rangeley Lake House is a busy
please my patrons. I seek the oppor
tunity and hope to meet with favorable place, for a big crew of men are hurry
ing to complete the big additions which
consideration at your hands.
Of my are being built.
New cottages are
earnest endeavor to make all my busi going up on the lake shore.
Land has
ness transactions with them mutually recently' been sold for others.
There is talk of a new set of sporting
profitable and pleasant, they may be
camps, etc., while ltangeley village has
assured.
Yours respectfully,
such a boom in prospect as few Maine
L ours B. Sw e a t t ,
towns can boast of.
F ly R oi>.

P o u t’s

A rtific ia l F lies.
1 am again tying flle 9 o n Lake 8 t., near
Steamboat wharf and le ss than five m inutes
w alk from Rangeley L a k e House. I shall be
glad to see. all of my o ld patrons and m any
new ones. You w ill find a good stock of flies
and leaders.
M r s . L. D. J a c o b s,
ltangeley, M aine.

Wood and Bamboo Rods
made|]to order and repaired.
Call and see m y special Rangeley W ood
Rod and Split, Bamboo.
1 have added Picture Frames to my business
and solicit work In this line.

E.
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Sportsmen

Guides.

Snowshoes made to order and repaired.
•Tims repaired. Boots an d shoes repaired.
Harness repaired.
Chairs
repaired and
bottomed. A ls o harness su p p lies.
W . E . T w o m b l y , R a n g e le y , Me.

All S p ortsm en con sid er that

Will send trial box of tw e n ty-fiv e
W. P. Gammon came from Livermore H CIGARS—
ujnters Re t u r n , a ten cent cigar, tor §1.00
spend Thanksgiving clay with his to any address by m ill post-paid.
J o s e p h a . W i l l i a m s , B ox 174, Moodtis. Conn
parents and carried home a nice buck
Is the best rem ed y for S u nbu rn ,
deer. Mr. Gammon works on the Liver
C h ilblain s, Ivy P o is o n , Eczema,
A C u c k o o C n n iik t In t h e A c t .
more branch of the P. & R. F. R. R. He
B lack h eads, P im p les and all
Everybody
has
read
in
the
natural
thought he would, try his luck on deer
history books how the ungrateful
S ca lp D iseases, hives, blisters,
and to be sure it was luck for he got a
young cuckoo makes room iu its foster
nice one and was not out but three j
burns and all insect bites, de
mother’s nest by evicting the rightful
hours. H. II. Babb was one of the n ex t!
lightfully sooth in g after a shave.
occupants,
hatched
and
unhatched.
As,
lucky ones.
Ho got a nice fat buck. E. ;
C. Whittemore got a deer that dressed however, few people have had the
Ask y o u r druggist for a bottle.
147 pounds. Lisha Berry and B. Whitte- good fortune to see a young cuckoo, it
m a n u f a c t u r e d ONLY b y
niore got the biggest deer thus far.
I t , has been rather difficult to understand NAT! ELLIS, Rangeley He
weighed, when dressed, 228 pounds. ! exactly how the ingrate managed to
Chester Blunt got the largest fox.
He turn out eggs and squabs.
J. W ALD O NASH, N O R W A Y , MAINE,
measured four feet and live inches from
A patient naturalist, John Craig, has
t a x id e r m is t .
tip to tip before ho was stretched.
Sa,nio]| Painting on Birch Bark
One of our local sportsmen while out now solved the mystery, aud iu The „
and Bird s-Eye-Mapie panels. I do work of
Feathered
\vorld
there
are
tw
o
photos,
deer hunting ran across five
bears’
the^art
fSe8Cr”
,l ' ° 11 *n '*le
style of
taken
under
his
auspices,
o
f
a
young
tracks, but t lie snow being most gone,
he was unable to follow them far.
’ cuckoo in the very act o f murdering a
T. O. Babb has contracted to haul stepbrother. When the outline o f the
WHEN IN BOSTON, STOP AT THE
one million feet of pine fur the Portland young cuckoo In the two pictures is
Star Match Co. It is to be loaded on once grasped, one can see how well
the cars at Dixfield station. Mr. Babb suited for its fell purpose is the posi
has also contracted to haul one million
feet of spruce for Baarce & Wilson tion it takes up. Head well down, legs
wide apart gripping either side of the
This is to he landed on Webb river.
Geo. Holman and G. Leavitt shot a nest, wings outstretched to prevent
Hanover St., near Scollay Sq.
deer which dressed 90 pounds.
any slipping back sideways, the un
Dana Coolidge shot a nice buck fortunate victim well poised on Its
Nearest of the large hotels to Union Station,
Steamers, business an l amusomont contros.
Thanksgiving day.
broad back, the curious depression In
I.A KGI'.ST ROOMS iu the city for the
p. D. Ladd has arrived home from a which serves to steady it—the attitude
price (♦l.Op per day und upward). Steam heat
hunting trip to Dead River.
and elcctrio light m every room in the liou-c.
♦80,000. has just been epenton the house, giving
A. D. Holt and wife spent Thanksgiv is perfect for accomplishing the final
patrons every modern improvement und conven
net
in
the
curious
tragedy
of
nature
by
ience at moderate prices.
ing day with their parents in Weld. Mr.
KIT U O P K A I V P L A N . The special break
Holt brought home with him a nice, which a cuckoo is reared at the ex
fasts at 40 cents and table d’ hote dinner at 50
cents are famous.
large owl, which is to bo mounted by pense o f the family of its foster par
ents.
v
C. A. JONES.
Shaw of Brickfield.
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SEASON SATISFACTORY.

the finished crafts, but enough were
to show something of the extent of
the business. Nino men are kept at
work throughout the year and turn out
about three hundred canoes per annum.
In fact, he intends to put out more than
that this year.
His customers have
told him that one thing about his canoes
is that the filling is a great wearer. Mr.
Morns is extending his acquaintance
ship very fast among those that use the
kind of a craft that he is putting out
and the orders come from a wide extent
of territory. An order recently came
from the Lovell Aims company for one
hundred of them. Last year they did
not sell as many as that, but only be
cause they could not get them.
An
other firm has in an order for twenty.
In speaking of the P h o n o g r a p h as an
advertising medium, Mr. Morris said
that it paid him to advertise in it.

RANGEIEY GAME NOTES.

B een

Taxidermist Crosby Busy Mount
ing Animals.
Visit to Successful Canoe Builder
Enjoyed.

THE SPORTSMAN

[Special correspondence to the P h o n o g r a p h . J
Ba n g o k ,

The hunting season has closed and
the sportsmen are putting up their im
plements of warfare used on the big
game and are resting, or at least, have
stopped resting, for a time before they
take down their rods for the spring
sport.
It won’ t be long before the
fisherman will have to try his rod and
listen to the click of the reel to keep
them in good condition to use with the
aquaiian game in the spring

AND HIS POWDER.

!

A s e n s i b l e s h o o t e r s h o u l d c o n s i d e r n o t o n ly t h e p ric e
h e p a ys f o r h is p o w d e r , b u t t h e q u a l i t y o f t h e
p o w d e r he buys.
E x p e r i e n c e t e a c h e s h i m t h a t a p o w d e r w h i c h is c h e a p
in q u a l it y , a n d w h i c h t h e r e f o r e c a n n o t be d e 
p e n d e d o n , is d e a r a t a n y p r ic e .
W e h a v e b e e n to ld t h a t L a f l i n a n d R a n d S m o k e l e s s
P o w d e r co sts a little m o re th a n s o m e o f th e o th e r
ri itr o p o w d e r s .
T h i s m a y , o r m a y n o t be , b u t c o n s i d e r i n g t h e p o i n t s o f
m e r i t w h i c h b e l o n g a l o n e t o L. & R. S m o k e l e s s ,
it is t h e c h e a p e s t p o w d e r in t h e m a r k e t . I t is t h e
on ly p o w d e r m a d e t h a t is W A T E R P R O O F a n d
t h a t is n o t a f f e c t e d by c l i m a t i c c o n d i t i o n s .

Mb., Dec. 15, 1899.

But that is drifting a little from the
subject in hand the big game.
First,
I will say that the expressmen are
thankful, for the Christmas packagts
will be coming along in a few days and
they want a rest before they 1ave to
attend to them. But these servants of
the public have had to hustle this year
more than ever before.
George M.

business and going into the brush from
the first of the season to the last, earn
Owned and operated by the Plant S ystem . ing their living by the sale of the birds
On high elevation In the pine land am ong
the orange groves.
Perfect clim ate
N orth secured.
ern help, supplies and m anagem ent. Good
Some argue that this is unsportsman
air. good water and good roads. Cyclists’ and
like, but laying this aside, such a condi
automoblhsts’ paradise.
O. L. Fk i s b k e , Manager.
tion can not be tolerated if the birds are
Open from January to April.
to exist in sufficient numbers to afford
good sport for the masses. It cannot be
said that these men are persons who are
not sportsmen in any sense. They love
Unsportsmanlike Hunters Snoot the woods, the sport, but they cannot
get enough by occasional trips to the
Birds to Sell.
field. Their blood is only quiet when
Congressman and Son Will Try they are out every fair day. Their fi
nancial condition prevents them from
Sport In South.
doing this without some income and so
[Special correspondence to the P h o n o g r a p h .]
they throw up their “ jobs” during the
hunting season and go into the covers,
W o r c e s t e r , M a s s ., Dec. 13, 1899.
It did not take bird hunters Ion# this |have good fun and make on the average
year to discover that partridges were from three to four dollars a day. They
very scarce. For several years tliis an see no harm in it and from their stand
nouncement has been made without point their position is not so unsports
causing much apprehension, but year manlike, but from the outside view it is
As
after year the birds have grown less un unsportsmanlike in the extreme.
til this year conservative men were set the matter now stands neither side can
to thinking, and from the first of Octo be convinced of the justice of tlie other,
ber up to the present time, certain men and in consequence legislation is neces
have been busy agitating the question sary.
One thing is necessary everywhere if
in order that all sportsmen might awake
to a knowledge of the true condition of fish and game interests are to be pro
affairs and unite in an effort to remedy tected for all time, and that is the pro
hibition of the sale of not only game
it.
A. B. F. Kinney, who has always birds, but all fish and game.
Each year the number of sportsmen
been prominent in local hunting circles
both as a fox hunter, trap shot and bird who are looking towards the woods for
hunter, and who is a great lover of the recreation is increasing and if this sport
Pine Tree state as well, was one of the is to be preserved, this step must be
first to make a move. The plain, unde taken not only in Massachusetts and
niable facts set forth by him, combined Maine, but in every state in the Union.
with his enthusiastic and systematic It should be taken in time, before sympwork, have been largely responsible for tons of decrease are noticeable. It will
a general awakening of interest all over do good then, for the old proverb, “ a
the state. This has culminated in the stitch in time saves nine,” is just as
call for a meeting at Boston, Thursday, true in this particular as in any other.
The outcome of the Boston meeting
by the Massachusetts Fish and Garre
Protective association. Representations will be watched with interest by sports
from every agricultural society and men everywhere. There will and must
sportsmen’s organization in the state always be a class of men who have no
have been invited to assemble at the idea of planning for the future and who
Copley Square hotel for the purpose of care nothing for anything but the imme
talking the matter over and taking steps diate needs. This makes a law neces
to secure necessary legislation.
W or sary and a strict enforcement of it es
cester’s delegation will include Leander sential.

SEMINOLE HOTEL,

Haines Landing last Saturday. The one
shot by the latter had •ight points.

BIRDS ARE SCARCE.

F. Herrick, representing the Worcester
Agricultural society; A. B. F. Kinney,
Eugene F. Swan and Henry A. Mower of
the Worcester County Game Protective
association; James E. Fuller and Dr.
Charles E H. Higgins of the Worcester
Fur company; C. W. Walls and Maynard
P. Roach of the Worcester Sportsmen’s
club.
There are all sorts of theories to ac
count for the scarcity of birds, but the
fact remains after the whole floor has
been heard, that the birds are scarce
and that they are in immediate danger
of extermination. To prevent the ex
tinction of this noble game bird is the
aim of all sportsmen of the highest
order. To do this fair minded men
agree that several things are necessary;
namely, a close season for a term of
years and after that legislation to abso
lutely prevent the sale of birds in the
state.

The sportsmen who secured trophies
in Maine this year are beginning to re
ceive them from the taxidermists. One
of the handsomest of these is the record
breaking salmon secured by J. Russel
Marble at Mooselookmeguntic lake.
Crosby mounted the big fish in a most
artistic and life-like manner and it now
hangs in ajconspicuous pi, ce in Mr. Mar
ble’ s dining room. Spottsmen from all
oveijtbe country have Bern the fish,maDy
making a special trip to take a peek at
it, and others who happened to be going
through the city, stopping over for a
few hours for the purp ise.

The big game hunters are mostly back
home now and the return of Dr. George
McAleer, who is in New Brunswick
with a paity of Boston friends, will
close the big game season as far as Wor
cester is concerned. Dr. McAleer is one
of the most enthusiastic men, on Maine,
in the city. Years and years ago he
found his way there, discovered the re
sources and beauties, and came back
bubbling over with information.
He
feels that to send a man to Maine is to
render a service to mankind, and scores
of Worcester men have made their first
trip to the woods through his efforts.
No one in town can tell you better what
to wear, what to carry, what to do, and
the like, than the genial and obliging
“ doctor.”

George II. Burtis, the famous Worces
ter fly tier, is preparing his aunual cata
log for 1000. The little booklet prom
ises, if possible, to be handsomer than
the one issued last year, which was one
of the finest things of the kind sent out.
There will he as usual many interesting
photographs, and as an innovation,
some literature of general interest to
sportsmen.

DEER FOOT PAPER K M F E .
Fish and Game Commissioner
Receives It as a Present.
Chairman Carleton, of the Fish and
Game commission, has leceived from
Hon. Carlos L. Smith of Montpelier,
Vermont, a novel and attractively
wrought paper knife and letter opener,
carved from the bone of a deer shot by
this popular sportsman, with the
“ Savage rifle” on his last annual hunt
ing trip to Maine in 1899. Mr. Carleton
prizes the souvenir very highly, and
naturally feels very grateful to the
donor.

Mock Battle Between Buck Beer
an I Hunter.
[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH.]

’

R ange l e y , Me ., Dec. 13, 1899.
A party consisting of W. D. Quimby,
Ed Lowell, James Wilcox and William
Porter returned recently from a hunting
trip to a camp at the foot of boulders
on Kemiebago river.
They ' bad ex
cellent luck, W. D. Quimby shooting
the largest buck of the lot of three
that they brought out. The bucks had
each a very good head two of which had
eight points. George M. Estey also was
in the party two days.

Several hunters have been operating’
from Haines Landing lately.
Wilmont
Patterson brought out a big doe from
there.
The walking has been noisy, there
being two inches of crusty snow at the
bottom with about four inches of light
snow on top to deaden the sound. Deer
cease to a great extent to travel after
November 20 and gather in herds in the
swamps where the hunter has a slim
chance of getting at them, but those
who do roam about usually travel so
slowly that a track a whole day old can
be followed up and the deer started in
about thirty minutes.

number, owing to unfavorable condi
tions, is below last year’s record. A mid
winter snow hunt will be held later in
the season, probably next ium tli during
the full of the moon.

w ,S E & 8i ! “ '

Minus One Lei? Shot at
Cups up tic Lake.

Elmer Voter of Phillips, shot a deer
Chas. Soule, J. A. Russell, Natt Carr
at Haines Landing last Saturday.
and Aaron Soule have returned from
their camp on Elm Ridge. Chas. Soule
Messrs. Chas. and Eben Hamden of got a buck and doe, J. A. Russell a
Rangeley, each shot a nice deer at buck.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

portsman's Paradise for Hunting and Fishing
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COW MOOSE CALLING.

Houghton, general passenger and ticket
Game Notes.
agent of the Bangor & Aroostook rail
A brindled deer was shot recently by
road, has completed the record of the Henry Hodgden of North Anson.
game sent out over the line for the first
of the gamd season.
Dr. H. B. Garrison of Houlton, who
A very peculiar deer’s heal went
down a few days ago. The animal was has been for some time at Soldier Pond
large and the antlers w e r e very lira -h Camps near. Grindstone, secured a
webbed. They seemed very much like moose and bear.
the horns of a moose. It was thought j
that it must have been a cross between
R ickland’s record of big game is
a moose and a deer.
eleven deer shot within the city limits
Mr. Houghton is well pleased with
in eleven days.
George and Horace
the results of the season and thinks
j Glidden wont out one morning at sun
that the game interests have spoken for
rise and by eleven o ’clock had secured
themselves this year. Tourists wi'l be
two deer.
pleased to learn that the pullman ser
vice has been satisfactory to the man
C. P. Turner of Guilford, brought a
agement and is in no danger of being
taken off. Mr. Houghton says it lias good buck down from Blanchard a few
been the best paying route in New Eng days ago. After being dressed the deer
weighed 210 pounds. Mr. Turner was
land.
During the month just passed Crosby fortunate enough to run into a herd ot
has been taking in the heads in a lively teu animals.
manner. Very nearly three hundred
-------------came in during the month.
In one
Mr. G. D Libby of Gardiner, got au
week he had an average of four een a early start the other morning, and with
day for the seven days and some days his rifle on his shoulder, sallied forth in
over thirty came ir. A visit to his base search of a deer.
He knew that one
ment shows heads well covering up the
floor, concealing his coal pile and cover frequented a certain clump of trees and
there he watched. He had been there
ing quite a portion of the walls.
He has just received two handsome but a few minutes before a good sized

K1NE0 HOTEL CHANGE.
Control o f Stock Purchased b y
Mr. Judkins and Associates.
An important event in the hotel
world and a transaction tbat will inter
est fishermen, hunters and tourists who
visit Maine, is the recent purchase of a
controlling interest in the Mt. Kineo
House and property by C. A. Judkins of
Kineo, and W. M. Shaw and II. G. Hunt
of Greenville. Mr. Judkins is an expe
rienced hotel man. He has been very
popular as assistant manager of the Mt.
Kineo House for several seasons past.
Mr. Judkins will be manager of the
hotel and property.

Foxes, Miuk, Coons and Skunk.

Abram Morton and Stanley Savage of
Avon, who have trapped game together
MISS ETHEL H A R L O W AN D A D ISP L A Y OF BIG GAM E A T T H E LEDGE HOUSE,
for several years past, have had excel
L O W ER D EAD R IV E R .
Hon. John R. Thayer, congressman lent luck this season. They caught 25
foxes, four mink, two coons and a
from this district, is now in Washington
skunk, for which Boston parties paid
Maine’s actipn in this matter is an ob- preparing for his first winter’s work,
moose heads from Massachusetts gentle buck came out. The rest of the story
them $71.80.
ject lesson to sportsmen everywhere. The congressman is president of the
men, one from E. W. Lovejoy of Lowell need not be told.
Fewer birds were killed there this fall Worcester Fur company and a devotee
and the other from C. H. Place of NanWinter Park.
than ever before in spite of the fact that to the chase. He means this winter to
tasket. Mr. I.ovejoy’ s, one of the finest
The record for the season for moose
“ The great winter|resort for sportsmen brought down this year, was taken near
partridges were more plenty everywhere find time, as an escape from official
passing through Bangor was 134.
Of
than they have been for many years. duties, to make his way to Virginia and and tourists is Winter Park. The abun Ashland. Mr. Place secured his near
this number, 74 went through in Octo
This was due almost wholly to the fact see how the southerners catch Reynard dance of fish in the lakes about Winter
Jo Mary lake.
ber and 70 in November. The total kill
that there was no inducement to the with horses and hounds.
His son, Park makes it exceedingly jiopular with
of deer in Maine this year is estimated
A.
H.
Carlyle
of
Ellsworth
Falls
market hunter or anyone else who Jack, will accompany him on these fishermen, while its great popularity
to amount to 20,000.
hoped to make a dollar by hunting par- trips and may remain in the south for with hunters is due to the abundance of passed through the city the other day
from
Enfield,
with
750,000
trout
eggs
fridges. The farmer’ s boy who was some time if he finds the sport attrac- wild turkey, snipe, quail and deer. The
Fur Sold by Perry.
Seminole gains much of its popularity and 60,000 salmon eggs. The eggs were
looking for small change, and the pro- 1tive.
with visitors from the North, aside from taken at Cold stream, for the United
fessional pot hunter were alike barred
The Camden Herald wrote up a deaf
States commissioner at Green lake.
out, and in spite of the threats to shoot
mute hunter and trapper a short time
The Worcester Fur company has se its admirable management, from the
birds and feed them to the hogs for re cured quite a sum of money towards the fact that it is run by a Northern man on
At Veazie Mr. B. N. Morris, the canoe ago, mentioning him as perhaps the
venge, there are no such cases on furnishing of club rooms and suitable New England plan, with white help builder, is doing quite a busine^h. only one in the state. Willard Perry of
record.
quarters will soon be provided.
Here taken from the North. Sportsmen and Your correspondent had the pleasure of Madrid, is deaf and dumb, but a de
He has
Worcester’ s depleted covers are'.due to the members will assemble to spin yarns tourists who intend spending all or part spending a few minutes with Mr. Morris cidedly successful trapper.
pot hunting more than any other thing. and relate the details of many an excit- of their winter in Florida will miss the other day and viewed his factory trapped a great many bears and plenty
much of the pleasure of their stay if from “ attic to cellar.”
Not all the of smaller game. This year he sold his
The city has many crack shots who own 1;ng cPage.
fine dogs and these men have been in
Sixty-one pelts have been secured so they fail to spend at least part of the canoes were seen here for Mr. Morris fur to the Phillips Hardware company
has another shop which is filled with for something over thirty dollars.
the habit in many cases of throwing up ' far by the members this season.
This time at the Seminole.”

During a recent hunting trip to the
Cupsuptic lake M. B. Skolfield dis
tinguished himself by performing the
remarkable feat of shooting a barred
owl w:th a 38-55 rifle, without in tho
least injuring it for mounting. W. E.
Twombly succeeded in decapitating a
good sized weasel.
M. D. Tibbetts
missed, slick and clean, a doe that ran
past him in a swamp and accordingly
set out on foot for home tbat very noon.
D. E. Heywood, though of course ha
was never lost in the woods, complained
much of a certain porcupine’s den,
which he was continually running
across three or four times a day in dif
ferent parts of the woods.
A peculiar deer was killed by this
party and brought home.
It was a
bifck o f some 125 pounds, large spike
horns and only three quarters.
One
hind leg was gone at the gambrel and
the whole thigh wasted and gone ex
cept a little bunch, perhaps as large
as the deer’s head.
A 44 bullet
which was found against the skin on
that side undoubtedly caused the
trouble. The deer was well apparently
and in excellent condition.
Frank Porter has got another big;
buck but got him in an unusual way.
He, Harry Quimby and Lorin Haley
were bunting together when they began
to discover strange ponds and trails o f
three other hunters who by the way
they were circling about seemed to b©
|lost.
Finally they came to a camp
which they soon recognized as their
i 0WD ant^ ^rora which they took a good
|frtsb start and settled down to solid
wol'k- Porter came upon this big buck
ly*n8 down and shot it, but as it did n ot
move he approached nearer to make
more certain of his aim when he dis
covered it had been dead about ten
days.
Fearing he would be laughed at
he determined to implicate others in
the game if possible, so seizing the buck
by tlie antlers he began struggling with
it and shouting for help.
Harry was
first to respond and seeing the predica
ment he threw down his rifle and rush
ing In upon the combatants seized the
deer by the tail to prevent its threat
ened efforts to pin Porter to a tree.
The tail came off about the same time
Porter began to laugh.
The Cupsuptic lake is frozen over ':v&
inches thick, but the Rangeley and
Mooselookmeguntic do not look »s iii
they would be frozen a month hence.
A l Sprague was out again on Mor Jay
with his fox hound and brought in
another fox.
Those to whom ih-j
bounding of deer has charms can pioj bably find all the essential features in t
; fox hunt and minus the ineonvenicn t
of bringing in a cumbersome victim
|the end.
A s the result of the recent hunt tuur
fine bucks’ heads have been left with
the taxidermist, D. E. Heywood, f r
mounting.

BUCK W ITH BIG HEAD.
Bear Signs Very Numerous
Dead River Region.

h

Mr. Frank Cain of Lewiston and Mr.
S. L. Moore of Greene have recently re
turned from a hunting trip up on the
South Branch of Dead River, where
they were guests of Mrs. S. L. Taylor.
They had with them a monstrous buck
with a set of antlers that was the envy
of every sportsman who saw them.
They got all the deer they wanted to
shoot and report that they saw numer
ous bear signs in one place on Flat Top
mountain. There had been five at one
place visited by them.
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course of the forenoon after following
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Trip to Maine.
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. . . . 8.36 6.35
and
then,
as
it
was
too
slow
work
for
Katahdin Iron W orks a 00 p m, Brownville S alem , L v ......................
.
. . . 8.40 5.40
place. He explained the presence of
A fine visit was enjoyed with our very 5.30 p m , Mile 6.40 p m . Lagrange 6.06. p m.
The Edition o f the Phonograph
. . . . 8.45 5.45
•Mt A b r a m J u n e ., . .
me, went home. In the morning I went the tracks by saying that persons out
.
. . . 8.48 5.50
•North F r e e m a n ,
. .
close friends, Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Kim
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
This Week is 3,560.
. . . . 9.30 6.00
over to my fire, thinking I might be bird hunting had been at the camp with
Gen’ l Passenger and Ticket Agent. K ingfield , L v . . . .
ball. We found Henry much better F . W . CRAM, Vice Pres’t and Gen. Mgr.
.
. . 10.00 6.30
C a rra b a ssett, A r . . •
able to shoot a few more.
You may bird dogs.
P . M . P .M .
G O IN G S O U T H .
than was expected and we were glad to Bangor, Me., Nov. 20, 1899,
.
. . 12.00 6.35
C a rra ba ssett, L v . . .
imagine my surprise, when I came in
. . . 12.30 7.00
The
case
was
dismissed
by
decision
of
K
in
g
fie
ld
,
A
r
.
.
.
.
find
them
so
well
situated
in
their
fine
FRID AY, DECEMBER 15, 1899. sight of the place, at finding the fire
the commissioners, who did not find home. Was more than glad to meet our
K in g fie ld , L v
.............................................6-50 12.36
MORE ABOUT MAJOR DILL.
gone out and a row of the pink-eyed, enough evidence to warrant the ward
•N orth F r e e m a n ................................................o-57 12.42
old friend Rashe Turner from Boston
•Mt.
A
b
ram
J
u
n
e
. , ...................................... 7 02 12.47
long eared little ghosts frozen into the en’ s conviction or that of the guides
S alem , L v .........................................................7.08 12.55
who said he was going to meet Hon. Joel
•
S
u
m
m
i
t
,.............................................................
7.13 1.05
snow all around where the fire had who were involved in the charges. The
Reminis'enses
of
the • H illsid e................................................................. 7.20
Wilbur who had a Crow’s Nest at Haines War
1.10
been. You see I had a hot fire and it commissioners’
W
e
st
F
r
e
e
m
a
n
,
..............................................7.30
1.15
investigations
were Landing, and would join him in build
Fish and Game Stories Which had melted tlie snow for some distance,
Strong, A r ................................
7.40 1.28
“
Major”
and
Others.
carefully made and all complaints were ing another nest at same place. Of
F arm in g ton . A r .............................................. 8.20 2.05
but it came off piping cold before morn given consideration, but Warden Os
Portland , A r . . .
12.20 6.45
Are Interesting.
[Special correspondence to the P honograph .]
course crows build their nests in trees
P . M.
ing, and as they came up and squat good’ s standing character and his denial
d
, / E. D iv is io n , . .
. . 4.00 9.05
E ustis , Me ., Dec. 11, 1899.
and we were anxious to see the im
Boston, A r j w D iv ls io ll| .......................... 4.00
around, they were stuck. I killed them
Young Man Who Shot Deer In and after counting them, started back under oath made it impossible to con provements at Mountain View House,
Perhaps there is no one fact in his
•Flag s ta tio n s . T ra in s s to p o n notice to
demn upon the unsupported word of Haines Landing, etc., and if possible to busy, gone-by life to which Major S. conductor.
Close c o n n e c tio n is m a d e a t Strong with
home. There were one hundred and two or three men.
Haying Time.
meet Capt. Barker and Billy Soule, and Dill refers with such pride as his con trains to an d fr o m P h illip s , F a rm in g to n , Port
seven in the lot, and it wasn’t much of a
land an d B o sto n .
As we drew up around tlie fire in
last but not least to take a peep at the nection with the Civil war. Perhaps it
Stage c o n n e c tio n s a t C a rra b a sset for Eustis
night for rabbits, either.”
A hearing was held Tuesday, Dec. 5, Crow’ s Nest, which of course was either
camp after a successtul day’ s hunt, Jack
is also true that while this pride is jn d D ead R iv e r R e g io n .
GEO. M . VO SE. S U P E R IN T E N D E N T .
“ Let me tell you a fish story, and a in relation to the fish’ ng for pickerel on high ground or in the top of a very strictly justifiable, it has in some cases
started in with some of his famous
through
the
ice
in
the
ponds
in
Kenne
true
one,
too,”
spoke
up
the
Boston
stories. We were all attention for he
large tree. Only had to say the word been entirely misunderstood and attrib
always told something worth listening man, who had all this time been listen bec county. There was a large delega and out came Henry with his fine team uted to selfish reasons. The present writ
ing to the others.
“ You know I spend tion of gentlemen from Waterville and and we were off for Haines Landing.
to.
er has heard some of these erroneous
D ir e c t L in k t o R a n g e l e y L a k e s .
“ Last year,” he begaD, “ we had a my summers over on the Rangeley lakes near by towns, who protested against One of the steeds proved to be a son of opinions, but beyond reference to them Through T im e -ta b le , I 11 E ffe c t O ct. 26, 1899 .
the
opening
of
any
of
the
Belgrade
and
have
a
pretty
good
time
with
those
number of people iu camp at just about
old Pharaoh and of course a roader. So has nothing to say more than to ask for
h ro u g h
C O■ MOMAOCDHIEO SU.S S PE LREVNI CDEI D.
this time in the season. They had been 6-pound trout. But it is not about any waters for ice fishing, while petitioners we were not long in sighting a team attention to some quotations made here T H A TWft
A . M . A . M . P. M
GOING
SOUTH.
of
my
fish
that
I
will
tell
you.
It
was
from
the
eastern
section
of
the
county,
unusually successful in bringing down
ahead who proved to be our old friend in after.
7.60
Leave Bem is,
the game, and several fine animals were told to me by both the parties inter gave it as their opinion that the ponds Jerry Oakes and our friend Turner.
9.10
“
R um ford F a lls ,
2.40
Once in a letter, lying before me
10.40
4.09
“
M
ech
anic
F
a
lls
,
6.55
ested,
so
I
have
both
sides
of
the
story.
in
which
nothing
but
pickerel
exist,
hanging up near tlie camp.
One of
On arriving at the landing we found while writing, Mr. Dill said: “ I enlisted Arrive, L e w isto n ,M . C. U p p e r
“ I was sitting on the veranda of one would not he harmed by fishing through the Mooselookmeguntic House closed
7.40 11.25
Station,
4.50
them, a splendid great buck with ant
and organized Company G in the Seven
“
P ortlan d , U n io n
lers as symmetrical
and gracefully of the popular lake liostelries chatting the ice, and explained that in almost for the season, so our only way was to teenth Maine regiment, and every man
S tation,
8.36 12.20
5.46
P . M. P . M.
curved as if they had been made to with one of my Boston friends, who had every body of water on the east side of make for the Crow’ s Nest, which we liad what was promised him from cap
12.45
4.10
“
B oston, {
12.40
4.00
9.05
order, was the property of one of the
found on a high bluff of land only a few tain to wagon master. You can find
GOING NORTH.
P . M . A . M . P. M.
guides. In fact, Mr. Eastman,” said he
rods west of the hotel on the shore of lots of these men in Phillips and vicin
8.30
1.20
addressing one of the hunters, “ it was
9.00 12.30
the big lake. The exclamations from ity. * * * * I saved the lives of four Leave B o ston , j
“
P ortlan d M.‘ C. r ’. R ..
A . M . P. M.
just about such a beauty as you brought
within and without were truly laugh Franklin county soldiers, one from
U n ion S ta tio n ,
8.30
1.10
5.15
in yesterday.
In a day or so a man by
“
L e w iston M . C. R . R .,
In
able as we climbed up into this royal Temple. His name was Bangs.
U pper S ta tio n ,
9.20
2.10
6.05
the name of Gould came up to look over
10.04
2.55
6.45
hostelry, coming from these few old Phillips there are Joseph Ellis and A rrive M e ch a n ic F a lls ,
“
R u m fo rd F a lls ,
11.35
4.26
the timberland. His wife was with him
timers who had not been together for Eaton Iieath also another whose name I
“
B e m is ,
and they stopped here.
5.40
several years. Our honorable old friend have forgotten, who lived in CrosbyTrains run d a lly e x c e p t S u n d a ys.
“ Mrs. Gould was quite anxious to se
Joel Wilbur, met us at the door with ville. 1 do not think there was another
This is the o n ly s ta n d a rd ga u g e all rail Hoc
cure a deer, in fact wanted to get
white apron on and sleeves roiled up, company raised iu Maine without some direct to th e h e a rt o f th e R a n g e le y L ak es.
E. L . L o v e j o y , S u p t., R u m fo rd F alls, Me.
her first one. We put up a scheme that
and his first words were, “ Hello boys, one complaining. The colonel put into R C. B r a d f o r d , Traffic M g r.,P o r tla n d . Me.
Ben, who owned that big buck, should
glad to see you. Come in.” Mr.-Wilbur my company some half dozen that had
take him out into the woods and give
T im e-T able.
was preparing dinner for the workmen had promises of offices just before.”
the lady a chance to shoot him.
Just here it may be said that some of
who were building a wharf and said he
“ The preparations completed Ben told
was not looking for us but soon would these old soldiers are yet spared to us
T he on ly a ll-ra il ro u te to R angeley Lake
Mrs. Gould that if she wanted to shoot
give us dinner. We insisted he should and those mentioned above can give The qu ick est and e asie st route to the Dead
R
iver R egion via D ead R iv e r S tation .
Stage
a deer, he would guide her and guaran
leeJ the workmen first, which he did, opinions based upon actual knowledge connection w ith every th r o u g h train for
Stratton,
Eustis
and
all
p
o
in
ts
in
land
.
tee that she would bring down some
and next came our turn and such a ban and worth being listened to w ith atten
On and after O ct. 2 1899, tra in s on the Phil
game. After an hour or two of wander
quet as we sat down to has not been our tion. Here follow some brief extracts lips & R angeley railroad w ill run as follo w s
m
til further n o tic e :
ing about in the woods, though only a
privilege to enjoy for many a day; such from a letter not written by Mr. Dill,
EAST.
A M
few rods from camp all the time, the
slices of steak as had never been tasted hut a soldier of the Seventeenth Maine
9.00
Boston,
, , de E. D iv
guide motioned to her that he could see
W .D iv
before, in fact everything one could ask regiment; some of the statements com
8.30
P
M
a deer and for her to come up easily.
for was before us, and to say we all pare well with the quotation from “ The P o r t l a n d ...........................................
1.10
Coming up, she saw in the direction
P M
enjoyed that dinner doesn’ t quite ex Major” made above. The letter hears Phillips, ar . . .
5.35
press it.
B«n was pointing, a magnificent great
. .
date thus—“ Camp King, Portland, Aug. Phillips, Lv
7.30
5.40
•Madrid,
7.55
6.55
Our friend Billy Soule happened over 12, 1862.” Speaking of company G the •Reed’s M ill, .
defer. Ben told her to rest the rifle
8 05 6.05
from his Pleasant Island home and •letter says: “ Its conception and ulti •danders’ M ill, .
upof^a stump, and to shoot. This done,
8 25
6.16
ar
9 10
dined with us, which added much to mate birth, as a full aud complete com  Redington M ills, .
he bad her remain where she was while
de
9 20 6.40
Photo, by W eston Lufkin.
•Log T rack N o . 2,
9
40
our
enjoyment.
Was
loth
to
leave
6.50
he rushed up, assisted the deer to fall,
pany, is entirely due to Maj. Seward Dead R iv er, . . .
PEER AT B ILL Y SOULE’ S PLEASAN T ISLN AD CM A PS.
10.00 tT.OO
without going up to Billy’ s and down to ! Dill of Phillips. * * * Every prom R an g e le y, ar . .
went through the motions of cutting
10.20 7.15
W EST.
’A M
Capt. Barker’s and see the old friends ise has been fulfilled, every pledge re
P M
the throat and came back with hands
R an g eley, L v
. .
11 20 1.30
covered with blood.
Arriving at the ; been trying his luck for a few days, j the Kennebec river, these fish predomi- and improvements, but my time would deemed. * * * Physically it is ac
Dead R iv er, .
de
11.35
notallow. I don’ t know a better loca knowledged as tlie Dirigo company. •Log
1.50
camp they told liow a big deer had been" Suddenly he said, ‘ I must tell you how I j nate.
T rack N o. 2,
11 45
2.05
tion for a summer residence around the Intellectually and morally it certainly R edington M ills, .
ar
shot and Ben praised her marksmanship ' surprised Mr. Briggs the other day.
2.25
A decision was not rendered by the
de
11.56
2 45
and her skill as a huntress, and she was Now Mr. Briggs is a zealous fly fisher commissioners but from the tone of the lakes than Mr. Wilbur’ s. Now in view cannot be surpassed. * * * Maj. Sanders’ M ill, .
12.12 3.15
•Reed’s M ill, . .
12.20 3.28
as well pleased as could he imagined. man. He would sit by the hour con hearing, it is inferred that ice fishing of the good time we had, if he goes to Dili gives the company to state and na •Madrid, . . . .
12.25
3.40
Well, sir, she went home without know tentedly casting the tempting fly into will be prohibited for west side waters California this winter and doesn’ t come tion. It has cost him some $300, not a Phillips, ar . .
12 40 4.05
Phillips, d e . .
1
15
ing b’nt that she had killed the buck.
every place where he thought the gamy and those on the east side of the river and see us I am afraid there will be cent of which does he ask to be remem Portland ar . .
5.45
E. D iv
ar
“ One year the snow came on early and fins were resting. Finally, he dozed a will be opened to pickerel fishing dur trouble.
bered. * * * He goes to his home Boston
W . D iv .
Was only three days and two nights asking no money, no official patronage,
then crusted over, much the same as it little and the fly stopped flying.
•Trains sto p o n sig n a l or notice to coning the winter months.
from Lewiston home. via. Maine Central but carrying with him the heartfelt motor.
did this fall, only it remained on longer.
“ ‘I was in a boat near and was having
J tS tage c on n e ction s for S tratton, Eustis and
through White mountains, C. P. R. R. blessing of every man in our company, all points in th e D e a d R iv er region.
The parties in the neighboring camps
just about such sleepy luck as my
Crocker tow ii.
to Detroit, Mich., Wabash R. R. to Chi the approbation of his own conscience, F l e t c h e r P o p e , G e n . M a n ’ g ’ r
were meeting with failure, hut my par
H. H. F i e l d , g . p .
t
a
ties were all going out with good num friend. All at once there was a tug oh
The Crockertown Lumber company cago and Santa Fe R. R. to Newkirk, and, I have no doubt, will receive the
A L . M a t t h e w s . Superintendent.
bers of deer. -One day a sportsman from my line and I thought I had a whale. have their camp for the first mill nearly O. T. At Detroit our time changes one grateful thanks of his fellow citizens.”
hour; going east time is one hour faster,
a near by camp came up and in the My expectations were high, hut went completed.
Thus wrote a soldier over thirty-seven
and going west one hour slower. We years ago!
course of conversation made the remark down when I reeled in a 2 pound chub.
Mr. and Mrs J. P. Prescott will hoard
encountered quite a snowstorm through
that none of us was in the woods, and
1 think that in the autumn of 1863
B. N. Merrill of the
I was provoked, but resolving to make the mill crew.
Michigan.
wondered how we got so much game,
Mr. Dill was sent to the seat of war to
Kingfield central telephone office is stop
The wheat was sown so late on ac look after the condition of our soldiers.
while at his camp they had seen no ven the most out of my catch, threw it over ping with them for a while.
count of drouth that it was thought to His reports made to the executive are
The splash
ison for days, though they were diligent near my friend’ s boat.
Mr. Waldron started his mill today, be a failure hut the abundant rains and
matters of record. The present writer
hunters. ‘O’ says I, ‘ we don’t do any brought to his mind things piscatorial, Dec. 5, for the first time.
warm November has brought it up fine has read a portion of two of them and
hunting; we go out into the woods a and for the next half hour his flies vied
Mrs. Waldron arrived Saturday. They and every farmer is smiling.
Parti- s d esirin g te a m s 01 any k in d for any
they confirm the opinion that Maj. S.
little for exercise, but when we want a
in
is r e g io n , can b e accom m odated
with that chub in making ripples on the |will live in the Brackett house, which
After reciting so muqh enjoyment I Dill has good reason to look back at liis point
by n o tifyin g
deer, we send a trained bullet after it.’
has
been
thoroughly
repaired.
am at a loss to find words to express the work among Maine soldiers with just
“ ‘Trained bullet,’ says the astonished water. But here comes the gentleman
H UNTOON & OAKES,
Sain’ l Odell of Farmington, who be sorrow and deep regret I felt in not see pride.
himself. Doubtless he will tell us ^bout
1865.
sportsman, ‘What do you mean?’
P R O PR IET O R S.
S tab le n e x t to O q uossoo H ouse, R angeley
gan work for L. T. Hinds last week, cut ing my dear friend N. B. Beal. He was
“ ‘I mean just what I said,’ says I, it.’
Maine.
his foot badly last Tuesday morning. continually iu my mind while in Phil
‘ Whenever we want a deer, all I have to
“ ‘ Good morning,’ ” said Mr. Briggs, He was carried to the station and a lips; it seemed as though I could see
Reed’s Mill.
do is to shoot one of my bullets out of
‘ I want to tell you about the big fish that message sent his father to meet him at him ou every corner, and in his office
Mrs. Wm. Sargent lias returned home
the door (all of my bullets are trained)
and it will come back before night with jumped uear my boat tlie other day. I Farmington on arrival of the afternoon where I used to he so cordially met, was from Livermore Falls.
but a chill and his old home seemed
Bonney Webber shot a deer last week.
one of the handsomest deer you ever couldn’ t tell whether it was a trout or train.
lonely, and yet I enjoyed a short visit
saw.’ ”
salmon, hut lie must have weighed
Harry Dunham of Bates college is
with the family whose hospitality was
■"iTy this time Jack’s pipe had gone eight pounds, surely. He broke near
Scholars Not Absent.
spending his vacation with bis parents.
extended just the same. I was glad to
out, and while he was lighting it, Mr.
School in Russell district, Avon, find Mrs. Beal in comfortable health,
Lewis Reed shot a deer recently.
my boat and I tried for some time to
and all p oints in th e D E A D RIVER REGION
Eastman, who has a keen appreciation
clpsod December 7. Length of term,
and
hope
she
may
he
spared
to
bless
her
Frank Pillsbury of Rangeley, spent
catch
him
but
couldn’
t.
He
was
a
big
thirteen weeks.
Those present every
for anything that is woodsy, told of a
S E A S O N OF 1899.
young man who had been into the one and someone ought to capture him.’ day wero Carrol Russell, Alice Russell, family many years. Was glad to find Sunday in town.
Edith Morton; present every day for my old friends J. E. Thompson and S.
Mr.
Manning
Kinney
is
very
ill
with
woods for the first time and who It seemed rather queer that I should get twelve weeks, Shirley Savage, Bennie
Closes N ov. 16,1899 until M ay 10,1900.
D. Davis still in comfortable health. catarrhal pneumonia.
thought he would tell a story of how
both sides of tlie story within ten min Savage, Winnie Savage. Absent one Long may they live.
day only, George Morton.
one of his friends got a deer.
Waldron Staples is working for A. H.
I . W . C R E E N E / P r o p ’ r,
Sam F a r m e r .
M a m i e E . R u s s e l l , Teacher.
One morning after a light fall of snow, utes.”
Webber.
C o p lin , M a in e .

P h illip s P h o n o g r a p h .

HEARINGS AT THE CAPITAL.

S A N D Y R I V E R R . R.

ARRANGEMENT

TRAINS.

ERANKLIN l MEGANTIG RY.

SPORTSMEN TELL YARNS.

Portland & Buford Falls By.

PHILLIPS & RANGELEY R. R.

TEAMS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Greene’s Stase Line

OFAD RIVER STATION TO EUSTIS

PH ILLIPS

ARSO C. NORTON,
F a r m in g to n , f i e .

Ladies’ Hosiery.
Big drive in ladies’ double fleeced
hose, only i j i-2 c , w orth 20 and
25c.
Largest line o f dress g o o d s in
Franklin C o.
Serges all colors— 29, 39 and 50c
a yard.
All wool flannels for dresses, only
25c a yard.
When in Farm ington be sure to
call and look over my fine line o f
dress goods, etc.

ARBO C. N O R T O N ,
12 B r o a d w a y .
F a rm in g to n , M e.
BUSINESS

CARDS.

J. F. HILTON, M. D.,
P hysician a n d S u r g e o n ,
Office at Residence, Elmwood.
Telephone connections.

H. E. HITCHCOCK, M. I).
Physician an d S u r g e o n ,

NEWS FROM KINGFIELI).

PHONOGRAPH,

STRONG HAPPENINGS.

DECEMBER

15, 1899

RANGELEY ITEMS.

Respected Citizen of the Town Successful Hunting; Trip o f Local
Happenings About Town Which
Passes Away.
Sportsman.
Will Interest.
[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH.]
Pleasant Home Wedding Takes
[Special correspondence to the Phonograph. |
Strong , Me ., Dec. 13, 1899.
Place Here.
Mr. C. B. True of Strong, with Frank
R angklky , Me ,, Dec. 12, 1899.
LSpecial Correspondence to the P honograph .)

Dec. 13. 1899.
Mr. Henry Fuller commenced bis
twelve nights of daucing school last Sat
urday night with about twenty-three
couples.
Mr. Will Norton will take rent in Mr.
John Winter’ s new tenement which he
has been building.
Mr. Charles French is in Boston for a
week on business.
Mr. Blaisdell of.. West New Portland
was in town Monday.
Mr. Frank Hutchins has rented Mr.
George Winter’ s store and filled it with
a line line of lurniture.
Mrs. Wallace Salford is on the sick
list.
Mis. Ed Voter is on the sick list. Dr.
T. D. Ilardy attends her.
Mr. B. N. Merrill has gone up to
Crockertown as cookee for Mr. and Mrs.
Prescott.
Miss Mabel Harlow is doing chamber
work at the hotel.
Mr. Stephen Harlow is spending his
week’ s vacation with his sister in Rumford Falls.
Mrs. Frank Hodgman is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Will Staples at Livermore
Falls.
Mr. Bert Richards and mother have
taken rent in the Landeis house on
Maple street.
Mrs. Embert Henegar is on the sick
list.
K

in g f ik l d

, M e .,

Gray lor a guide, who left last week on
Wednesday for a few days’ sport in the
vicinity of Sandy River Plantation, re
turned home on Saturday following
with two nice does of his own
shooting.
One of them after being
dressed weighed 120 pounds. Mr. True
also says be does not wish for a better
guide. He has had several in his time,
but none better, and as for fishing your
correspondent can testify that for who
ever wants a guide for brook fishing
about the headwaters of Sandy river he
is just the one.

I.-aac Ellis was iu Phillips last week.
Miss Florence Hinkley, who has been
111, is now better.
Rev. S. Wakely took his text Sunday
from Luke x, 20, “ How readest thou?”
After the preaching service the sacra
ment of Lord’s supper was observed,
and the letter to the Quarterly meeting
was read and accepted.

Messrs. Melvin Tibbetts, Daniel Heywood, Walter Twombly and Marcell
Skolfield have returned from their hunt
ing trip on the Cupsuptic. The party
Mr. Stephen Morrill has been in town
got one deer.
for a little more than a week past, sell
Frank Hewey, who has been at work
ing liis large amount of wool, 30,000
pounds. He has been bolding back for down the lakes, is at home sick.
a long while I understand and has sold
Mrs. Chas. Quimby has been very ill
to a good advantage, so he is satisfied in the past two weeks.
Miss Florence
waiting.
Wilber has been at work there.
A very pleasant time was passed by
Mrs. Ella Dow is caring for Mrs. G. A.
the Epworth league on the evening of
Proctor during her illness with pneu
Nov. 24, at the pleasant home of Mr.
monia.
Nelson Walker.
About forty were
Miss Sadie Adams is at work for Mrs.
present and enjoyed music, vocal and
Ernest Haley.
instrumental.
Miss Mertie Kinney is in town caring
Frank Smith has returned from Eagle
for her sister, Mrs. Ernest Haley.
Grove. Iowa, after spending the sum
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Loomis have been
mer there.
at
Phillips the past week. Mr. Arthur
The Rachel Helpers gave their second
supper and entertainment at Bell’s hall Amburg is at work in Mr. Loomis’ s
last Saturday evening. The entertain boat shop.

ment was excellent in every way and
Mrs. Mary Haines started Tuesday of
the supper was more than could be last week on a visit to her daughter,
Office at residence of Mrs. R I. K now lton
Quite Mis. B. A. Moulton in Lewiston.
Clias. Baker, one of the finest young asked for considering the price.
a sum was realized, which shows that
men
that
ever
risked
his
life
in
the
ser
C. W . B E L L . M. D
Mrs. Rose Welch has returned to her
vice of the traveling public, for many the work is appreciated.
home in Phillips.
P h y sic ia n a n d S u r g e o n .
years a careful and skillful engineer on
Marshall Moores and Bert Pratt came
Mrs. Emma Barker, who has been at
(Office at residence of J. H. Bell.)
our narrow gauge railroad, passed away up from Farmington Saturday night and
work at A. L. Robertson’ s on Lake
at the home of his friend and fellow spent Sunday in Strong.
STRONG,
MAINE.
street, returned to Phillips, Tuesday of
Telephone connection.
engineer, Daniel Cushman, Satur fry
Quite a number of the young people
morning, Dec. 9.
For several months enjoyed a sled ride and party at Wm. this week.
E. B. C U K R IK H , M. 1>.
Mrs. H. H. Dill’ s mother, Mrs. Soule,
his health has been failing but only for Hunter’ s last Tuesday evening.
has had a slight paralytic shock.
Mrs.
about six weeks has he been considered
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON, Phillips. Me dangerously sick. He was a native of W. R. Yining and Calvin Gray spent Maria Perry is caring for her.
a few days last week at Madrid, hunt
OFFICE HOFK8. 1 to 2, and 7 to 8, P M.
New Brunswick where his parents live. ing.
Office at residence. T elephone connection.
Mr. Benj. Kenuerson has been quite
Only a few weeks ago a brother died at
Alton Tucker returned to Norway ill at Simon Oakes’ s on Maiu street. He
the parental home. Brother Baker was
last week after a few days’ visit in was threatened with pneumonia.
C. L . T O O T H A K E H . M . I>.
an honored member of the Masonic,
The little child of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Strong.
Odd Fellows and Knights of Pythias
Hoar has been quite ill.
J.
C.
Tirrell
is
home
from
a
business
fraternities, and his brethren have faith
Office at residence.
Telephone connections
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Butler have been
fully cared for him in his sickness. The trip to the wrest.
at
Phillips this week.
F. D. Gilman has a position as marker
funeral services occurred Tuesday p. m.

S tro n g , M a in e .

Physician & Surgeon, Phillips, Me.
HARRY

F.

BEEDY,

at the Universalist church under the at the new mill in Crockertown.
Mrs. M. B. Skolfield entertained a few
charge of Alhambra lodge, No. 93, K. of
Frank Keene & Son have gone to of her young friends Friday evening.
Axel Tibbetts and Arthur Amburg fur
Fire In s u r a n c e C o m p a n i e s , P., his friend and brother the pastor of Carrabassett to work in the woods.
the church and prelate of the lodge of
Elmer Gray and Arthur Tuciter are at nished music for the company with
PHILLIPS,
. .
.
nAINE.
ficiating. Farewell friend and brother, Long pond, hunting.
their gramophone.
may thy rest be sweet and the awaken
Mr. and Mrs. David Haley have been
M. Moores is at work ip Pottle’s drug
ing joyous on eternity’ s bright shore.
visiting relatives in Phillips the past
store at Farmington.
week.
Miss Della Wilber has been
SURGEON D E N T IS T ,
Miss May Walker, who lias been at
After a sickness of about nine years,
keeping house for them.
the larger part of which time he was work in the novelty mill at Kinglield, is
O ffic e ,
A young man, 27 years old, by the
confined to the house, Jonathan B. ' at home.
No. 2,
name of Daniel Haniger, who has been
Mayo passed serenely away Sunday
Miss Theo Carr spent part of last
at work at Spaulding’s camp, was taken
B a te s B lo c k morning, Dec. 10. The severe suffering week at Allen’s Mills.
|sick Tuesday and was ill only 24 hours
and pain of his sickness was endured
; before he passed away. Dr. Libbey was
with wonderlul patience and resigna
Mr. C. B. Conaut, who recently spent
P H IL L IP S , M A IN E .
Artificial Teeth $5.00 and $6.00, warranted th
tion, never a word of complaint being a week in Boston with friends, says he called to see him Wednesday. His re
very best. Fillings 50 cents and upwards. heard from him over his sufferings or lived ten years during that time, so mains were brought to Rangeley village
Those having poor fitting sets of teeth, call confinement.
i Thursday aud buried in the new ceme
Mr. Mayo has been iden great was his enjoyment.
on me and 1 will warrant aiperfect fit.
tified with the business interests of the
It seems good to see the teams bring tery, Friday. Saturday they received a
Teeth extracted without pain, 25 cents. Al! town for many years and was universally
ing the school children after a vacation message from his mother in Portland,
work warranted the very best. Twenty years esteemed as an upright and honorable
of one week. We have become so ac
experience in Portland.
man. He has been connected with the customed to seeing them, we miss them so the body was sent there Saturday
afternoon.
Universalist church since its organiza wheu school is not keeping.
tion and has been a liberal contributor
Bert Davenport has finished work .for
Fine skating on the river by the sus
F r a n k lin C o u n t y
to its funds aud a constant attendant at
REAL E S T A T E A G E N C Y . its services as long as health permitted. pension bridge aud the boys are enjoy A. J. Haley and has returned to Phil
lips.
Louis V o t e r . L. B. Br o w n , Managers.
He has brought to manhood and ing it.
Christmas will be observed by the
Office, 51 Main Street, Farm ington, Me.
womanhood a large family who rise up
The steam mill is shut down and they
Houses and farm s bought, sold, exchanged and call him blessed.
He married early Methodist society in the church, Christ are making extensive repairs upon the
and let. Loans made on m ortgages. Collec
mas evening. A tine entertainment is
in
life
Eunice
Dolbier,
who
survives
tions and care of property a specialty. Care
ful attention to all business. Interviews and him, and a few years ago we helped in progress and Santa Claus will be engine room.
correspondence solicited.
them celebrate their golden wedding. there to have a hand in the affair, as
Otto Badger of Phillips, has been at
Refresh
During all their long, busy wedded life well as the Christmas tree.
Rangeley a few days recently, hunting.
the children declare that never was a ments will be served.
Wilber Reynolds of Brunswick, was
Henry Churchill, who has built a
harsh word spoken by either father or
mother to the other.
The surviving small mill for doing light work, has two in town Tuesday.
children a’ e Isaiah, Nathan, and Fred bolters to make steam for his engine,
Mr. and Mrs. Phineas Richardson are
Mayo, Lydia Carter and Lizzie Wilkins. aud has two iron lathes, planers, rip
They are the . . .
The funeial services were held Wednes saw and band saw, and can do a good visiting down country.
job in liis line. He is at work now on
day in the Universalist church.
Marsh Carle ton and two sons, Fred
a doweling machine.
and
Dana, also Will Love joy have been
Some of the people aro wishing for
A very beautiful home wedding was
rain and some for snow, bat Old Prob at Spotted mountain hunting recently.
celebrated
in
our
village
Wednesday
A nd one o f the best
evening, Dec 0, at the homo of Mrs. seems to bo having things his own way
There will be a Christmas festival at
things out. E very pair w a r
Sunnier French, mother of the bride. and doubtless will continue to do so, Dallas, Saturday evening, December 23.
ranted. Way u p !
Better
The contracting parties were Arthur C. prophets to tlio contrary notwithstand
Rev. S. Wakely is attending Quarterly
Woodard, our popular harness maker, ing.
have a pair. S old by
and Daisy I) French, one of our best
Arthur Brackley has just completed meeting at East Wilton.
F R E M O N T S C A M M A N , beloved young ladies. The home was an ico house and creamery room under
A committee of three was chosen last
made beautiful by cut flowers and one roof. His well being only about ten
Sunday to get the trees for Christmas.
PHILLIPS, UPPER VILLAGE, ME. potted plants and warmth and light pre foot away makes it very handy.
vailed. The wedding march was played
They are as follows: David Hoar, Fred
hy Mrs. (). F. Alvord, who performed I Wo hear that Samuel Cashman, who Carleton and Ernest Hinkley.
fell
from
liis
barn
last
fall
and
was
quite
S. L. Savage,
the same service for each of the three
Carriage work and wood work of every sisters of the bride.
Sherman P. Hoar lias been ill the past
The bridal couple severely injured, has decided to spend
description done in a w orkm anlike manner
the winter in Boston with liis daughter.
week.
Lower floor connecting with Rideout’s new appeared shortly after 8 o’ clock and the
friends rose to receive them. The sol
blacksmith shop.
emn and momentous words making
Attention Housekeepers!
of the twain one were spoken by
Madrid.
Agents wanted for Franklin county for one Rev. O. F. Alvord, who had solemnized
oi the Greatest Household articles on the the marriage of the three older sisters.
Harry Berry is on the sick list and is
market.
Every lady pleased with it after The congratulations were warm and
stopping with his mother, Mrs. J. C.
one trial. The Magic Egg Fryer. Sample and hearty and were gracefully received by
the smiling couple.
Two beautiful
terms sent on receipt of 25c.
Wells.
little girls, nieces of the bride and
A. P. La d d , W est Bethel, Me.
Charles Lnfkin is moving into the vil
groom respectively, and the infant
nephew of the bride, next to the princi
lage as water is so scarce on the hill.
pal actors themselves, were the objects
Harry Batclielder has taken a suite of
of admiration of all present.
Only
rooms in the house of N. F. Beedy for
about thirty near relatives and very in
timate friends witnessed the ceremony.
the winter. He intends to work in the
The bride was beautifully dressed in
It costs a m ill a day—one cent
woods.
white silk and carried a boquet of roses,
every ten days—to m ake a hen
Joseph Witham is working in the
a lively layer when eggs are
while
the
groom
wore
the
conventional
f Take a safe tonic. Purely vegeta- ■
high, with S H E R I D A N ’ S
woods at Dead River Station.
I ble. Cannot harm children or | suit of black.
CONDITION P O W D E R . Calcu
As soon as the congratulations were
late the profit. It helps young
1 adults. Take True’s Elixir, the 1
Frank Cole and Will Lufkin obtained
pullets to laying m aturity;
spoken, the guests repaired to the din
1 TRUE TONIC. Builds up “ run f
makes the plum age glossy,
a large buck deer Dec. 5.
ing
room
and
partook
of
an
appropriate
makes com bs bright red.*I.
1 down” children or adults. Makes ■
and ample wedding supper.
Samuel Huntington and wife visited
I new, rich blood. Corrects ir- I
The presents were numerous and val
I regularities of stomach and I
her brother, Joseph Hinkley, recently.
uable and testified to the high esteem
I bowels. Three g e n e r a t io n s I
§ h e r i d a n 's
in which the young people are held.
Mrs. Sprague, who has been working
I have used and blessed True’s 1
Among the out of town guests were
CO NDITIO N
in the family of Wm, Dunham, has re
I Elixir. 35 cents a bottle. At %
Mr. and Mrs, John Woodard and daugh
turned to her home on Tory Hill.
fl your druggist.
%
ters, Lydia and Blanche, Mr. and Mrs.
1
W rite for free copy
■
Charles Sweat of New Portland; Mr.
Mr. E. Bubier and Miss Pearl Hoyt
g
“Children and their Diseases.”
Edgar Woodard, Mrs. Geo. Young and
fed t o fowls once daily, in a hot mash,
called at Mr. J. C. Wells’s recently.
»R . J. F. T R W : A CO., Auburn. Mo.
M
will make all their feed donbly effec
children, Georgie aud Mattie of Port
tive and make the flock doubly profit
Orren Hinkley was at S. Huntington’s
land, and Mrs. Grace French Stevens
able. If you can’t buy it we send one
pack. 26 e t a , ; five, $1. A tw o pound
and infant son of Needham, Mass. At a
last Sunday.
can, $1.20. Sample poultry paper free.
late hour the company broke up, all
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.
Geo. Stinchfield and wife visited at
wishing the brightest of futures for the
Wm. Dunham’ s a short time ago.
newly wedded pair.
O. F. A.
Agent for the leading

DR. H. H. T U K E Y ,

What Are Those?

T a k | J o n ic

One Hen
One Day
One Mill

Powder
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A COLUMN OF MEDICINE
TWO THOUSAND FEET HIGH.
A United States Senator’s Letter.
UNITED STATES SENATOR McENERY, OF LOUISIANA.
Hon S. D. McEnery, United States Senator from Louisiana, says the
following in regord to Pe-ru-na:
Pe-ru-na Drug Manufacturing Co., Columbus, Ohio:
Gentlemen—Pe-ru-na is an excellent tonic. I have used it sufficiently
to say that I believe it to be all that you claim for it.
Very Respectfully,
S. D. McEnery.

Three Car Loads Daily.
To meet the demands for Pe-ru-na as a
catarrh remedy during the fall and win
ter three car-loads per day is required.
Few people comprehend what an im
mense amount of Pe-ru-na this is. It is
eighteen hundred dozen bottles of Peru-na, each bottle containing twenty
ounces. This amounts to twenty-one
thousand six hundred bottles, or four
hundred and thirty-two thousand
ounces, or three million four hundred
and fifty-six thousand doses.
Three car-loads of bottles of Pe-ru-na
placed end to end in a single row would
extend over four and a half miles; ar
ranged in a column one foot square they
would make a column nearly two thou
sand feet high, four times as high as the
highest cathedral tower in Europe, and
nearly twice as high as the famous Eiffel
tower. Remember, this amount of Peru-na is shipped daily to meet the enor
mous demand for this wonderful catarrh
remedy.
The facilities of the Pe-ru-na Medicine
Company are taxed to their utmost to
keep up this remarkable output, week
after week, and month after month.
This ever-increasing stream of Pe-ru-na
finds Its way into thousands of homes in
every state in the Union.
Pe-ru-na is as ef
ficacious to cure the
w in t e r catarrh of
New England as the
summer catarrh of
Texas. Pe-ru-na is
an absolute panacea
for the climatic dis
eases of summer and
winter. It is t h e
safe-guard of th e
Mrs. O. T. M c- home amid the bliz
H a rg u e , B ozem an,
zards of Montana,
M o n t., say s: P e a n d the ever-pres
r u -n a cured m e o f
a supposed p o ly 
e n t , never-failing
pus, catarrh and
remedy for the ills
th roat trouble.
that beset thehousehold in the sweltering heat of Florida.
Mrs. Maggie Turner, Plolly Springs,
Miss., writes: “ About fifteen years ago
I was taken with catarrh of the head. I
tried several dcotors and all the patent
medicines I could hear recommended
for catarrh. I spent several hundred
dollars and found no relief. I was grad
ually growing worse and was given tip
to die. Last September Pe-ru-na was
recommended to me by a friend and I
began to take it. I had no faith in any
thing any more, as I was not able to sit
up, and was a mere skeleton. After I
had taken one bottle of Pe-ru-na I began
to improve. I am now taking the ninth

bottle and believe myself to be perma.
nently cured. I have discharged all my
help, am doing my housework alone, and
weigh 155 pounds. Although I am 43
years old I feel as well as 1 did at 16.”
Contractor Roberts in a recent lettei
to Dr. Hartman as to the merits of Pa*
ru-na says:
“ Your remedy Pe-ru-na has cured my
boys entirely of catarrhal troubles and
now I have three
of the healthiest
boys in the state
of Iowa, w hich I
attribute to the
g o o d effect of
y o u r medicine.
My wife had a
stomach trouble
which Pe-ru-na
also cured. Altog e t h e r for my
whole family we
have saved $500
in doctor bills. I
am a contractor and mason by trade and
am known all over Northwestern Iowa.
I have had stomach trouble which haa
been greatly relieved by your remedy
Pe-ru-na. W e think it is the greatest
medicine on earth.”
Mrs. Elizabeth Gran, New Athens, 111.,
says: “ For two years I had catarrh of
the nose very bad. Sometimes it was so
bad that I could not sleep at night. I
doctored with two physicians, but they
did not help me. I read about Pe-ru-na
in the paper and got a bottle of it. I
then wrote to Dr. Hartman and he said
I should continue to take it. I took
it until I was entirely well. Whosoever
follows Dr. Hartman’s advice w ill get
well.”
Are the nostrils stopped up? Is first
one and then the other nostril stopped
up? Is there a discharge from the nose?
Is there dropping from the back part of
the nose into the throat? Is your sense
of smell affected ? Do you have pain in
the nose? Does your nose smart? Do
yon sneeze often? Are you troubled
with nose bleed ? Do you blow your
nose frequently ? Is the discharge from
your nose thick or thin ? Is your breath
offensive ? Do you snore while lying on
your side ?
If so, you have chronic nasal catarrh
and should attend to the matter atone®.
A short course of Pe-rn-na will cure yon
now, but if you put it off it will tak*
longer. Besides the disease is liable to
spread to the throat and lungs.
Free books on catarrh sent by Th*
P«-ru-na Drug M’f’g Co., Columbus, O.

SEND THE

T o y o u r fr i e n d o n e y e a r fo r a

CHRISTMAS PRESENT
P R I C E , $ 1 .0 0 .

I t H as S t o o d

the

T est

of

T im e !

Three g ood reasons why it sells better than any other Plug for
Sm okin g, and w h y y o u should use it.

1st. It is the best made.
2d. It is made by Union Labor.
3d. it is not made by a Trust.
W e also make the follow ing brands for ch ew in g;

“ Burr O a k ” and “ Old Kentucky.”
cut plug for smoking.

“ Autumn,”

A lso “ Our F l a g ” sliced

D o you believe in Trusts and M onopolies?

Ask your dealer if the brand you are using is made by a Trust.
T obaccos made by us are not.

HARRY W E IS S IN G E R TOBACCO CO.
(N O T

IN

T H E

T R U S T )

P H ILLIPS
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Obituary.

TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.

Now is the time to buy your

HEATING
STOVES.
W e h a ve the largest stock In Franklin
cou n ty that was bought early last sum mer
b efore the rise. Owning these stoves at the
price we do, we are in a position to sell every
on e in w ant o f a stove, that is if prices w ill
s e ll. W e have all k in d s; also the best

—Mr. Dana Farmer has gone to Skowliegan.
—H. R. Fuller of Temple was in town
last Monday.
—Mr. VidHinkley of Rangeley was in
Phillips this week.
—The village schools close this Friday
for a two weeks’ vacation.
—Mr. Howard Oakes has charge of
the electric light plant at present.
—Mr. A. T. Hinkley of Lisbon Falls
was in town the first of the week.
-M is s Jessie Tootliaker is visiting
her sister, Mrs. A. S. Gifford, at Fair
banks.
— Mrs. W. S. Kelley of Lewiston is
visiting Mr. Kelley’ s parents, Mr. aud
Mrs. M. S. Kelley.
—Mr. William C. Walker killed a pig
Dec. 6 that was six months old and
dressed 340 pounds.
— Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Tootliaker
pleasantly entertained a number of their
friends at their home last Tuesday.

PHONOGRAPH.

Mr. Lorenzo Dow Corbett of Salem,
whose death occurred Wednesday, Nov.
22, was born in Strong, Sept. 0, 1837,
the son of Otis Corbett, Jr., and of a
family of nine children, five boys and
four girls, all having passed over before
him save his aged mother now in her
eighties, Harvey, with whom she lives
in Paris, Me., and David of Fawwington.

D E C E M B E R 15,

Y O A K U M ’S R E P R IE V E .

1899.

DEATH OF EHE\ S. ( OK.
O w n e r o f Vast T im ber Lands

fHE FIRING SQUAD WAS FORMED
WHEN THE DOCUMENT ARRIVED.

In

Phillips

State o f Maine.
death of the well known busi
ness man, Eben S. Coe, w hich occu rred
at his late home in Bangor last Satm day, Maine loses one of her m ost prom 
inent and most influential citizens,
and one whose name is known and
honored throughout the state.
I have
Mr. Coe first went into business m
Lewiston in 1855 aud was there !<>i *l in thp ntore
long time connected with the lu m b ei
firm of Bearco & Co , which is now recently
known by the firm n a m e o flt. C. IMngree
& Co. In partnership with S. It. Bearco D u tton
and Mr. Pingree, Mr. Coe
built the
b u s in e s s
present Lewiston steam sawmill and t ladam at the great lakes, making many H lllT O lllH
improvements
on the naturally Ane
water power there.
The sawmill was
sold by him only a few years ago and is
now owned by Bearce tfc W ilson o f L ew 
iston.
Mr. Coe was the ow ner o f vast tim ber
lands in the forests of Malue.
He was
well known in Rangeley as possessor o f
the title to most of the shore land o f the
Rangeley lakes and his possessions on
the waters of the Kennebec were exten 
sive. lie has always been prom inently
No. 6 Beal
connected with the business interests of
Lewiston and Auburn and In bis long
C arry a fu ll line o f
business career in that section, accu m u 
lated a large amount of property.
He
was for a long time in com pany with
Abner Tootliaker in lumbering opera
tions around Rangeley and is well re
membered by many oldtim e residents of
that town.
Mr. Coe was one of the wealthiest
men of the state and was admired and
respected by all who knew him.
He
will be much missed in the bnsiness
world.
In the

A

C u r io u s S to r y
I llu s tr a te s
by
T hread

u

W h ic h
W hat

M an M ay

T lir illin g ly
a
S le n d e r

S o m e tim e s

t a i n H i s H o ld U p o n L i f e .

R e

In 1860 our regiment, then the First
United States cavalry, was quartered at
September 5, 1858, Mr. Corbett mar Fort Kearney, Neb.
It was hardly
ried Paulina S. Webber of Phillips and worthy to be called a village then. I here
began fanning in that town where he were only a few mud houses and one or
two frames. Six small field pieces, 6
lived about five years and with the ex
on the m arket. Buy of us if you w ant to save
pounders, comprised the artillery. We
m on ey. Be3t line of
ception of one year that he was in Mad- were having frequent brushes with the
rI hey were a
rid, has since lived in Salem, about Cheyennes those days.
hard lot, I tell you. The last fight we
thirty years.
had w’ ith the Indians was on Aug. 6,
in the county.
His immediate family consisted of I860. They were armed with bows and
two boys and three girls.
Edgar, the arrow’s, and a part of our men fell into
eldest, died at the age of twenty-one their anlbush. We could see the boys in
j bine battling hard with the red fiends
years in Salem; Winfield 8. now lives on and were ordered to mount and go to
No. 7, Beal Block.
the homestead whore the deceased died; their relief.
On the way there we had to cross a
Tlialio L. married Clias. F. Scamman
and is now living in Portland; Evie C. ravine, the edges of w'liich were abrupt.
My horse fell, and I was thrown abrupt
is the wife of Mr. Frank Woodbury of ly to the ground, hut I got up, remounted
Farmington, and Florence M. married J and caught up with the troop. The batJ tie didn’t last long, and the red men soon
Willie R. Davenport of Phillips.
! skedaddled, leaving many of their dead
Mr. Corbett was a volunteer in the I and wounded on the field. I remember
— Mr. and Mrs. Simon Booker went to Civil war of our country aud at that
1 we took some of their injured back to
Portland last week to be present at the time an unusually hardy and muscular the fort. It was a hot, blistering day,
O f course it w ill if you bu y
marriage of their daughter, Miss Annie man, but in the exposure of his service J and the atmosphere in the covered wagyou r Christmas presents from Booker.
l ons must have been something like that
lost his good health, which he never re j in hades, but never a cry nor groan did
Block,
m y stock o f Jewelry, Silverw are,
—Dr. Tukey injured his hand with gained. Being broken down and much j one of them utter.
Among the enemy captured was a
Silver N ovelties, E tc.
I have a wood saw a few days ago and has impaired, yet persistent and energetic,
since been having quite a serious time he kept about, looking after his busi- 1 white man who had been fighting with
the largest stock that I have ever
the Indians. He wras well armed, but
as a result of the cut.
ness up to within about one month of I had shot all his ammunition away and
shown in tow n.
N ew articles
—Mr. W oodcock, who recently started his final departure.
was fighting with his carbine as a club
He
in E bony, such as Brushes, a laundry in Bates block, was delayed
The deceased possessed a quiet un ! when overpowered and shackled.
about getting his machinery placed, assuming nature, never desiring to lead j was a tall, swarthy fellow, with handI some, dark eyes and a nervous temperaC om bs, Etc.
but he is now ready for business.
others but ready at all times to assist |ment; had been a member of one of the
—The Young People’s union have re others, and measured his life as nearly I regular army posts farther west, but got
into some difficulty with one of his offi
ceived and accepted an invitation to as possible by the golden rule.
cers and deserted.
unite with the Epworth League in a
He was a Universalist religiously,
He was put through a court martial
M y Furniture Departm ent has
Christmas service Sunday evening, Dec. trusting all to God, feeling in his hands and sentenced to be shot.
These sentences, of course, have to be
also received great additions. I 24th.
all would be safe.
approved by the administration. Report
He
was
a
kind
husband
and
father,
—The annual fair of the Ladies
can show you good s in greater
of the court’s action was forwarded to
Social union held at Bates hall last being much respected by the commun Washington, and the prisoner wras close
WELL-KNOWN MAN D E A D .
variety than ever before.
ly guarded until the president had signed
Tuesday afternoon and evening was ity in which he lived.
the
death
order.
This
was
finally
done,
Just look at my new Rugs, more successful than ever before.
The funeral services were held at the
In
and the day of execution set. The pris J. E. Blabon Drowned W h ile on
M irrors, W ritin g Desks, W aste addition to the fancy and useful articles church, Saturday, Nov. 25th, at 10 oner’ s name was Yoakum, and I had
C a r r ia g e s p a in te d and stored,
Hunting T rip.
Miss C. T. Crosby presided over a table o’ clock a. m., Rev. O. F. Alvord of several talks with him. He took the
p r ic e s .
B o o t a n d sh o e repairing a*
Baskets, W ood Baskets, B am boo
trouble
to
make
a
fair
statement
of
his
Hon.
Joseph
E.
Blabon,
a
form
er
Kingfield,
officiating.
The
exercises
of very pretty embroidered articles, etc.,
S in g e r s i-w in y m a c h in e s ior sale
case
to
me
^ind
offered
several
good
resident of Portland, was accidentally te r m s . $3.00 p e r m o n th . Come in and
G o o d s, Sleds and Doll Car all work that she had done herself. were conducted by Walter S. Heath,
points in mitigation. He wrote some
There were popcorn and candy booths Wm, Dolbier, Nelson Harris, Calvert letters to friends he had in the east, drowned last week while ou t hunting o v e r m y m a c h in e s . A ll work gnarsnte-d
riages.
A o . K k f .k s , i iiillipe Upper1
in charge of Misses Blanche Kenniston, Perry and Daniel Plaisted acting as pall which I afterward learned were for the with a party of friends at Seattle. He
T e le p h o n e c o n n e c tio n .
purpose
of
getting
them
to
intercede
for
was
well
known
in
this
part
o
f
the
Very appropriate selections
Ethel Pease, Cora Wheeler, Cherry bearers.
him. The curious part of the story, which
Bangs. The mystery packages, about were rendered by the Union choir of follows, was told, me, and it show’ s the state, having taken much interest in
$100 Howard
seventy in number, sold by Mrs. C. E. the village, Mrs. Perry at the organ. slender thread by wffiich a man some fishing and hunting at Rangeley and
Tin- readers o f this
vicinity. For several years he and his learn
Parker went quickly.
Ice cream and The interment took place in the village times retains his hold on life.
that there is a t
The colonel at the next post, some 250 wife have been accustomed to spend ease that science lias
£ cake served by Mrs. Ed Greenwood and cemetery near liis home. His family
B r in g Y ou r'
its stages, and that I
miles
away,
received
the
order
from
£ Mrs. B. E. Pratt sold well. Last, but were all present excepting Mrs. Wood Washington passing upon Yoakum’s their summers at the Birches. Mr. tarrli Cure is the 011I3
the m edical fraternity. C a t
not least, was the gypsy camp where bury of Farmington, who with the rest case. He selected a messenger from Blabon also was for long periods a guest stitutional
disease, re q u ire s
E D r e sse d P o u ltr y ,
Miss Strongman, as Senorita Zillah, Iras the sympathy of the community in among the best riders and, w ithout tell of his nephew, County Attorney R ich treatm ent. H all’s C atarrh C
3
tern ally, acting d irectly on
ing
him
the
import
of
what
he
was
car
ards, at Farmington, in which place he m ucous surfaces o f th e sysli
foretold the future.
It was expected the bereavement.
f?
E ggs.
rying, simply ordered him to use all had many friends.
£ that the Kinder Symphony orchestra
straying the foundation o f t
§
H id e s ,
g iv in g the patient stre n g th
haste in reaching Fort Kearney. The
3 would appear as advertised, but it was
He was for some time a m em ber of the constitution and a ssistin
trooper took it and lit out at a rapid
its w ork.
The p ro p rie to rs hsvs w j
Sheep,
School In Avon Closes.
gait three days before the sentence was the firm of Doering, Milliken & Co., of faith
£ necessary to postpone it on account of
In its curative powers that they
to
be
executed.
One
Hum
In
cl
I toll a rs lo r an y • i-.- that’ ll I
S k in s ,
Portland, and was one of the leading
the unexpected absence of the leader.
School in Cushman district, Avon,
o cure. Send for list o f testimonial*.
The second day afterward he returned
business
men
of
that
city,
but
for
a
A
short
program
was
given,
consisting
closed Friday, Dec. 8, under the instruc and presented himself to the colonel,
A ddress, K. J. CHKNKY dt
L am b s,
£
£
of solos by Rev. A. F. Earnshaw and tion of Marion E. Voter. Following arc looking rather sheepish. The colonel in number of years he has resided in St^-Sold by D ruggists, 7ftc.
H a ll’s F am ily P ills are the l*est.
terrogated him on his early return, and Seattle, Washington, where the fatal
Miss Marion Noble, and readings by the closing day exercises:
TO THE
the soldier confessed that he had got in accident, which caused his death o c 
£ Mrs. W. S. Kelley of Lewiston, and reci
School with some companions at N—, a sort of
School
curred.
tation by Miss Pearl Hoyt, which were Declam ation,
Shirley Ram sdell settlement on the road to Fort Kearney,
M ildred W ells aud while drinking there had lost the
£ all much enjoyed. TLe union added to Recitation,
Mottoes,
School message.
their treasury the goodly sum of $00.23, Declam ation,
Freeman Centre.
Harland Orbeton
The colonel’s face blanched, and for
Singing,
School
after all expenses were paid.
D eclam ation,
Schools at the Centre and T uttle coi
Pearl Cushman once he lost his composure. In excited
£
Marion W ells
Dialogue, j
tones he asked the trooper if he knew ner will close Dec. 15.
N e w A d v e r t is e m e n t s .
and School of Shorthand and Typowrittafi
G r o c e r ie s ,
Percy H ackett
D eclam ation,
Ernest W ells what the message contained. The mes
Henry E. Mayo, school supervisor, has j t^GHT TO DO BY DOING,
DRY THE3PT DOOM
w hich we are selling cheap. £
Notice of administratrix of the estate
Guy Cushman senger shook his head.
8E NI > FOR FU RS C A T A L O G 7E.
been visiting the schools in town.
Singing,
School
“
You
infernal
scoundrel!”
thundered
of Fred C. Weymouth is inserted this
A d d r e ss f r a n k u . g r a y . P o r t l a n d , n *
C ig a rs and T o b a c c o
Miss Altie Ross, teacher at the Centre, i
the colonel, “ that was Yoakum’s re
week.
and all kinds of
prieve, and now no power on earth can visited last week at Mr. and Mrs. Clias. 1
Notice of petitioner for guardian is
get a message there before his execution. W illiam s’s, Peabody Corner, North New
Winship District, Phillips.
W est Freem an.
C o n fe c tio n e ry
He was sentenced to be shot at noon to
inserted.
Vineyard.
Also
at
T.
J.
Pennell’s.
Mr.
R.
S.
Howard,
who
has
just
closed
day,
the
order
approved
by
the
president
O.
P.
W
alker
is li&uli ng hay from
£
can also be found at
Petition for appointment of adminis- a very successful term of school has re- and later on rescinded. The paper I gave
It is reported that Henry K. Mayo Keene farm In Salem to his home Hi
trator of the estate of the late Lewis turned to his home in Farmington.
you was the annulment of the deuth sen shot a handsome deer one day last week
tence. You have been the cause of his
A . R. S edgeley and Abram Taylor
Rowe is inserted.
Miss Sadie Lowell of Salem began her death, sir, and by the eternal I intend on the valley road leading to Salem.
have oacli sold a nice yok e of oxeo toNotice of executor of the estate of school in this district last Monday,
The selectmen are marking the c<
that you be shot for the infamous man
Benj D odge. Mr. D odge bought
Harris Vose is inserted this week.
ner in which you have attempted to per ners and spoting lines between Freem
i At the schoolhouse Friday evening, form your duty!” Oh, but he was hot.
j for (}. E. L ow ell of Farmington.
aud the adjoining towns.
D av is S to r e ,
Notice of administrator of the estate Dec. 15, there will be a spelling school,
The trooper was as badly scared ns a
Henry Richards and A. W. Sedgeley
of John Haley is inserted.
S. F. B rackley is hauling hay from
beginning at half past seven.
All are man ever gets when he heard the aw’ ful
U pper V illa g e ,
spent
a few days at home last week T aylor hill in Strong.
consequences
of
his
dereliction.
There
Notice of administrator of the estate cordially invited.
were no telephones nor telegraph wires from Carrabassett.
P H IL L IP S , - M A IN E .
of Francis B. Wheeler is inserted in this
W m. W alker, w ho has been in New
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Witliam and little in those days, and it was out of the ques
Mr. Bert Jordan o f New Vineyard Is
week’ s paper.
daughter returned from
Rangeley tion to attempt to get another message at Carrabassett working with his team H am pshire the past tw o months, haa re
there in time
turned home.
Notice of guardian of Frank E. Black- 1Thursday.
Sa l l y .
Here is the odd feature of the story: for John K. Richards.
well
is
inserted
in
this
issue.
L. A. Dyer has twenty tbree-m nthsBt w o u l d be a
The messenger, while drinking at the bar
It is expected there will be an exhibiCard of thanks is inserted.
old pigs, as fine a lot as is seldom seen,
In the little settlement, had inadvertent tion at the close of the school
at the in one pen.
When a man falls headlong from a ly pulled the dispatch out of his pocket. Centre
Notice is inserted this week of guar
roof, we think only of the hazardous An hour later, while on the road to the
dian of William B. Wheeler.
Henj. D odge was in Kingfield the first
Mrs. Celestia W elch o f Strong is stoppost, he discovered his loss and hurried
character of his employment.
T o call and sit for your . . . .
*
c
m g afew days with her mother, Mrs o f the week.
It does not occur to us that ly retraced. The saloon was then closed, pAnna
A nice display of silverware and jew
Allan
*
thousands o f men at sea or on but the barkeeper was aroused from his Anna Allen.
elry, and silver novelties especially for j
land are hourly climbing to bed and a thorough search made on the
Mr. Hervey W elch has bought a new
the holidays, are to be found at A. M.
dizzy heights without a fear floor, but nothing could be found. The sleigh recently. Some of the girls
may
Greenwood’s. See ad.
A (Jueslion o f Choice*
and without a fall, and that trooper, not knowing the importance of
get a sleigh ride one of these evenings.
-This week at—
the
real
danger
is
not
in
the
his
message,
resolved
to
ride
back
and
Miss Bana Beal advertises
fancy
This means a great deal to the smoker.
T. J. Pennell the
employment but in the get a newT one.
H veteran hunter
------ „lias
„ 110 can have somethin*? that is verv
crockery, toilet articles, silk and fur
At sun up next morning a soldier who shot 25 partridges this fall and hung up ' g ° o d lor he can have som ething that is
weakening of the nerves
boas.
and giving way of the mus had spent the night in tow’ n was walking his gun Dec. 1 until another year
I
,n ,11'8 ch oice o f tobacco, either
cles. That danger is just up the street, when he noticed a dog
Opposite W ilbur & Co.
- J
*
I sm oking or chew ing.
Miss Emma Richards and Miss Lottie
as great to the man on lying on the sidew’alk playing with a
Births.
W e woujd cad especial attention to
the sidewalk or in the scrap of paper. There was nothing in Annas visited school one afternoon re
T I f lv« rt,a,n K o f Peace and Good Will
Rangeley, Dec 5, to M r and Mrs Leon Haley,
office as to the man that, but when a passing breeze jerked it cently. Also Mrs. E m m i Blackwell.
a son.
on the roof. When from the animal’s paws and sent it whir- *
rin!!arCm’ »°Ver f lie namo o f Harry Weis. . DEALER IN . .
Mr. John W. Richards and son have T
r °h a cco Co., who are not in
iu the
the stomach and the ring across the street, the dog made a
Bigelow PL, Dec 5, to Mr and Mrs Albion
Ladies’ Wrappers, Dry and Fancy Savage, a son. (11J lbs.)
organs of digestion quick bound to get it. The rapidity of cut aud yarded 100 cords o f birch this aRfinHn a" d would also call especial
espe
Goods, Caskets and Furniture, Crock
and nutrition are dis his action excited the admiration of the fall. They have sold the same to Frauk attention to their oth er brands, for we
Eustis, Dec 0, to Mr and Mrs H H Reed,
know they will satisfy the most particudaughter.
eased the blood becomes impoverished, Boldier. He saw a chance for some fun.
ery and Tinware.
Luce to be delivered at his mill ia New lar user o f tobacco.
and nerves and muscles grow weak for
He went over to the dog, took the pa
Vineyard.
They
will
have
six
Then,
S tro n g , M a in e .
lack of nutrition. More fatal diseases per from his paws and held it up for the
horses
1, ,* | ■ aga,nl comes the choice of
Marriages.
probably begin with “ weak stomach’ ’ wind to blow it again, so the dog could on the road this winter.
Hih T iB JOU " 1 use tobacco made by
Kingfield, Dee 0, by Rev O F Alvord, Arthur
The first make another run. As soon as he touch
Mr. Henry W. Allen of Strong was
C W oodard and Daisy French, both of K ing- than with any other cause.
t h e T U8J °r,M1.ade by a concern out of
symptom of disordered stomach calls for ed the paper his trained eye saw that it town last week.
field.
8cntiM.Il*
h!8 18 8>niply Rentimeut, but
was an army document. He opened and
Industry, Dec 10, by F W Patterson, Esq, prompt use of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Med
cames a great deal of weight,
Clifford Wing was in town last week and
Ruel L W atson of Industry and Miss Florence ical Discovery.
It is a vegetable medi read it.
E French of Vienna.
cine, absolutely non-alcoholic and non
To say that ho was astonished would looking after help to work iu the woods a k v l, t ' a.k e ,S ? flhiK tobacco do not
senthn, M b ’Jy \heir ^bacco because of
F arm ington, Dec 7. by Louis Voter, Esq, A l narcotic, and is unequaled for the strength
be
putting it mildly. He went into the at Flagstaff.
fred Louis Poupart of Colebrook, N H, and
H°, y; , but because their brands
it gives to blood, nerves and muscles.
saloon and asked the barkeeper about it.
Miss Elsie Louise G reenleaf o f Farm ington.
are a* good as the best..
Tlie dispensei of Rocky mountain corpse
“ During the summer and fall of 1806,” writes
Chas. H.
reviver related the incident of the even
Sergeant,
Deaths.
ing before. The trooper secured the best
Esq., of I
Jay, Dec 10, Mrs M argaret H am m ond, w ife Plain City,
horse in town and struck out. arriving
of Cyronius P H am m ond.
A Pe r f e c t
Madison
at the outpost just as the firing squad
F O O D -a s W h olesom e
W e ld , Dee 6, Flossie M ay, only child of Mr Co., Ohio.
T h e P honograph Office is pre
a s H fs P elic lo u s. ’
was getting ready to perform its unpleas
and Mrs H A Noyes.
,
“ I became
all
‘
run
down,’
ant
duty.
Seattle, W ash, Dee 11, Joseph IS Blabon, a
pared to fill all orders for W ed d in g
native o f Cliesterville, Me., aged 70 years, 8 nerves and stom
W A L T E R B A K E R 8c C O ’ S
Yoakum’s friends had man aged to get
ach were out of
in their work with the authorities, but it
Cards, Invitations and A n n ou n ce days.
order. I wrote to Dr.
Farm ington, Dec 7, o f typhoid fever, Harold
Pierce for a d v i c e .
would have gone for naught had not that
W esley Bangs, aged 9 years.
He said I had gen
ments prom ptly.
breeze blown the paper from the dog’s
East Dlxflold, Dec 4, w ife o f Guy W ebster, eral debility, and ad
paws just at the time it did.—Kansas
v i s e d Dr. Pierce’ s
aged 26 years.
Satisfaction is guaranteed.
City World.
Cliesterville, Dee 10, Elijah Gill, aged about Golden Medical Dis
covery, and, thanks
Ask to see samples and get our G1 years.
to you for your ad
use among all
F o r F u t u r e D e c is io n .
vice, I used six bot
is unequalled.”
tles; and since I stop
prices.
“
Do
you
think
there
is
any
danger
the
C ut F lo w e rs .
land Surgical Journal.
ped taking it about
C o s ts les s t h a n O N E C E N T a C u p .
interview
you
have
just
given
will
appear
one
year
ago,
I
have
For all occasions—Funeral Designs and So
in a garbled form?”
ciety Em blem s.
Prices reasonable.
Roses not taken any medi
r a c k - M a r k o n E v e ry P a c k a g e .
$1.50 to $2.00 per d o z e n ; pinks 35 to 50e. per cine o f any kind, and
“ How can I tell a thing about it,” an
Have
been able to work
dozen;
crysantliemuins
$1.00
to
$2
00
per
J. W . BRACKETT, Prop’r.,
swered
Mr.
Toosides
impatiently,
“
until
evcry_
day.
My
appe
W A L T E R
B A K E R
& C O , L T D .,
dozen, w hite, pink and yellow ; violets, 25c.
after I have seen what kind ol’ an im
trade- mark.
E s ta b lis h e d I 7 8 0 .
bunch 25 blossom s; sm llax,26c. strin g; calln tite is good, I can eat
PHILLIPS, ME.
three square meals a day, and I do not feel that
lilies, $3.00 per dozen, w ith leaves.
pression
it
makes?”
—Washington
Star.
D O R C H E S TE R , MASS.
miserable burning in the stomach after eating.
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Christmas Pictures
M cK een ’s Studio
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E. J. G1LKEY,

Wedding Cards.
Invitations.
Announcements.

BREAKFAST COCOA

THE PHONOGRAPH OFFICF,
Telephone Connections.
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W . A. D. CRAG1N.

T think I am now well.’ 1
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THE WINTER STARS.

?
t

COOKING MADE EASY
------ By the------

QLENW OOD E.

*

?He

t

------It has the w onderful------

C L E N W O O D IN D IC A T O R
W hich is on the oven door. A glance at the oven door tells you
when the heat is righ t. You don’t have to opeu the door to see if the
heat s changing. The little point show s you
Girls can bake as w ell as m others. Glenw ood cooks always look
happy.

HANDSOME!

*

?

C O N V E N IE N T !

Bakes to perfection, that is the w hole story of the G lenw ood.
Is there any good reason why you shouldn’t have on e?
Sold by

t

9
$

fHe

A Shock to the Faithful Follow
ers of Mohammed.
AKABS ATTACK MECCA PILGRIMS.

H i s t o r y a n d S i g n i f i c a n c e o f ( h e M a le

i

n u ll C a r a v a n — C a m e l S li e lk a n il F a ■

*

W o r s h ip .

9

B A N G S & B E L L , P h illip s , f la m e .

S O M E T H IN G

th e r

of

C a t* — R e l i c s

of

A n c ie n t

Only those who have spent a portion
of their lives in Egypt can realize the
consternation which will have been caus
ed throughout the land of the Nile by
the news that the mahrnal caravan has
been attacked by the Arabs on its way
to Mecca and that the desert bandits,
after killing a number of Egyptian troops
acting as escort to the pilgrimage, led off
into captivity the pasha in command of
mahmal, and, besides plundering the pil-

U N U S U A L !!
/

So early in the season to rut prices on JACKETS.
Cut see! I am selling the best Jackets for one-half their
actual value. Why? T o make room lor new goods. Dry
goods are rapidly advancing and I believe that I can
serve my customers better by buying at once.
I lot
I lot
I lot
I lot
I lot

of $ 1 0 B la c k J a c k e t s m a r k e d to
of $ 1 0 C o lo r e d J a c k e t s m a r k e d t o
of $ 8 . 5 0 J a c k e t s m a r k e d t o
of $ 6 J a c k e t s m a r k e d to
of M i s s e s ’ $ 6 J a c k e t s m a r k e d to

$ 6 .0 0
$ 6 .0 0
$ 5 .0 0
$ 3 .5 0
$ 3 .5 0

S P E C IA L .
Lumbermen’s Combination Wool
Boots and Rubbers for

$ 1. 90.

< V _C A L L FOR

GOLD SEAL RUBBER GOODS.
The Best W earing Rubbers Made.

G. B. SEDGELEY
Salem.

WALL PAPER.

Fred Harris lias gone to Rangeley on H o w a n d W h e r e I t W a s F i r s t M ade
avisit.
a n d U sed.
While vari'ius kinds of printed fabrics
W. S. Heath sold a norse recently to
were known '.o the people of most remote
Portland parties.
antiquity, it was not till the eighteenth
Mr. and Mrs. Ardell Mills of Farming- century that wall paper in anything like
its present form came into common use
ton, were in town this week.
in Europe, though it appears to have
G. F. Briggs has sold the large lot of been used much earlier in China. A few
rare examples, which may be as early as
wood he had stored here.
the sixteenth century, exist in England,
Baker Rowe of New Sharon, who has j but these are imitations, generally in
been visiting his sister, Mrs. Ena Perry, |“ flock,” of the old Florentine and Genoi ese cut velvets, and hence the style of the
has returned home.
design in no way shows the date of the
Morrell Goldsmith is moving from wall paper, the same traditional patterns
Freeman into the Capt. Frederic Rich being reproduced with little or no change
for many years. It was not till the end
ards house.
of the last century that the machinery to
Keene and Tuttle of Strong have make paper in long strips was invented.
moved onto the Washington Keene Up to that time wall papers were printed
place and will commence lumbering on small square pieces of handmade pa
per and were very expensive. On this
operations.
account wall paper was slow in super
Fred Childs, who purchased the seding the older mural decorations, such
Tufts place recently, began yarding as tapestry, stamped leather and paper
cloth.
birch this week.
A work printed in London in 1744
Chas. Smith of Farmington, was in shows some light on the use of wall pa
town this week. L. P. Dudley of Free pers at that time: “ The method o f print
ing wall papers o f the better sort is prob
man has been running lines on Smith’s ably the same now that it has ever been.
lot, west side of Mt. Abram.
Wooden blockB with the design cut in re
lief, one for each color, are applied by
The Evangelical church is about com hand, after being dipped in an elastic
pleted and was dedicated Sunday, Dec. cloth sieve charged with wet tempera
10, at 2.30 p. m., Rev. Joshua Gill of pigment, great care being taken to lay
Boston, presiding. Meetings are being each block exactly on the right place, so
tuat the various colors may ‘register’ or
held there this week.
R oscoe.
fit together. In order to suit the produc
tions of the paper mills these blocks are
made in England 21 inches wide and in
Just Saved His Life.
France 18 inches wide. The length of
It was a thrilling escape that Charles ! the block is limited to what the workman
Davis of Bowerston, O., lately had from can easily lift with one hand—2 feet be
a frightful death. For two years a se ing about the limit, as the blocks are nec
vere lung trouble constantly grew worse essarily thick and in many cases made
until it seemed he must die of Consump heavier by being inlaid with copper, es
tion. Then he began to use Dr. King’s pecially the thin outlines, which, if made
New Discovery and lately wrote: “ It of wood, would not stand the wear and
gave instant relief and effected a perm a tear of printing.
nent cure.” Such wonderful cures have
“ In ‘flock’ and gold or silver printing
for 25 years proven it’ s power to cure the design is first printed in strong size,
all Throat, Chest and Lung troubles. the flock (finely cut wool of the required
Price 50c and $1.00. Every bottle guar color), or metallic powder, is then sprin
anteed. Trial bottles free at Cragin’ s kled by hand all over the paper. It ad
drug store.
heres only to the wet size and is easily
shaken off the ground or unsized part. If
the pattern is required to stand out in
some relief, the process is repeated sev
Brave Men Fall
Victims to stomach, liver and kidney eral times and the whole paper then roll
troubles as well as women, and all feel ed to compress the flock. Cheaper sorts
the results in loss of appetite, poisons of paper are printed by machinery, the
in the blood, backache, nervousness, design being cut on the surface of wood
headache and tired, listless, run-down en rollers under which the paper passes.
feeling. But there’s no need to feel like The chief drawback to this process is
that. J. \y. Gardner, of Idaville, Ind., that all the colors are applied rapidly one
says: “ Electric Bitters are just the after the other without allowing each to
thing for a tnau when he don’ t care dry separately, as is done in hand print
whether he lives or dies.
It gave me ing. A somewhat blurred appearance is
new strength and good appetite. I can usually the result.” —Paper Trade.
now eat anything and have a new lease
on life.” Only 50 cents at Cragin’ s
A D if f ic u lt L a n g u a g e .
drug store. Every bottle guaranteed.
At the Southwark police court a pro
prietor of hoky poky barrows and hot
i potato stalls puzzled the braius of all the
A Keen Clear Brain.
Interpreters the court could muster. At
, /lou r best feelings, yonr social posi- [ last, despairing of understanding his lanw tion or business success depend largely ' guage, the interpreters arrived at the con
on the perfect acti m of your Stomach clusion that “ he was in reality an Irish
and Liver. Dr. King’s New Life Pills man who had learned English from Ital
give increased strength, a keen, clear ian organ grinders,’ ’ and left the magisbrain) high ambition. A 25 cent box I trate to draw his own conclusions. After
will make you feel like a new being. j that, of course it was plain sailing.—LonI don Globa.
Sold by W. A. D. Cragin, Druggist. .

FATHER OF CATS IN THE SAC 'ED PROCES8ION.

grims o f all the valuables they possessed,
secured possession of the large sums of
money sent as offerings to the tomb of
the prophet by the khedive, by the mem
bers of his family and by the Egyptian
government. Worst of ail, they carried
off the sacred carpet. The latter is not,
as is generally supposed, an ancient relic
dating from the time of the founders of
the Mohammedan religion, but is a huge
rug or piece of tapestry of modern man
ufacture. Indeed, a new one is made
each year for dispatch to Mecca as an
offering from the Egyptian ruler and his
people. From the time of its arrival at
Mecca it is hung against the Caaba, or
most sacred sanctuary of the mosque in
which Mohammed lies buried.
The fact that this holy carpet, or Kisweh, as it is called, should have failed to
reach the principal shrine of the Mo
hammedan faith will be regarded by the
followers of the prophet throughout
Egypt as an indication that Allah and
the founder of their religion are angered
against them and refuse to receive their
annual tribute and that in consequence
some great national misfortune or cata
clysm is imminent as an indication of di
vine wrath. It will readily be under
stood to what purpose this superstitious
belief will be put by the Turkish and na
tionalist Egyptian agitators in inflaming
the more fanatic element of the Egyp
tian people against the English and
against the Christians in general in the
hope of provoking another anti-European
insurrection analogous to that of Arabi
Pasha in 1882.
Strictly speaking, the word “ mahmal”
means litter, and the annual official pil
grimage from Cairo to Mecca is thus
styled from the fact that it was inaugu
rated by the Sultana Schargaret-ed-Durr
(the pearl tree), who is the only woman
who ever ruled over Egypt.
The pasha in charge of the caravan,
who bears the title of “ prince of the pil
grimage,” rides, like the sultana, in a lit
ter swung between two camels harnessed
one in front of the other. Behind him
come the imans, or professors of theolo
gy. at the great El Hazr university, at
Cairo, which is the headquarters of Mo
hammedan orthodoxy, occupying much
the same relation toward the latter that
Oxford university does to the Church of
England and the Vatican to Roman
Catholicism. Dervishes of various orders
follow, and finally comes the old fashion
ed empty mahmal or litter, which every
one tries to touch or to kifes.
Immediately behind the mahmal, on a
camel, rides a half naked man of con
siderable age, his matted hair giving him
a sort of wild appearance. He bears the
title of the camel sheik and performs
the entire pilgrimage in this1 unpresent
able costume, while, closing the proces
sion, comes the so called sheik or fa
ther of cats. The latter may be said to
constitute a relic of the ancient worship
of the cat bonded goddess Sekhet, or
Bast, of the time of the pharaohs, the
shrine of this form of worship being
situated in the now ruined city of Bubastis. Although there is nothing in the
Koran about cats, yet the latter remain
on object of veneration to the people of
Egypt. Until a few decades ago each
caravan of pilgrims to Mecca was ac
companied by an old woman, who carried
with her on her camel in baskets several
dozen cats and kittens and who was
known as the mother of cats. Nowadays
her place is taken by the father of cats,
and nothing is more strange than to see
the old sheik, who is invariably half
nude, perched on his camel with all his
cats about him on the way to the holy
city.

A Card.
W e take this opportunity to express pur
heartfelt thanks to all those w ho so kindly
assisted us in our late bereavem ent, in the
sickness and burial o f our beloved husband
and father and we truly desire that they will
all be blessed by D ivine Providence, for their
good efforts put forth in that trying hour of
sadness to assist in com fortin g our bereaved
hearts.
M r s ..I,. I>. CORHETT, . .
W i n f i e l d S. Co r b e t t ,
M r s . c . F . So a aim a n ,

M r s . F r a n k W oodbury,
M r s . W . R. D a v e n p o r t .

Across the iron silence of the night
A keen wind fitfully creeps, and far away
The northern ridges glimmer faintly bright,
Like hills on some dead planet hard and gray.
Divinely from the icy sky look down
The deathless stars that sparkle overhead,
The Wain, the Herdsman and the Northern Crown
And yonder westward, large and balefully red,
Aroturus, brooding over fierce resolves.
Like mystic dancers in the arctic air
The troops of the Aurora shift and spin.
The Dragon strews his bale fires, and within
His trailing and prodigious loop involves
The lonely Pole Star and the Lesser Bear.
—Archibald Lampman in Scribner’s,
THE W O N D E R F U L WIZARD.
H I n V e r y G o o d R e a s o n F op Q .n ittin g'
t li e S h o w B u s l a e s s ,

The street fakir who sold a perfect pa
nacea for every pain on the street was
resting between his afternoon and even
ing services and was doing a little talk
ing in retrospect.
“ I wasn’t always in this business,” he
said, “ for my real taste was in the dra
matic line, and I made my first appear
ance as Wezzooski, the Wonderful Wiz
ard, doing my act under a roof and on a
real stage, or as often that way as the
towns I struck were fixed for it. I don’t
know that I made any more money than
in the present line, but I was in love
with my art, and I could afford to make
less. What is money to a man wedded
to his art?” And the late wizard laid
his hand on his bosom and looked up at
the ceiling.
“ But I was not to be permitted to fol
low the inclinations of my nature,” he
went on. “ It is nearly always so, you
know, in the higher walks of life, in the
purely ideal, as it were. One of my acts—
indeed the star turn of the whole
layout—was the famous gun act, in which
I let any person in the audience shoot at
me from the rear end of the hall, and I
caught the bullet in my teeth and spat it
out in a plate, entirely unharmed. It had
always been so successfully performed
that I had fallen in love with it and made
it the grand finale of the show.
“ One night in a Kentucky town, where*
there were a lot of men who were crack
shots, I made such a success that I was
asked to give auother performance the
next night, and, flattered by the atten
tion, I did so. When the great gun act
came around, a tall, slab sided man said
he would like to shoot the gun. I was
perfectly willing that he should do so,
and after carefully loading the weapon
in the sight of the audience, letting one
and all see that I put the bullet into the
gun and rammed it hard home—it was
the ramming, you know, that smashed
the bullet, made for the purpose, and
rendered it into harmless dust—I handed
it to him and took my place to receive
his shot. At the command he fired, and
as he did so I thought somebody had
stuck a redhot poker through my ear,
and I clapped my hand to my head and
took it away covered with blood. The
curtain went down with a rush, aud I
took a faint for the next 15 minutes.
When I came to, the tall man was stand
ing in the crowd around me.
*-* ‘Here, stranger,’ he said, sticking a
$20 bill into my hand, ‘I guess you’ve got
a right to that much anyhow. You see,
I bet Judge Jones $50 I could plug you
through the ear, and I done it easy. You
ought to be glad we didn’t bet on your
windpipe er yer spinal colyum.’
“ Of course he had slipped a bullet in
on me, and, being a crack shot, it didn’t
turn out so bad, but the more I thought
of it the more I felt like not giving some
awkward chap a chance to gamble in
that same way, and I cut the act out.
But the people wouldn’t have me without
it, so I gave up the whole thing and took
up my present line.” —Washington Star.
M. P o u b e lle a n d th e P o p e ’s O de.

An anecd >te is told in The Phoenix
about M. Poubelle, the diplomat, who
was such a favorite at the Vatican when
he was there as French embassador.
When he first arrived in 1896, he met
with a very cool reception, but he deter
mined to win the pontiff’s heart at any
price. So he set to work to learn an ode
which Leo X III had just composed apro
pos of the festival at Reims, entitled
“ Ad Gallos.” He found it very difficult,
and as he feared he might forget it the
ingenious idea entered his head of past
ing it into the inside oi his hat.
At the next audience with the pope
Poubelle craftily brought round the cqu versation to the poetic ability of his holi
ness and promptly began to quote a
passage from the ode. Leo X III listen
ed, delighted, and Poubelle felt he had
scored. Suddenly he began to blunder,
and the pope saw that he did not under
stand a single word of what he was re
citing. He cast despairing glances at his
hat, but the thread was lost. However,
the humor of the situation so tickled the
pope’s fancy that Mgr. Poubelle was
henceforth prime favorite with the su
preme pontiff.

Mile Square, Avon.
Miss Maude Peary is teaching at Mt.
Vernon.
Mr. Lee Peary who has been working
in Massachusetts is visiting his parents.
Mrs. C. C. Dow continues very sick.
Her children, Henry and Cora, have
been witli her the past week.
Mr. Harold Worthley is wintering a
very large flock of sheep aud some other
stock for S. G. Haley.
Miss Eva Vining will teach the extra
number of weeks of school.
Messrs. Ulie Jacobs and N. Bubier
who are working at Salem were at their
homes over Sunday.
Mr. Ed Welch of Dead River with a
crew of men has been pressing hay on
the hill the past week.
The pupils of the Mile Square school
met with their teacher, Miss Maude
Peary, last Friday night Many friends
of the pupils were invited. A literary
program was carried out.
Later re
freshments were served and games
played, and a very pleasant time was
H arold.
reported by all.

How’s This!
W e offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
an y case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
H a ll’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CH ENEY & CO., Prop., Toledo, O.
AVe the undersigned, have known F . J. Che
ney for the last 15 years, and believe him p er
fectly honorable in all business transactions
an d financially able to carry out any obliga
tions made by*their firm.
AVEST & T r u a x , AVholesale Druggists, Toledo,
Ohio.
AY a d d in g , K INNAN & MARVIN, AVholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is tak en internally
acting directly upon the blood and mucous,
surfaces of the system . Price, 75c. per bottleSold by all Druggists. Testim onials free.
H a ll’s Family Pills are the best.

Twenty times a day, or more,
Salesmen in a general store
Need to wash their hands,
After handling syrup, cheese,
Coal-oil, onions— things like these
Which their trade demands.
Ivory Soap, which lathers thickly,
Washes clean and rinses quickly,
Proves— and storemen know it well—*
Best to use and best to sell.
COPYRIGHT 1898 BY THE PROCTER * GAMBLE CO. CINCINNATI

Welti

S u m m e r F u e l.

Kiln dried blocks delivered in ten
Miss Blanche Phillips has returned to
barrel lots in the village at ten cents per
Farmington.
barrel. Orders may be left with D We
The schools in the village have com Wells, at W. A. D. Cragin’s Drug Store
orwitli Austin & Co.
menced.
The bobbin mill is a reality.
The
spool mill formerly owned by Austin &
Co. has changed hands and bobbin ma
chinery is being put in. Several have
commenced to cut wood to be used
there. White birch, yellow birch and
maple are the kinds required. It is ex
pected that the mill will be in running
order before many weeks.

Legal Notice

To the Hoiio able Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court next to be holden at Farmington within and for the County of F ranklin,
on the fourth Tuesday of September A. D
1899.
Carrie B. Stearns o f Phillips in the county
of Franklin and state*if Maine, w ife of W a lter Stearns whose residence is unknown, resi ectfully libels and gives this Honorable
Court to be iniormed that her form er nam e
was Carrie B. Curtis; that she was law fully
married to the said AValter Stearns at said
I
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.
Phillips on the fifteenth day f February A.
“ Red Cross” and “ Hubinger’ s Best” D., 1898, by N. B. B eal,Esq., a justice of the
duly authorized to solemnize mar
Jlaundry starch, the equal of which has peace
riages; that there have been born unto them
i never been produced.
It is made from no children; th a ty our libelant since their
wheat, rice and corn, chemically pre said intermarriage has always behaved
rself as a faithfu l, chaste and affectionate
pared by the Starch King of America, hwife
towards the said W alter Stearns, but
Mr. J. C. Hubinger, an expert in the •hat the said W alter Stearns w holly regard
laundry profession with twenty-five less of his marriage covenant and duty is
•f gross and confirmed habits o f intox
years of practical experience aud is the guilty
ication, extrem e cruelty aud crmJ and abu
only successful and original inventor sive treatment and being of sufficient ability
of fine grades of starch in the United and able to labor and provide for her, grossly
wantonly and cruelly refuses or neglects to
i States today. His new method of intro or
provide suitable m aintenance for your libel
ducing this starch with the Endless ant.
Chain Starch Book enables you to get
W herefore the said libelant prays right
one 10c. package of “ Red Cross” starch, and justice and that she m ay b e divorced
ir-im
bonds of m atrim ony existing be
one 10c. package of “ Hubinger’s Best” tweenthe
her and her said husband and that
starch, with the premiums, two beauti her nam e be changed to her former name,
ful Shakespeare panels, or one Twen C a rn e B Curtis; that the residence of said
libelee is unknown to your libelant and can
tieth Century Gill Calendar, all for 5c. not
be ascertained by reasonable diligence,
Ask your grocer for this starch and ob- ' Dated this 22nd day of September 1899
tain the beautiful Christmas presents
CARRIE B. STEARNS.
free.
Subscribed and sworn to tliistw cnty-second
day of Septem ber 1899, before me,
H a r r y f . Be e d y ,
Justice of the Peace.

Eusfis ilidge.

Mr. C. E. Durrell has made his par
ents a visit.
Dexter Bubier is at home from a
three weeks’ visit to bis folks down
river.
John Bubier has gone to Winthrop to
have his eyes treated.
Mr. and Mrs. James Pattenson of Bos
ton, have been stopping at Mr. Allen
Durrell’s, and while there he got a nice
deer and quite a number of birds and a
fox, also Mr. Arthur Peunock and Frank
Marden of Farmington, while there shot
a number of rabbits.

State o f Maine.
R A N K LIN , s s : Supreme Judicial Gourt,
September Term A. 1). 1899
Upon the foregoing libel, Ordered; That
the libelant give notice to the respondent
therein nam ed, to appear before the Justices
of our said Court to be holden at Farm ington
within and for the County of Franklin, on
the First Tuesday of February A. D , 19C0, b y
publishing an attested copy of said libel and
this order thereon, three weeks successively
in the Ph id d ip s Ph o n g r a p h , a newspaper
printed at Phillips iu said County of Frank
lin, the last publication to be th ir y days, at
least, before the sitting of said C nrt, thqt he
m ay then and there, in our said Court appear
and show cause, if any he have, w hy the
prayer o f said lib e la n t snou d not be granted.
) Clerk of said
B. M. SM ALL, |
Supreme
) Judicial Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court
thereon.
A ttest, B. M . Sjia l i , Clerk.
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RUNNING SORE
ON HIS ANKLE.

After Six Years of Intense
Suffering, Promptly Cured

Obstinate sores and ulcers A v h ic h
refuse to heal under ordinary treat
ment soon become chronic and deepseated, and are a sure sign that the
n» O O P entire circulation is in a depraved condition. They
Dj Oi Oi Oi are a severe drain upon the system, and are con
stantly sapping atvay the vitality. In every case the poison must
be eliminated from the blood, and no amount of external treatment
can have any effect.
There is no uncertainty about the merits of S. S. 8. ; every claim
made for it is backed up strongly by convincing
testimony of those who have been cured by it
and know of its virtues by experience
Mr. L. J. Clark, of Orange Courthouse,Va., writes:
“ For six years I had an obstinate, running ulcer on my
ankle, which at times caused me intense suffering. I was
so disabled for a long while that I was wholly unfit for
business. One of the best doctors treated me constantly
but did me no good. I then tried various blood remedies,
without the least benefit. S. S. S. was so highly recom
mended that I concluded to try it, and the effect was
wonderful. It seemed to get right at the seat of the
disease and force the poison out, and I was soon com
pletely cured.” Swift’s Specific—

S. S. S. FO R T H E B L O O D
— drives out every trace of impurity in the blood, and in this war
cures permanently the most obstinate, deep-seated sore or ulcer. It
is the only blood remedy guaranteed purely vegetable, and con
tains not a particle of potash, mercury, or other mineral. S. S. S.
cures Contagious Blood Poison, Scrofula, Cancer, Catarrh, Eczema,
Rheumatism, Sores, Ulcers, Boils, or any other blood trouble. Insist
upon S. S. S .; nothing can take its place.
Valuable books mailed free by Swirt Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.

PH ILLIPS

8
TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN. TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.
“ Put cares away, let everyone
Be happy; you have reason;
Be glad and let bright smiles adorn
Your face, at Christmas season.”

—Hon. Joel Wilbur was in Houghton,
last week.

—Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Smith visited
Mr. Smith’s parents in Madrid last
week.

PHONOGRAPH,

A PHILLIPS INVENTOR

Easily?
Are you frequently hoarse?
D o you have that annoying
tickling in your throat? Would
you feel relieved if you could
raise something? Does your
cough annoy you at night, and
do you raise more mucus in
the morning?
Then you should always keep
on hand a bottle of

If you have a weak
throat you cannot be too
careful. You cannot begin
treatment too early. Each
cold makes you more liable
to another, and the last
one is always harder to
cure than the one before it.
Dr. Ayer’ s Cherry Pectoral Plaster
protects the lungs from colds.

Help at Hand.
If you have any complaint
whatever and desire the best
medical advice you can pos
sibly obtain, write the docto*
freely. You will receive a
prompt reply.
Address, DR. J. C. AYER,
Lowell, Mass.

At the Union church Rev. Mr. Earnsliaw preached from words found in
Mark iv: 24. “ Lord I believe, help thou
mine unbelief.”
Compared with the
vigorous faith of Peter exclaiming
“ Thou art the Christ the son of the
living God,” of Paul who said he could
do all things through Christ who
strengthened him, or of the centurion
pleading “ Speak the word only and my
servant shall be healed,” the faith of
the father whose words form the text
was very weak and imperfect.
His
words voiced the need of the speaker,
rather than betokened any great faith.
It would seem tliat the father had
sought here and there to find some
remedy, some alleviation for the mal
ady afflicting his child. The relief had
not been obtained and almost in despair
he turns to one of whose power report
has been made to him.
His faith is
rudely tried when he finds that the dis
ciples, those who have been long with
the miracle-worker can do nothing for
him.
Yet he goes on to the Master
himself.

Sandy River and Maine Central

A. P a i n f u l S p e c t a c l e

Will E. Gates was ploughing the
second day of December.
Mr. Joseph D. Brackley of East New
Portland, called on his granddaughter,
Mrs. W. E. Bunnell, last week.
Frank Adams is working for J. Curtis
Smith.
Will Gates’ s father and mother from
Nova Scotia are spending the winter
with him.
George Brown has returned from
Portland.

We may learn humility, “ Help thou
my unbelief.”
Although there be the
beginning of faith, of virtue, of achieve
ment, we need .help outside ourselves
for their completion. And again we
may learn of the wonderful gentleness
of the Christ. A gentleness that would
wound nothing so frail even as the
bruised reed. Whatever lack we see in
ourselves we need not fear, therefore,
to pray, “ Help thou me.” And may we
by that help gain higher levels of faith
and endeavor.
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legal Notices.

AN INCIDENT OF J O H N S O N ’S FAM OU S

to

Estate o f F ra u d s B. W h eeler.

F

r n A N K I IN • s s .
A t a C ou rt o f
P r o b a te
ho ld en a t F a r m in g to n , w ith in an d .t o r t h e
County o f F r a n k lin , on th e first T uesitay
D e cem b er, A . D 1899.
C harles A . W h e e le r , a d m in is tr a to r o
estate o f F ran cis B. w k e e l e r a te o f F h iU Ip s m
said cou n ty, d e c e a se d , h a y in g P*‘ . .
s_
first account o f a d m in is tr a tio n o l th e es
tate o f said d e ce ase d a n d a lso la s p riv a te
count fo r ,a llo w a n c e :
O r d e r e d , T h a t sa id A d m in is tr a to r g
notice to all p erson s in te re s te d , by ' crus
he
ed
d th
fid s order to be pm
ub
b lis
lish
i n rne e
i w e e k s• sue
,
cessively in the P h i l l i e s P h o n o g b a i h pul
lished at P h illip s th a t th e y m a y a p p e a r at a
Probate Court to be h e ld a t F a r m in g to n , J in
a n u a ry
said county, on th e first T u e s d a y o f J ai
n e x t, at ten o f th e c lo c k in th e i n < n o on
and show cause, if a n y th e y h a v e , w njy th e
lo wie d .
sam e should not be allow
J A M E S M O R R IS O N , J u d g e .
A tte st, F r a n k W . B u t l e r , R e g iste r .

We

now

h a v e >n 8k

new line o t

There is nothing in history that cor
responds to that w onderful sw ing of
president Johnson from W ashington tc
Chicago by way o f Robin H ood ’s barn.
Mr. Johnson planned the trip with in
finite cunning. He prided him self on
being a comm oner, and lie believed
that he understood the people and
that if he could meet them face to face
lie could convince them that the presi
dent was right and congress wrong. To
K state o f H A R R I S V O S K .
get the love o f the people he carried
P ro b a te
[ R A N K L I N : 88a C ourt of
with him General Grant, Admiral Far- r lioldcn a t F a rm inAt,
lie
g to n , w i t h i n an d toi
ragut, Secretaries Seward, Welles and county o f F ra n k lin , on th e first Tuesday o f
Randall, General Custer and other men D ecem ber, A . I). 1899.
C h alm er It. V ose , e x e c u to r o f th e e s la le
well known to the people. He reason H arris Vose la te n t K in g fie ld in said c o u n t} ,
ed that, accompanied by the popular d eceased , h a v in g p re se n te d h is first accou n t
o f ad m in istra tio n o f the e sta te of s a id d e 
Idols o f the day, lie would be sure o f ceased for a llo w a n c e :
T h e latest thing1out.
entliusiasticreceptioneverywhere. That
O r d e r e d , T h at said e x e c u to r g iv e not ice to
was all that he asked. Give him a all persons in terested by ca u sin g tills o r d e r
( ’on e in and se»‘ them,
big crowd, and lie was confident that to be p ublished th ree w e e k s s u c c e s s iv e ly
in
the P h i l l i e s P h o n o g r a p h , a
paper
he could win them over.
p rinted at P hillips, in said c o u n ty , th a t th e y
The president started from W ash m ay ap p ear at a P robate Court to l>e h e ld at
F a rm in g ton , w ith in am i fo r said c o u n ty , on
ington with a chip on liis shoulder. The th e first Tuesday ol J a n u a ry n e x t , at ten
very fist crowd lie met knocked it off o ’clock in th e forenoon, and sh o w c a u se , it
any th e y h ave, w h y the sa m e sh o u ld not be
without ceremony.
It soon became a llo w e d .
clear the people were In a resentful
J A M E S M O R R IS O N , J u d g e
A tte s t, F r a n k W . B u t l e r . R e g ister.
mood, and after two or three clashes
some o f Mr. Johnson’s best friends
D E P O T STREE&
recommended a change of programme.
Kstate o f LE W IS P. ROW E.
Many believed that the president, see
R A N K L I N : s s.
A t a C ourt o f P ro b a te
ing the mood o f the people, would
liolden at F arm in g to n , w ith in a n d fo r tin*
*
yield, but they didn’t know the man. County
o f F ran k lin , on th e first T u e s d a y o f
I had seen him face all sorts o f crow ds D ecem b er, A . D. 1899.
while he was military governor of I W h e r e a s a p etition has b een d u ly filed b y
|M aud R ow e, p ra y in g th a t a d m in is tra tio n on
Tennessee. I had heard him scold the Jthe estate o f L e w is P. R ow e la te o f M a d r id in
leading citizens o f Nashville as he ) said county, d e ceased , m a y b e g r a n te d to
P e r fu m e s , Sachet
would a lot o f school children; had Sarah E. R ow e o f M a d r id :
| I t w a s o r d e r e d , th a t said P e titio n e r g iv e
seen him, when a mob threatened his notice to a ll p ersons in te re ste d , b y c a u s in g
AMD ALL
life, stride out Into the street and I n otice to be p u b lish ed th ree w e e k s s u c c e s s 
iv ely in the P h i l l i e s p h o n o g r a p h p u b march the full length o f the city at the j lish ed at P n illip s, th a t th e y m a y a p p e a r a t a
Toilet Artick
head ®f a procession, carrying the stars ! Probate Court to be h eld a t F a r m in g to n , in
said cou n ty, on th e first T u esd ay o f J a n u a ry
and stripes, and 1 knew that he would |n e x t, at ten o ’clock in the fo re n o o n , a n d
A l s o S i l k a n d F u r Boas,
relish keenly a scrap with those who show cause, if any they h a v e , w h y th e s a m e
should not be granted.
defied him.
S i l k , W o r s t e d and
JA M E S M O R R IS O N , J u d g e .
At one point a crow d o f 50,000 people
A tte st, F r a n k W . B u t l e r , R e gister.
had gathered, mainly to see Grant.
C o r d u r o y Waists,
Farragut and Seward. There was tre
C o if Capes
mendous enthusiasm over the party, Estate o f W ILLI K B. R O B B IN S.
and the president was elated.
But
r a n k l i n , s s : A t a Court o f P robate liold e n
a n d Coats.
when he rose to speak the crow d hoot
at F a rm in g ton , w ith in a n d fo r the cou n ty
ed and hissed and set up a great shout o f F ran k lin , on th e first T u e sd ay o f D e c e m ber, A . D. 1899.
for Grant The people had seen through
W h e r e a s a p etition h a s been d u ly filed
the president’s scheme and were turn Fred R obbins, p ra y in g th a t he m a y lie aby
p
M I S S
B A N A
ing the tables on him by using Grant pointed guardian for W illie B. R ob b in s, m in o r
ch ild an d heir o f A d a M . T e rre y , la te o f C o p and Farragut to humiliate and punish lin P lantation in said co u n ty , d eceased :
P h i l l i p s , M a in e .
him. The president saw the strategy
I t w a s o r d e r e d , T h at said P etition e r g iv e
notice
to
all
persons
in
terested
,
by
c
a
u
s
in
g
o f the move, and he was as furious as notice to be p u b lish ed th ree w e e k s suet
he was helpless. In every interval of iv e ly in the P h i l l i p s P h o n o g r a p h p u b 
at Phillips, th a t they m a y a p p e a r a t a
quiet he would attempt to speak, but lished
P robate Court to be h e ld a t F a rm in g to n , in
every word he uttered would be lost In said county, on the first T u e sd ay o f J a n u a ry
the thunder o f the shouts for Grant. n e x t, at ten o ’clock in th e fo re n o o n , an d sh o w
Cbeap prices in spring styles id
cause, if an y they h a v e , w h y th e sa m e sh o u ld
It was a painful spectacle, and every not be granted.
body was embarrassed. The crowd
J A M E S M O R R IS O N , J u d g e .
A tte st, F r a n k W . B u t l e r , R egister.
would not listen to the chairman or
any other local celebrity.
General Custer, then at the height o f I
his popularity, stepped forw ard in his Estate o f Frank Elmer Blackwell
dramatic, imperious way, believing
T a Court o f Probate, held at F a r m in g to n ,
ithin anil for the county o f F r a n k lin , on
that he could quiet the tumult. The j the wfirst
T uesday o f D ecem b er, in th e y e a r o f
e . DYERS
crowd was friendly, but It howled him our Lord eighteen hundred and n in e ty -n in e .
down, and the dashing cavalryman
Ruel B lack w ell, guardian of F ra n k E lm e r
D ru g S to re ,
B lack w e ll, m inor ch ild and heir o f S u b m it
took his seat, with the remark that he B
lack w e ll late o f Copliu in said c o u n ty , d e
S tro n g ,
would like to clear the grounds with a c e ased , h aving p resented his p e titio n fur
Maine.
licen se to sell anil con vey certain real e sta te
brigade o f cavalry,
o f said m inor, us d escribed in said p e titio n .
L ,---------------Johnson, looking down on the tumult, ] It w a s o r d e r e d , th a t the said g u a rd ia n
saw smiling, contemptuous faces, hut g iv e notice to all persons in te re ste d , i>v
au sin g notice to be published th ree w eek's
no hatred. He turned to Grant, who csuccessively
in the P h i l l i e s P h o n o g r a p h
had retired to the rear o f the platform, p rin ted at Phillips, that they m ay a p p e a r at a L e a v e y o u r o r d e r for
P
robate
Court
to be held a t said F a rm in g to n ,
and said petulantly, “ General, you will on tlie first Tuesday
of January n e x t , at ten
have to speak to them.”
of the clock in the forenoon, an d sh o w cau se
if
a
n
y
th
ey
h
a
ve,
w
hy
the sam e sh o u ld not be
General Grant said decisively, “ I will gran te d .
not.”
JA M E S M O R R IS O N , J u d g e .
Then the president said, more gra
A tte s t, F r a n k W . B u t l e r , R egister.
—AT—
ciously, “ W on’t you show yourself,
general?”
Estate o f JOHN H ALEY.
Grant stepped forward, and, after a
round o f cheers, the people were as {RANKLIN’ , s s : A t a Court o f P robate lio ld e n
a n d h a v e them h u ilt this winter. ^
V. , ‘lt F a rm in g to n , w ithin and for thi c o u n ty
quiet as a church in prayer time. Wait ol
F ra n k lin , on the firsi T uesd av o f D ecent ing an instant, Grant raised his hand, ber, A . 1). 1899.
H o rse
S h o e i n g : , Carriage
made a gesture toward Johnson and
A b ra m R oss, adm inist rator o f the e sta te o f
H a le y late o f R an geley in said c o u n tv
R e p a i r i n g a n d General
said clearly, “ The president o f the John
deceased, h a v in g presen ted h is se c o n d a c 
J o b b i n g a S p e c ia lt y .
United States.”
count o f ad m in istration o f th e e sta te o f said
The incident was a simple one, but It deceased fo r a llo w a n c e :
O r d e r e d , T h at said a d m in is tra to r g iv e
spoke volumes. Grant’ s face was full notice
to all p ersons in te re ste d , b y c a u sin g
of Indignation and reproach, aud the this order to be p u b lish ed th ree w e e k s s i "
cessively
in the P h i l l i p s
Phonograph,
P H I L L I P S . - - M A IN E .
crowd, accepting his rebuke, listened published at
P h illip s, th a t th e y m av appear
to the president for an hour. And the at a Probate Court to be held at F a ilrm in
g to n ,
said county, on th e first T u e sd a v 1
o f J atm president did not spare the people. He in
ary next, at ten o f th e c lo c.....
k in
th e .orenoon,
I
.......
scolded them to his heart’s content, re and show cansi ,,
it any they have, why the
plied to all their taunts, talked hack tc same should not be allowed.
> v r w 1!,1* M O R R IS O N , J u d g e .
every man that opened his mouth and
A ttest, F n
RANK W . B i t l k r , R egister.
seemed to enjoy the performance as a
—OF—
war horse would a battle. The people
took the seoMing in good part and re Estate of FREI) C. WEYMOUTH.
alized that they had come in contact ra AN KLIN, SS: A t a Court of Probate hidden
with a new sort of president. They r at Farmington, within and for the countv
heard him in respectful silence, but b ir , a ! d . K 1 1 flrst T u e s d a >’
D ecent
they disapproved o f him, as the presi
Lizzie Weymouth, administratrix of the
dent knew when the votes were count estate of Fred C. \\ eymouth late of Freeman
11said county, deceased, having presem e
ed at the election that fall.
her second account of administrat ion of f,e
Seward’s face at such meetings was estate of said deceased for allowance •
AND
a study. The wound In his neck was
Or d e r e d , That said administratrix irjve
to all persons interested, by caushm
only fairly healed, and the people took notice
u
s
{iivlpr
t
o
lw>
itnlvUoiwwi
*1
___
’
J
,
tins order to be published three weeks sucso
a deferential attitude toward him. But cessively tn the P h i l l i p s P h o n o gweeks
r vpm .7,,
!>lished at Phillips that they may a mem-' 1
still everybody wanted to see bim and Probate
Court to be held at Farming ,,
shake hands with him.
said county, on the first Tuesdav of Jantn.rv
Farragut, In crossing the rotunda of next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon and
the capitol, came upon a group o f la s t t r t % l fa « ? y haVP’ "
same
AT
dies. one of whom turned toward him
Attest, FRANKW.^itl’TLERf|R t - g i s t e 18e'
and eagerly Inquired, “ Are you Mr.
Seward?” Farragut answered without
a moment’s hesitation:
Kstate o f William
W heeler.
“No; l am a handsomer man than
Seward. My name Is Farragut.” —Chi
cago Inter Ocean.

WILBUR & CO,

F

F a n c y Crockery

F

BEAi

W a ll P a p e r

Curtains

A
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Farm Wagons
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If so, there must be some
j trouble with its food. Well
I babies are plum p; only the
j sick are thin. Are you sure
;i
• the food is all right ? ru
Cbil*
j dren can’t help but g r o w ;
r they must grow if their food
Perhaps a
His hopes have again and again been | nourishes them.
shattered, and he approaches with faith f mistake was made in the
becoming less and less, each avenue of • past and as a result the dipossible escape from his tormenting af j gestion is weakened.
If that
fliction. Yet so much has he heard of
{
is
so,
don’t
give
the
baby
the gracious work of this new healer
that he feign would ask him for aid. | a lot of m edicine; just use
Perhaps the very presence of the Christ | 5 your e v e r y - d a y c o m m o n
gives new strength and life to his flick- j j se n se and he l p nature a
ering faith, and he is able to say “ Lord j [ little, and the way to do
I believe.” Yet he realizes how little
I it is to add half a teaspoonhe really expects, and adds, “ Help thou
j ful of
my unbelief.”
In the incident there are surely les
sons for us. We are not to despise
small things, beginnings. The faith may
be small, may not yet grasp great bless
ings, still, “ Lord I believe.”
The faith
which is as a grain of mustard seed, if
so be even that exists, may become like
a mighty tree. The small attainments
and abilities, be they carefully nurtured
may so increase as to be capable of
grand accomplishments.

1899.

Master Mechanic Greenwood Pat
ents a Successful Valve.

Tory Hill.
Amoug the Churches.

15,

g r an t calm ed th e m

—Don Harden has about finished
Roads Now Using Them.
—Mr. Earle Carr spent Sunday at his work on the road for the present and is
expected
home
soon.
Master
Mechauic E. Greenwood of the
home in Strong.
Sandy River Railroad company has in
—Mrs.
Diana
Aldrich
went
to
Lewis
— Mrs. Albert Vining of Livermore
ton the middle of the week, where she vented and patented a check valve for
Falls, is in town this week.
locomotives that bids fair to be a
—Mr. F. B. Sweetser will have fresh will remain for the present.
bonanza.
fish for sale during the winter.
—A. Weatherbee, Esq., of Lincoln,
He says what first put the idea into
—Mr. A1 Dolbier of Farmington, was formerly of Phillips, has recently been his head was the fact that the old kinds
appointed justice of the peace.
in town buying fur one day last week.
of valves form a coating under the seat,
Having several
—Miss Blanche Kenniston has been
—Miss Eva Harris, who attends the causing them to stick.
very sick with tonsilitis for the past Phillips High school, is at her home in of these to fix, he made examinations
and found that they did not corrode
week.
Salem, very sick with pneumonia.
above the seat but only on the bevel
— Mr. C. W. Boynton, local manager
—Mrs. Ed Greenwood, who has been
of the Phillips Electric Light Plant, has doing dressmaking at her home for a part of the valve. So he thought that
here lay the secret of the whole thing.
finished his engagement here and re long time, will take in no more work.
He commenced to study on this and
turned to Boston.
—Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Austin will cele tried to think out a plan for a valve that
—It is announced that a C. E. Little
brate the 50th anniversary of their mar would have all the virtues of the other
field cigar has been put on the market
riage, Monday, December 25th, at their and none of its faults.
and it is agreed in this locality that it
He was unsuccessful for a long time,
home at 752 Rampart St., Los Angeles,
ought to be a good one.
Cal. Mr. and Mrs. Austin have many but at last hit on a plan that carried out
— Mr. A. O. Frees has moved his shoe friends in Phillips, who send best his idea. He commenced work on this
repairing business into the basement wishes for many more years of health valve and was quite a long while in
room, recently occupied by W. M. and prosperity.
completing it being obliged to work on
Dutton as a barber’s shop.
it at odd jobs.
At length he had it
—The Merrill Rebekah lodge of Farm
—Mr. S. D. Davis of Phillips is some
completed and triedi it first on one of
ington, will be in Phillips, Friday, Dec.
thing of a weather prophet. He makes
22, to confer the degree upon several the Sandy River railroad’ s locomotives
his own almanac by a never failing rule
candidates to the Hope Rebekah Lodge, with many misgivings. But his misgiv
with which he is familiar,
No. 89. An election of officers will take ings were unfounded. The valve worked
— N. P. Noble and S. G. Haley of place, and a baked bean supper will be like a charm. He made some more and
Phillips, who bought the big Ferguson served. All members of the Phillips now has them on all the engines on the
bankrupt stock of goods at North Jay, lodge are especially requested to be Sandy River road. He has also made
one for a broad gauge engine on the
are selling them out this week.
present.
Maine Central, which is now being
— Mrs. Flora Worthley, who has been
—The observations taken at the tried. Mr. Greenwood’s valve weighs
spending a two weeks’ vacation with
her parents in Strong, has returned to Maine Agricultural Experiment station about twice as much as the ordinary
show for the month of November, ten valve.
her work in the P h o n o g r a p h office.
Finding that the trouble with old
—The King’s Daughters will meet clear days; number of fair days, 4;
Friday evening of this week with Mrs. cloudy days, 16, total movement of check valves was in the corroding of the
John A. Vining at M. S. Hinkley’s. A wind, 4857 miles; average movement, guide and the shoulder, he made one
full attendance is desired as it is the 161.9 miles, total amount of rainfall, with a flat seat instead of a beveled one,
2.01 inches; average temperature for the thus giving it no chance to stick, doing
last meeting before Christmas.
away with all the fault of the other
—Mrs. Ernest Haley, who has been month, 33.99 degrees.
valve.
very ill at the home of Mr. S. G. Haley
—Mr. Harrie A. Haskell of Wakefield,
As a usual thing the old check valve
for some time, was taken to her home Mass., who met with marked success as
in Rangeley, last Saturday afternoon, a manager of a summer hotel at Magnolia, had to be taken off, ground and cleaned
This is quite a job
special train being run for that purpose. Mass., last season will go to the Isle of about twice a year.
as the engine has to be dumped and the
—E. F. Verrill of Strong wants to buy Jamaica, one of the Bermudas, this water all drained out of the boiler. Mr.
all the spruce gum he can get having winter as clerk. The hotel where Mr. Greenwood says he has had one of
begun the manufacture of the prepared Haskell will be employed is a magnifi his valves on an engine now for over six
gum. Those who have gum to dispose cent structure which cost $150,000 or so. months and that there is not the least
of any corroding and it does not
o f will do well to correspond with or It is owned by the United Fruit com sign
leak a drop.
call upon Mr. Verrill.
pany.
He sent one of these valves to the pat
— The following figures were taken
ent office at Washington last August to
—At
the
last
meeting
of
Jas.
E.
Cush
from the report of the state savings
be patented and the patent was allowed
bank taxes for the six months ending man Post, No. 87, G. A. R., of Phillips, the first of last October, but lie lias not
October 29: Franklin county, $1,572.94; the following officers were elected for got his papers yet although lie will have
them in a few days. As soon as Mr.
Phillips, $519.85; Kingfield, $40.15; total the ensuing year: Com,, Chas. H. Greenwood gets these papers lie will
amount to be collected, $204,163.30. The Pease; S. V., Chas. Fairbanks; J. V., E. make some valves for trial on the Bos
.
tax for the previous six months was II. McKeeD; Q. M., E. M. Robinson; ton & Maine engines.
Mr. Greenwood is a first-class me '
$198,574.83. The books show a steady sergeant, H. A. Dunham; chaplain,
and this valve is not the first)
increase in the deposits of the banks in Horace Prescott; O. D., Cyrus Young; chanic
thing he lias invented, althou h this is !
the past year, the total amount of in O. G., James H. Gardner; delegate, the first invention that he has had
Horace Prescott; alternate, J. H. Gard patented.
crease being $3,000,000.
—The Curvo club met with Miss L. ner.
N. Brackett, Wednesday evening. Quo
tations of the sea were given by the
members; Mrs. Nathaniel Hamden’s
paper on Joshua Reynolds was read by
Miss Sarah Toothaker. Mrs. Scamman
read an interesting paper on Henry
V III, and one on the New Learning and
the Reformation was read by Miss
Sarah Toothaker. The meeting closed
with current events by the members.
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! S C O T T ’S
I E M U L S IO N I
? to the baby’s food three or
I four times a day. The gain
will begin the very first day
i you give it. It seems to
| correct the digestion and
f gets the baby started right
I again. If the baby is nursf ing but does not thrive, then
• the mother should take the
| emulsion.
It will have a
\ good effect both upon the
| mother and child. Twenty 5 five years proves this fact.

j

I
?

5°c- and $i.oo, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
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A L arge line. .

Breakfast Foods,

CANNED

1

TOOTHAKER’S,

Odd C o m p a n i o n s .
The Kennebec Journal tells of a man
who has a fox and a hound that are scribed in said p etition,
IT WAS ORDERED, that tile siuu „
boon companions. When both animals
were In the pup stage, they were plac Kiv'e_n?.ti<'ed 0,a11 lwraons interested by cans!
ed together and have now enjoyed a
year of each other’s society in peace
and harmony. They sleep together and
play with each other much after the
manner of two frolicsome pups. The
JAMES M< dtlUsnx jii.iir,.
fox has perfect freedom o f action, com 
A ttest, FRANK W . B u t l e r , R egister.
B
ing and going at will, but be alw ays re
turns at night to share the dog’s bed.

W ANTED.
Strictly, there is no such thing as the
pursuit of happiness: we simply dodge
Unhappiness.—Detroit Journal.

special

imna

^ >d
The flrst duty of ft real man is to do places by making application at once
Add ress,
bis real duty first.—Kansas City Star.
Com m onw ealth Shoe & Le a t h e r Co
S k ow h egan , M a in e .

.

Dr. J . R . K i t t r i d g e , D

of Farmington, Mi
W IL L BE AT
Lewis ReeSh«, , p’i

b

V

Nov- 9. 1

a c t o r ’s , W e ld , N o v

*21

streetCF aVm1n!rt tlm<J ftt ‘‘ is otfic
to

Ry the Commonwealth Shoe & L e ath e r rv*
Skow hegan, Maine, 60 girls for their stiU-liinJ
room
a special good opportunity for e ri.
w ho wish to learn 1o stitch shoes. G ood ,
anil stead y employment.

Experienced help will find

n o t ic e

se e

a i ™ K , “ r h ®r® 1J® Wili I

Performed p| g S ln'»K *>

A ll w ork
an te ed .

warr-.r,*.6 Jv,len P lates
a r r a n te d .
Halisfucti

8*-

loo

P H ILLIPS

PHONOGRAPH,

PHONOGRAPH ADVERTISERS.

* C old W

eather

---------- Is here and you want you r-----------

STEAM . FIXTU R ES
In the best o f ord er b efore accidents occu r. I do
all kinds o f M A C H IN E W O R K to the satisfaction
o f custom ers.

CARRIAGE AND WOOD WORK
Ot all kinds.
R epairing and painting on Car
riages done in a w orkm anlike manner. S aw ing,
planing and m atching.

W. H. KELLEY, PH1MAfNE.
*

T h is is not the season to have your horses’

*

SHOES DULL.
in g .”

A ll

kinds o f

in clu d in g w o o d

*
*
*

. . .

T a k e them to W . C. R eedy,

P hillip s, for “ sharpen

blacksm ithing

and

*

repairing,

X
%
*

w ork .

W. C. BEEDY, Phillips, Maine.

YOU

SHOULD

BUY

YOUR

*
*

—
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very low indeed considering what the
goods are.

MISS BAN A BEAL
Purchasers’ Directory For Holi
keeps a milliner store where the eyes of
days and All the l ime.

i

*
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the lady passersby are wont to stray.
She displays a natty stock of goods and
Reporter Calls Upon Business invites customers to come in and look
them over. Coming out of Miss Beal’ s
Men Who Solicit Trade.
the reporter took a stroll up the street
and dropped in upon

What They Have (Jot and Advan
EDGAR R. TOOTHAKER,
tages Ottered Buyers.
who keeps a neat and complete line of

It has been the custom of the Phono g b a p u for several years past to give the
advertisers of the paper a write up once
each year iu addition to the many no
tices that our patrous receive from time
to time. The plan has worked very
favorably from the start, giving as it
does, an additional beuefit to the busi
ness of each of our patrons.
W e have made an extra effort this
year to do the right thing in each in
stance and we take pleasure iu present
ing in the following columns the obser
vations made by our reporter.

canned goods and groceries. He does a
rushing business with the school chil
dren and many is the penny spent for
candy at “ Ed’ s.”
Stepping from Too|tliakers store we see
DR. E. B. CURRIER

bundled up in a fur coat getting ready
for a long drive into the country.
Dr.
ICurrier has been with us several years
and he has had very good success hav
ing built up a large practice.
DR. J. F. HILTON,

who lives a little further up Main street,
A start to go tbe rounds was made at is a young man well up in the profes
the corner store, No. 1, Beal block, sion and he has a practice that keeps
him hustliDg. We took a pleasant stroll
wheie
up through the hollow and by the
W. A. D. CRAGIN,
branching elms to the upper village and
the popular druggist, who always has a the blacksmith shop of
big Christmas display, has the largest
G. E. RIDEOUT,
line of toys and novelties that he has
ever shown. This is a good place to where we found the proprietor with
purchase Chrisuuas presents for your two men very busy shoeing horses. Mr.
friends and it makes little difference Kideout has not recovered fully from
what you want. If it is a drum for a his broken leg, but he can now do a
young American, Cragin has it.
If a fancy job in the blacksmithing liDe just
toilet set, here it is, and there are toys, the same. While standing in his shop
knickknacks and “ gewgaws” to the end listening to the music of the anvil we
of the list. Mr. Cragin made a trip to heard the sound of a saw and passing
the city this year, especially to buy through a door in the same building we
Christmas goods, and he got a lot of called upon
them.

S. L. SAVAGE,

Across the day,
So dull and gray,
The tide of Christmas creeps.
And round the sill,
With bliss a-thrill,
The merry snowbird cheeps
And twitters at the pane beneath
The berry dappled holly wreath.
Now to and fro
The mistletoe
Is swinging by the door,
And, all ablaze,
A ruddy haze,
The oak logs snap and roar.
Their surf of gold plays merrily
Upon the spangled Christmas tree.
The minster bell
Its magic spell
Throws o ’ er us far and near.
Our souls repeat
Its echoes sweet
Till in a fairy sphere
We linger while its charm imparts
Love harmonies to cheer our hearts.
Our Christmas dream
With peace supreme
Is gilded as it flies,
And round the board
Where love is lord
Our thanks serenely rise
And mingle with the Christmas bells,
Whose music skyward blithely swells.

A
TRYING
Mo
When you

are

deciding

what to buy for Xm as.

Did

you ever regret buying a
useful present?

We have a

splendid assortmen t o f ‘ ‘use
ful presents.”

Buy Your Boy

P- K. MtWKITTRICK.

A new suit,
$1.25 to $5.00
who was hard at work, making a sled.
Mr.
Savage
is
prepared
to
do
all
kinds
A new overcoat,
1.50 “
4.50
the dry and fancy goods man, has a full
%
®
line of boots, slices and rubbers at the of woodwork in a workmanlike manner.
A necktie,
Of Edgar R . T oothaker. T he selection o f T eas, Coffees,
||
25 “
50c
•
right prices. The Gold Seal rubber, of At the
© Spices, Molasses and Fancy Groceries o f all kinds is the best.
#
Thanksgiving
Dinner
at
the
A
cap,
which he has a large line, is as good a
25c “
1.00
BANGS & BELL
® School Supplies for the children. Y east Cakes every M onseller as there is on the market, and Mr. hardware store was seen a full line of
Stoddard House.
| day and Thursday nights.
m
Sedgeley, who keeps a big stock of hardware of every description.
This
A sweater, handkerchief,
E. R. T O O T H A K E R , M a i n S t., P h i l l i p s .
the right kinds of goods in every depart company has a large line of stoves,
Whist Parties the Order o f Social
pair o f shoes, or any o f the
ment, does an excellent business.
You among which are the Glenwood ranges,
Events.
really ought to see some of those nice with the Glenwood indicator, which
“ useful presents” you can
|Special correspondence to the P honograph . |
silk handkerchiefs at Sedgeley’s. They makes cooking easy and cooks look
make an excellent Christmas present. happy. These young men are hustlers
find in our store.
F a r m i n g t o n , Me ., Dec. 12, 1899.
The next call was upon
in their line and although they have
Forty ladies and gentlemen were en
not been here long they are doing a good tertained at whist, Tuesday evening,
A. M GREENWOOD,
business.
Dec. 5, by Mr. and Mrs. Fred. G.
where we found as usual a hand
Paine, and the same number the evening
S. G. HALEY
some
stock
of
furniture
for
all customers, no matter what their exhibits a nice stock of crockery and following.
tastes may be. Here also can be found glassware and invites customers to call
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Voter gave a
\ X
a large line of very pretty rugs that are and see them. He also has a large line whist party one evening last week, to A pair o f fur m ittens for
$1.00
tempting, especially for the ladies. Mr. of confectionery, such as you are sure to members of the Merrill Rebekah Lodge,
A fur coat,
$10.00 and up
Greenwood’ s jewelry department is well buy for Christmas. Mr. Haley always I. O. O. F.
looked out for and his Christmas goods provides for holiday dinners and this
*
$5.00 “ “
Andrew Croswell of Farmington Falls A n ulster,
in this line will be good for the eyes. year is no exception, as an inspection of
*
starred
last
Friday
for
California
where
A winter suit,
$4-75 “ “
I have taken special pains this year to secure for both You can’ t make a mistake by buying of his poultry will prove. At
he will spend the winter.
FREMONT SCAMMAN’ S
of*my departments, the very best things for Christmas Greenwood, anything that he carries in
Mrs. Edgar Kempton, who has been
stock, and you could hardly hope to
*
Presents.
I guarantee every article to be fully worth the find anywhere what he doesn’ t have in you can get a variety of things. He visiting her parents in the northern
carries besides groceries an excellent part of the county, was called home to
price, and there are many things o f exceptional value viz. his line. The
assortment of shoes and rubbers and his care for her husband, who is ill with
*very low prices.
firearm department is flourishing finely. tonsilitis
HINKLEY CLOTHING COMPANY
He is just preparing for Christmas
Some fine cabinet work is being done A necktie,
was called on next. Mr. D. F. Field, goods and this will be a good place to
25 to 50c
the genial manager, can show you some select a present for your friend.
After in the Farmington State Normal school,
5 to 50c
very good things indeed, and he takes leaving Seamman’s we came back to the by Joseph W. Matthieu. Among other A handkerchief,
things, he has built a handsome cabinet
just pride in being able to quote very lower village, where we met
A cap,
25c to $1.00
WATCHES
for the Grammar room model depart
There are a great many low prices. If you are in need of a pair
H. F. BEEDY, ESQ.,
For gentlemen and also beautiful
ment.
A muffler (som ething n e w ),
of shoes, %hat, cap, overcoat, gloves or
ladies’ watches are $4.00, $7,0°* people who will buy furni suit of. clothes you will find a large as who conducts a successful insurance
The
Franklin
County
Agricultural
50c to $1.50
$10.00, $12.00, and up to $35.00 or ture for Christmas presents. sortment of these and many other business in connection with his law
society elected the following officers;
more.
practice. Mr. Beedy represents some of
things
at
the
store
of
the
Hinkley
T o please them J have made
President, J. H. Crowell, Farmington;
Gold plate chains for $1.25, $ 1 -75 ?
Clothing company. A big show case the biggest and most substantial com vice president, C. R. Hall, Wilton; sec
$2.25, $2.5o, $3.00, $3.75 , $4.25 a special effort this year,
full of fancy neckties are displayed here panies in the world as anyone can retary, A. F. Gammon, Farmington;
and up.
His com
and these are the right thing for a ascertain by investigation.
treasurer and collector, G. M. Currier,
Gold Rings, from 85c to $5.50.
S O M E OF T H E T H I N C S TO Christmas present, you know.
panies, having ample capital, make a Farmington; trustees, E. W. Bryant of
" ‘ Watch chains, 25c and up.
The
specialty of settling claims quickly and Jay, O. P. Whittier of Now Sharon, W.
very best fashion in ladies’ chains is L O O K A T .
TIM HERLAKE & SMITH,
in a satisfactory way.
Beedy’s cus P. Holley of Farmington, W. E. Mosher
the'lorgnette.
T h ey are beautiful
the milliners, show some very tasty
One big advantage you
tomers
who
have
had
losses
are his of New Vineyard, B. W. Brown of East
long chains and range in price from
Rocking chairs, $1.50 to things in the bat line. They also carry
friends, knowing as they do that they Wilton;
#2.15 up to $5.75.
a dainty line of flannelette wrappers,
Ladies’ brooch pins are always an $4.50.
can invariably get their money at the
H. McDonald, proprietor of get by doing your Christ
Doll’s furniture. Pieces at mittens and fascinators that are truly earliest possible moment and without theWilliam
acceptable present and they are in
Stoddard
House, served a fine din
fascinating. At the store of the
fashion more than they w ere a few from 35c to $1.10.
trouble.
ner to his guests, Thursday, Nov. 30. mas buying here is that we
' years ago. T hey are beautiful and
PHILLIPS HARDWARE COMPANY
Following is the menu:
DR. H. H. TUKEY,
Doll carriages, $1.25.
range in price from 50c to $4.00.
the scribe found all that could be de
SOUP.
cheerfully exchange any art
Children’s blackboards, 35
in Bates block can fill the cavities in
Silver manicure sets, $ 1 .6 5 , silver
sired in the hardware line from a pocket
Im perial.
your teeth or extract the latter and
crochet sets, $2.00 ; desk set, $1.00 ; to 60c.
knife to a cook stove, at the right
FISH.
book marks, 3 0 cto S i .50 : nail tiles,
make all work satisfactory. Teeth ex
icles that do not fit or suit.
Boiled W hite Fish—Hollaiulaise Sauce.
Sleds, from 75c to $1.65 prices, too. This company show up a tracted without pain a specialty.
| 15c to 65c; ladies’ companion set,
HOT
MEATS.
Beautiful rugs from $1.00 window full of lamps, any one of which
! 60c; scissors o f different kinds from
Roast Sirloin o f Beef—Dish Gravy.
DR. C. L. TOOTHAKER,
Money refunded if we cannot
would make glad the heart of the one
Boiled Sugar-Cured Ham.
' 751° 90c. Ebony g ood s in brushes, to $3.60.
Roast Turkey—Cranberry Sauce.
whom
you
might
wish
to
remember
on
w h o s e office is at his beautiful residence
•j combs, button hooks, nail tiles. Sil
Itoast Goose—Apple Sauce.
L ooking glasses, 35c to Christmas.
suit you
ver handled paper cutters from 65c
next to the P h o n o g r a p h office is the
ENTREES.
j to $1.40; silver handled boot Lnit- $5.75—any price you want.
Queen Fritters.
senior physician iu town and he has Oysters in Baskets.
WII.BUR
co
a toners, erasers, nail files, etc., from
VEG ETABLES.
Easels, book racks, screen have a large line of china and crockery built a lucrative practice.
Boiled Potatoes.
Sweet Potatoes
' 65c up; silver handled blotters, 60c ;
M ashed Potatoes.
H. B. AUSTIN,
; silver topped cold cream jars, 30c to frames, screens, paper rack s, wfare, including many pretty things for
Hubbard Squash.
Stewed Tomatoes.
Sugar Corn.
85c; fancy tape measures, 60c to music
racks in bam boo Christmas. This is the only wholesale manager of the Austin & Co. spool mill
store in town and they do a large busi cau furnish you blocks for ten cents a
RELISHES.
$150.
goods.
H alford Sauce.
ness in the feed and grain line. Wilbur barrel in lots of ten barrels, delivered in Tom ato K etchup.
Chow-Chow.
Plain Pickles.
SOLID SILVER.
These goods are from 70c & Co. carry an immense stock of gro the limits of the town. There is no Beet Pickles.
French Mustard.
Horse R adish.
ceries and a variety of goods that can better wood for kindling or quick fires.
Sterling silver cream ladles, spoons, to $2.75.
Olives.
Celery.
napkin rings, salt and pepper castor.
hardly be excelled.
DESSERT.
Stands and center tables
B. G. WOODCOCK
These solid silver goods in price
A pple Pie.
Pum pkin Pie.
Custard Pie.
A. S. MCKEEN,
Mince
Pie.
Frozen Pudding.
in great variety from 75c to
from $1.25 to $2.75.
has opened a laundry in the basement
English Plum Pudding—Brandy Sauce.
the photographer, can be found on of Bates block where he is ready to do M alaga Grapes.
Florida Oranges.
$3.50.
Apples, Filberts.
English W alnuts.
plated g o o d s .
Depot street with an up-to-date outfit your laundering in a first-class manner.
Castanas.
Alm onds.
Ladies’
Desks,
$2.75, and he can take your picture in a way
Crackers and Cheese.
Tea.
Coffee.
Soup ladles, gravy ladles, cream
COL. E. M. ROBINSON,
ladles, sugar shells, butter knives, $5.00 and $7.00,
and at a price that will make “ you look
The family mare, Princess, the horse
meat forks, pie servers, pie knives,
undertaker, carries on a large busi owned and driven for so many years by
Couches, chiffoniers, hat pleasant” when you get them, the way the
nut picks and cracks. Plated goods
you will have to look when he is taking ness in the picture framing department the late Hon. F. C. Perkins and also by
trees and hall mirrors from them. Mr.' McKeen .lias an enviable and liis frames are spoken of as the very his son, Arthur W. Perkins, is no more
range in prices from 50c to $ 2 . o j .
reputation as a photographer.
After best. A beautiful picture well framed to be seen on our streets.
$3.50 to $17.00.
She came
SOMETHING L A R G E R .
makes one of the best Christmas pres
having
taken
a
picture
he
can
always
from the famous Knox line of horses
Dining
tables,
$4.75
and
ents.
Butter dishes, cake baskets, silver
have the same customer again. Mr. Mc
and when young was very speedy, her
tea sets, glass fruit bow l with silver up.
W. H. KELLEY,
Keen can interest anyone who is unde
owner having refused $700 for her.
r'm (anew thing), pickle jars, bon
Chamber sets, etc., at any cided what to buy for Christmas pres whose advertisement appears on this She was bought of John F. Woods, by
bon dishes, silver mugs and vases.
according to your ents. He sells cameras, amateur out page, is one of the greatest geniuses in Hon. F. C. Perkins, when she was four
These go in prices from 60c for a price
fits and can frame a picture to the the county.
He can make anything or five years of age. She possessed in a
pretty mug to $8.25 for the tea set. wants.
queen’s taste.
from
a
bootjack
to a wagon and he is large measure the noble and intelligent
Clocks from $1.00 to $6.00— al
fully prepared at his shop to do any qualities of her sire, Bismark, aud re
E. H. SHEPARD
ways an acceptable present.
kind of machine work that may be re
Gentlemen’s studs, shirt buttons
D o n ’t b u y w i t h o u t l o o k - has a large line of dry goods and is al quired. He puts in steam pipes to per tained those qualities to the last. She
was tenderly cared for during life and
fnd collar and cuff buttons, Stick
ways ready to show them.
He has fection as the Ph o n o g r a p h knows from
now lies buried among the pines at the
pins, range in price from ioq to i n g a t m y s t o c k .
plenty of Christmas handkerchiefs dis experience. He has a wood turning
farm, where she was so often accus
$2.50.
played in his window... They are selling plant and lie can do anything you want
tomed to go during life. Her age was
D. F. FIELD, Manager.
fast at the prices, which by the Way, are
Continued on page 10.
nearly thirty-three.
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CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Headquarters at

GEO. B. SEDGELEY,

FARMINGTON NOTES.

Buy Your Husband

G R E E N W O O D ’ S.

Buy Your Father

Jewelry Department.

Furniture Department.

Remember

H IN K L E Y

C L O T H IN G

COMPANY.

Phillips

and

Farm ington.

Phillips Store, No. 5, Beal Block.

A. M. G R E E N W O O D ,

-

P hillips, M e.

1 8 99 .

10

Her d

iv id e d

s k ir t s
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THE REASON WHY O NE W O M A N DIS

CARDED T H E M FOREVER.
H e r D e c is io n W a s H a s te n e d b y th e
D e c id e d ly U n p le a s a n t E x p e r ie n c e s
o f a n A f t e r n o o n o n W h ic h S h e D id

; celebrated w heeler rods .
Story o f Their Origin as Told by
Mr. Wheeler.
Sportsmen Who Used These Rods

lfo t S e e L i H u n g C h a n s .

Divided skirts, their advantages and
disadvantages, was the subject under
discussion, and the woman’s club which
was discussing it was as divided on the
ouestion as the subject could possibly be.
There were pros and cons in great num
ber, and presently a small, quiet looking
Woman got the combined ear of the as•emblage and said, “ I’d like to turn this
Into an experience meeting for a moment
and tell you of the time I saw Li Hung
Chang.”
“ You have the floor,” said the chair
woman, and the little woman told her
tale as follows:
“ When I heard that Li was here, I be
gan to have a great curiosity to see him.
“ The papers were just full of him,
what an important personage he was and
all that, and 1 thought it would be a
good thing to see a Chinaman who really
amounts to something for once in my
life. So when the day finally arrived on
which he was to ride through the streets
I was up bright and early and got all
my work done long before the usual time
so as to be sure to get a good place where
I could see everything.
“ Well, he was expected to pass Madi
son square at about 4:30 o’clock, and at
4 o’clock I was there, standing where I
could get a first rate view of Li’s face,
and was feeling very contented. I stood
there a few minutes all right and already
saw the mounted policemen approaching
from down the street, so I knew Li was
close at hand, when I felt something, I
couldn’t tell what, going wrong with my
Clothes, or rather part of them.
“ you know,” she continued after a mo
ment’s hesitation, in which the feelings
awakened by her recollection of a former
predicament were plainly depicted on her
face, “ you know, I used to go in for re
form clothing, combinations and divided
skirts. Well, I had on a divided skirt that
day. My pretty ones were all in the
wash, and this one was uncompromising
ly plain. When I felt something going
wrong with me, I looked down to see if I
could discover any outward and visible
signs of my misfortune, but I couldn’t, so
I kept on standing and waiting for la.
I thought he never would come, but at
last I caught sight of two yellow jackets,
two Chinamen on horseback coming up
the street, and of course Li must be
right behind them, but just at that mo
ment I felt that awful something slip
farther and farther down, looked down
and saw the—the—well, one-half of my
divided skirt appearing under the edge
of my gown. And it kept coming down
more and more, so there was absolutely
nothing for me to do but make a grab for
the top of it through my skirt and after
one last look down the street make for
the nearest seat.
“ Fortunately it was only a few steps
away, and there was a seat vacant, but
on either side of it of course a great,
big, lazy man. I slid along over to it, not
daring to lift my feet from the ground,
and was just going to sit down, when one
of the men looked up, looked me over,
and ‘Madam.’ says he. ‘you’re losing
something.’
“ I could have killed him. I glared at
him. ‘ I’ m well aware of it, sir!’ I said
and sat down with a bump. I began to
fidget about trying to find the ban 1. hut
the garment had slipped down so far and
had doubled over from the top in su< h a
way that it was simply impossible for me
to get hold of it. I tried
sit there it.
the most unconcerned way possible and
looked around calmly, but oh’ just think
how aggravating—there, jtr t a few feet
away from me, was the man 1 had come
to see passing by. and I eor.ldn t make a
move to see'him! The people pu-died for
ward, I stretched my r.r. k as high us 1
could, but star 1 up ! dared not.
“ And after he In..': passed what was I
to do? There we e those two men stay
ing and staying and not sh wing a sign
of getting up. and how was 1 ever to get
at the placket of my skirt with one of
them on each side of me? I hitched and
hitched at that unlucky garment under
my skirt. I’d pull it up a little and slip
the skirt down again and so on over and
over, but it was so mixed up some way
that I made very little headway. And
then I couldn’t keep at it long at a time.
I had to stop and sit still and look
around as if I were enjoying myself im
mensely. And meantime it was getting
later and later, and I’d promised I’d be
home by 5 o’clock sure, and you know
how particular I am in such matters.
“ After awhile the man who had spoken
to me before held out his hand without
looking up from his paper.
“ ‘Would you like a pin ?’ he asked.
“ I took it, but the voice in which I said
‘Thank you’ was as short as it well could
be. You see, I was fighting back the
tears by this time, and still both those
men staid. Finally, after what seemed
to me an age, the mao with the paper
rose and walked off, and I could turn
around and slip my hand into my placket
to fish for the band of that wretched di
vided skirt. I got it, too, on the one
side and fastened that side with the pin
the man had given me, but on the other
side—oh, horrors!—it had slipped clear
down below my knee, and I could not get
at it any way I tried.
“ Well, there was no use sitting there
forever. In sheer desperation I clutched
my skirt and the undergarment at the
knee, hitched them up a little, took a
fresh hold and started for home. I still
dared not lift that one foot from the
ground, so I simply crawled along, as you
may imagine, nnd all the way to Fortieth
street. I thought I’d never get there, but
I did at last after 6 o’clock and crept up
stairs, and there was my husband, of
course, in a tearing rage.
“ ‘Where in thunder have you been ?’
he stormed.
“ I fairly blazed out at him. ‘I’ve been
sitting on a bench at Madison square for
two hours bolding up my divided skirt,’ I
said, ‘and if you think I did it for my
amusement you just go down there and
try it yourself, so there!’ With that the
long suppressed tear* of helpless rage be
gan to flow. My husband simply roared.
He laughed and laughed till at last I had
to stop crying and join in, and, after all,
it was ludicrous enough.
“ So that’s how I didn’t see Li Hung
Chang, and that’s also why I’ve given up
divided skirts.” —New York Sun.
W o n ld H e ?

It hardly seems probable that a man
should suffer from corns on a wooden
leg, but if the leg is made of oak would
it not be natural that there should be
acorn on it?—London Judy.

With Success.
[Special Correspondence to the P h o n o g r aph .]
I 'h

il l ip s ,

M e .,

Dec. 9, 1899.

Somehow, to the angler fishing and
fishing tackle is ever an interesting
thing to talk about. I doubt if there is
a place where there is the year around
more fish yarns reeled off than at the
shop of Chas. E. Wheeler in Farmington, Me.
Not long ago a representative of the
P h o n o g r a p h passed a pleasant hour
there and learned many things, too.
“ Tell us how you ever happened to
take to making split bamboo rods, will
you please?”
I asked Mr. Wheeler,
who was doing up a package to send by
express and at the same time enjoying
his pipe.
“ Take a chair by the fire, for it is a
long story, but first loqk at these rods
please.”
Just then he opened the package and
thei-e before me were fifteen .as hand
some split bamboo rods as one need to
have. They weighed from five to eight
ounces each.
The cheapest was an
every day seven ounce rod for $5, while
the best was a perfect beauty, for $50
All these rods were for one Boston
gentleman, made to order, and he is
going to give them to friends this
Christmas. Some of them will be back
in Franklin county next season.
“ How did I happen to take up this
business?” This is the story:
“ In the winter of 1868 I had, as you
know, my shop, where we were making
and repairing guns and doing odd jobs.
You have heard of Mr.
, a former
Farmington boy, who was then a rich
Boston business man.
“ He was always a great fisliermai. and
when a lad knew every trout brook in
this section. That winter he came home
on a visit and the next mornm.; came
nto my shop with a big bundl of rod?,
split bamboo, etc.
Putting t lem own
on the counter, after greeting me, be
said: ‘ Charles, my boy don’t you think
you and I can make a split bamboo
rod?’ Then be tild me that he had
made up his mi id for all kind of fish
ing rods a pi it bamboo . a the best,
but a good one cou’d not be bought for
less than 50’
“ ‘ $ 5 6 for a fishing rod! I tell you that
is to i much. We will make one and
let lie Boston dealers know it is an easy
jiib and that it don’t cost half as much
as they pretend. I have got the bamboo
and here is a rod to make it by,’ said he
“ Wei1, i0 make the story short Mr.
--------spent days in my shop that.

I sent word to her that I expected she
would break it and just to keep quiet
and send it back and say nothing. You
know at that time such a light rod liad
never been used in this section anyway
and there was lots of talk about it, and I
had letters from different New York
and Boston anglers who had seen the
rod. Oh, I must tell you that Miss
Crosby did not break the rod at Tim
pond and has never yet broken it,
although she has caught hundreds, yes,
I think thousands, of trout with that
same little rod, and it was from hexfondness of the xod she took her non de
plume, “ Fiy Rod.”
Thus I chatted with my friend who
would bring out rods he had to send
away.
There was an 18-ounce tarpas
rod for the Florida fishing.
Hanging up in the shop was the 8ounce split bamboo rod Mr. Wheeler
himself caught the 10£-pound lake trout
on at Clear Water pond.
Mrs. Jos. E. Blabon, wife of Hon.
Jos. E. Blabon, formerly of Portland,
has a Wheeler rod that she has had
great luck with, for she is one of tinlady anglers whose skill is well known.
I do not think every one knows that
at the centennial in Pniladelphia in 1876
Mr. Wheeler had the honor of taking
the medal for the best split bamboo rod
made. The medal is in his showcase
and there too are all kinds of trout and
salmon flies which Mr. Wheeler has
tied himself.
He said fishermen would be in liis
shop wanting this and that kind of a
fly, so at odd moments he has tied them,
and I looked at some gay salmon flies!

PHONOGRAPH ADVERTISERS.

H. W . T R U E

is doing a big business as merchant
tailor and haberdasher, and has a good
line of coats, pants, underwear, etc. He
has just put in a full line of goods for
lumbermen and he invites all who want
supplies of that kind to call, with the
assurance that goods shall be satisfac
tory and prices right.

The Corner Store,

|\lo. I Beal Block,
Phillips,

F. H. MCLAUGHLIN

runs the Elmwood livery stable in a
first-class manner. He takes great pains
to please his patrons, proposing to lei
none go away dissatisfied.
Whatever
you want you can always got a nice outlit on short notice.

W. A. D. CRACI

w. c. 1SEEDY
does blacksmithiug of all kinds, as well
as wood work, and in a reliablo manner.
Mr. Beedy is located at the coiner of
Main and Depot streets, a convenient
place for passers-by and lie is always
ready to do a job in bis line.

m & *

& % *

L o o k o u t f o r a fin e a s s o r t m i n t o f N o v e ltie s for

A t Strong.

CHRISTM

C. E. DYER,

who does a good drug business at this
place, has a complete line of goods as
can be found in town.
His Christmas
display is the largest he has ever shown

TOYS OF ALL

KINDS.
BIBLES, - ALBUM
BOOKS OF ALL KINDS.
OAHES AND FANCY GOOD*!

A YOUJSTGr HOLIDAY ICONOCLAST.

D on ’t forpet

H in t

iln

p la c e

to b u y

'-M l

C H R I S T M A S . GOODS
TS A T .

CRAGIIM’S.
C o rn e r S to re ,

Main!

N o . I, B e a l B lo c k ,

P H I L L I P S , M A IN E .
t - . .. •

No

I

wiD*er and together we learned some
th ng we n ver knew before about rods.

lien lie was ready to go back to Bos.on he had a beauty of a rod and no
mistake. We were both a little proud
of it. We had made it all by band and
he declared if be reckoned liis time and
mine anything, that rod cost twice fifty
dollars.
“ However, when he got back to Bos
ton lie took his rod we had made into
the store and gave them a surprise, for
they had no better one.
Mr. --------told them that they were selling $50 too
cheap. That he knew something about
it.
“ Nothing after that I was surprised to
receive a letter fi-om the same Boston
firm a- king me if I could make them a
few as nice i-ods, and that is the story
of how, over thirty years ago, I com
menced this business,” said Mr. Wheel
er, as he called me into his office to
look at another rod already to send to
F. M. Malone, Miles City, Mont.
Now the Wheeler rods are not found
in the tackle stores as they used to be,
but are all made to order for special
pax-ties.
I learned that Miss Georgine Y. W il
bur of Phillips took her big salmon,
which, by the way, was one of the
largest ever caught at Rangeley, on a
Wheeler rod. Hon. Joel Wilbur has
had his rods from there for nearly thirty
y ears.
Hon. F. E. Timberlake, state bank
examiner; Mr. Dan Whitehouse, one of
the Augusta anglers; our county at
torney, Hon. E. E. Richards; Senator
Wm. P. Frye, Dr. A. A. Thayer and Dr.
H. T. Twitchell of Portland use the
Wheeler rod.
Many who for years have fished at
the Rangeleys, the Lazell party, Mr.
John S. McLean and daughters of New
York city, Mr. W. A. Faunce of Atlantic
City, N. J., and many others have their
i-ods which were made here at their
order.
“ Do you make many light fiy rods?”
I asked. To which Mr. Wheeler smiled
and said he had quite a story to tell
about light rods.
“ Before they made and used as light
rods as they do now, in fact, before 1
had ever seen one so light, I made a
4-ounce fly rod and sent it as a present
to Miss Cornelia T. Crosby, who was
then in the bank at Phillips. She was
very fond of fishing and spent hex- vaca
tions at the Rangeleys and used to do a
little newspaper work. You may laugh
if you want to, but only a short time
after I gave her the rod I heard she was
going to Tim pond.
Of course I ex
pected that rod would be kindling wood
in no time and I felt so uneasy about it,

C H R IS T M
GOODS

Continued from page 9.
in this line.
He does wood work on
cai’riages and sleighs and paints and
varnishes them until they look just
right.
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M o u n tin g s F o r
PERRY

-There ain't any Santy Claws, see!
What makes ye think so?
’Coz I set a muskrat trap in the fireplace, and all I caught was pa.

for $1.00 each; others, 50 cents each,
and trout flies for $1 00 per dozen, all
kinds, all prices. For some years past
Mr. Wheeler has had as much work as
he could attend to, often employing
some assistants. His patent landing net
has a large sale all over the country.
In fact a fisherman can always find all
kinds of tackle here and I do not know
of a place where an hour can be better
spent in fish talk than here. Success to
the W heeler rod.

P IC T U R E S ,

.

M o u ld in g s F o r

and includes some very nice presents.
Don’t fail to see them.

P IC T U R E

FR AM ES

E. J. GII.KEY,

the undertaker carries a large line of
ladies’ wrappers and underwear.

Pen" y pictures make beautiful and a cce p ta b le Christmas pt
nave the cardboard for

mt. C. W. BELL,

m o u n tin g th e m .

physician and surgeon in this town, has
a very large practice for a young man
and is considered a first-class physician
by all who have patronized him.
DR. H. E. HITCHCOCK,

ready

N ow

is the time to

fo r C hristm as.

I ha u ' mouldings for picture frames
prepare with frame and cords ready fo r h a n g in g .

E. M. ROBINSON,

whose office is at Mrs. R. I. Knowlton’ s,
has been here but a short time but he is
B o o k In d ia n s N ot A p p r e c ia te d .
popular in liis profession and is steadily
Major E. H. Becker, Indian agent for gaining in practice.
%
the Crow reservation in the Yellowstono
A t Farmington.
region of Montana, says: “ The problem
of the young generation of Indians is a
ARBO C. NORTON
hard one. Those of them who come east
and acquire a higher education than their lias a large line of dry and fancy goods
fellows after returning to the reservation on which he has built a large trade.
find little or no use for the learning they
have acquired. There is nothing for them When in Farmington you will do well to
to do but drift back into the old camp life, call and look over his stock. He always
which of course brings about retrogres has something pretty and useful to show
sion. The best plan doubtless is to give the ladies for Christmas,
them the rudiments of an English educa
LOUIS VOTER AND L. B. BROWN
tion in the places where they arc born and
brought up and make no effort to follow managers of Franklin County Real Es
that with advanced instruction in eastern
schools. If they were going to livo in the tate agency, give careful attention to all
east, it would bo a different matter, but business, which includes buying, selling
nobody who understands the subject will and exchanging houses and farms.
contend that the Indian can find a con
d r . ,t. k . k it t r id g k ,
genial atmosphere in this section of the
United States. Racial prejudice is some dentist of Farmington, makes regular f
thing that cannot be argued away, and trips through from Farmington to
the Indian in white communities is sure Rangeley stopping at all the villages on
to be at a disadvantage. ’ ’
the route |and at each place lie does a
good business to the satisfaction of all.

Phillips, M

T h e b o y s w h o are w is h in g fo r a

| Christmas Present

P l u c k i n g R o i e i i W h i l e T h e y S k a te .

The weather conditions which have pro
duced skating are rather remarkable, says
Ihe Portland Oregonian. For the past
Week the temperature remained almost
teadlly a few degrees below freezing point,
ays clear and sunshiny nnd the nights a
trifle colder. The continued low tempera
ture has at last frozen still water without
the usual cold snap catastrophios to water
pipes and without seriously damaging the
rosebushes. Beautiful buds and half de
veloped roses are to be found in many gar
dens, so it has been possible for people go
ing out skating to pluck roses to wear as
they glided over the ice.
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has a nice lot of wall paper.
He also
keeps confectionery in addition to liis
regular drug business. He lias a stock
of Christmas goods that would make
nice presents for your friends.
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0. W. GILBERT

lias just located in Larrabee’ s new block
and has as pretty display of books,
candies, tobacco and cigars as can be
seen in town.
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You will make no mistake in cn
the following; goods at Bedrock Prices.

4?

Special B a rga in s in the follow in g lines:
4*

Pants, Gloves, M ittens, Hosiery, etc.

4

W in t e r ?

4*
4*

1 have the best o f

4*

Keep Y ourself W arm T
g on me.

h is

Underwear, Rubber Lined Canvas Coats, W o rkin g

H y Leader, Fleeced Lined Underwear, sold everyw here a t

75 cents, 1 shall g iv e you a t 50 cents.

For C hristm as 1 have the latest novelties in Neckwear.

These goods bought for Spot C a sh before the advance in prices.

M y custom ers

reap

■4*

the benefit.
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H E N R Y W . T R U E , M erchant T ailer and Haberdasher, No. 1, Bates Block, Phillips, He.
T "
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Christmas Dinner

;
\ Sandy River Creamery Store. $
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Broken Candy and Confectionery of all kinds,
Nuts and Fancy Groceries. Look at our

|U

Crockery and G lassw are

before you purchase.

S. C. H A LEY,
D A V IS

-

Proprietor,

STORE.

Useful
Xmas
Presents
Old customs have vanished.
useful

and

In this era there is a

serviceable Christmas ~ gifts*

.Imong such presents may be named handkerchiefs, muf'S Asrs, kid mittens, gloves, wallets, linens, towels, napkins,
dress patterns, jackets, boots, shoes and slippers.

All ol

1 these and hundreds o f others equally as practical, we
tbF
have in large assortments for tin H oliday Trade.
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SNOW TIME”
having arrived your wagons should be put up and the sleigh taken
out. Bring your wagon to me and I will take care o f it. K eep it

and deliver it to you in the spring, painted and varnished, according to
your order and with
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DOOLAN CAUGHT SIGHT OF AN ENVELOPE,

of his journey and left the car Doolan
was in the depths of despair. If he had
I keep constantly on hand a complete stock o f Rims, Spokes, and in
been a woman, the probability was that
fact a full line of Carriage and Blacksm ith Supplies. I have a big stock
he would have shed tears.
of steel from one to three inches, any am ount of band iron—all sizes
The old man had sat next to the win
that lias doubled in price since I bought it.
dow. Doolan, about to move into the
t3F*Customers get the benefit.
vacant seat, caught sight of an envelope
lying there. He picked it up, half open
G. E. RIDEOUT, Blacksmith, Phillips, Haine.
ed it and glanced carelessly inside. He
looked again, his breath coming quickly,
the color mounting to the brim of his
slouch hat. It w’ as almost impossible to
believe the evidences of his senses.
Looking stealthily about him to see
whether or not he had been observed.
Be closed the envelope and, slipping it
Into his inside v^st pocket, buttoned the
securely up and stared straight
..mum,..... For CHRISTHAS. vest
ahead of him into space, breathless, fair
ly intoxicated with joy, for within the
envelope were row’s upon rows of crisp,
Printing ar.d D ev elop in g Outfits, V e lo x new bills.
The car was filled with many people,
P aper, etc. A few handsom e 16x20 frames variously occupied, some taking furtive
catnaps, others reading newspapers, a
Wt. Prices right.
Y o u still have time to get C h r is t m a s P ictu re s. girl over in one corner smilingly peeping
into a precious Christmas bundle, a wo
•Come in for a sitting
man near her ineffectually striving to
quiet a fat baby which wras struggling in
her lap and a few’ men swinging unstead
ily from straps; but Doolan was totally
oblivious of their presence there. In-

m

*
*

CAHERAS

|A. S. McKEEN,

*

*•

Phillips, M aine.

They closed noiselessly behind them7
shutting out the wail of the blind man’s
voice and the piteous spectacle of his
sightless eyes.
The rich and the poor, the sickening
contrast between the two, the haughty
carelessness of the one, the abject hu
mility of the other, whose outstretched
hands forever solicited alms! Another
day, and his hand would have been out
stretched. He, too, would have been
forced to beg. With an exclamation of
thankfulness he clasped his hand to his
side, thus holding more securely in its
place the money which had saved him
from such dire humiliation.
Yes, $10,000 was only a drop in the
bucket to that rich old man. He could
well afford to lose it. He would keep
the money. It had been dropped by a
special providence at his very feet. It
would be the height of folly to fly in the
face of that providence and give it back
He would keep it.
And here he resolutely set his teeth.
Nevertheless he had forgotten his in
tention of shaving. He had almost for
gotten his hunger in the mental struggle
through which he was passing. No; he
would not keep the money. Rightfully it
belonged to the millionaire. He took out
the envelope and looked for the old man’s
address. Fifth avenue! He lived in a
palace probably, among the rest of the
millionaires.
If he lived in a palace, then he could
;
-without a paltry ten thousand, and he
should! He would keep it!

It was the afternoon before Christmas
eve, and John Doolan paced the pave
ments, his hands in his pockets, his eyes
glancing restlessly about, looking for
work. He was hard up. He was worse
than hard up. He was on the ragged
edge of despair, penniless and hungry.
He had spent his last dime for supper
the night before.
rasping voice of the guard disturbed his
His room w’as in a tenement house i reverie. Th< car, he concluded, wras too
west of Ninth avenue, near the river, | full of people to suit his present fancy.
but he had managed to walk as far as He w’ nnted to be alone. First of all,
Rector street, walking on and on in the he wanted to count those bills, next to be
unavailing effort to forget his hunger. | free to exult in the possession of them,
The exercise only served to whet his ap unruffled by the contact of prying eyes.
petite. By the time he had arrived at
“ Twenty-eighth street!” called the
the station he was famished.
guard.
He stopped at the foot of the steps
Doolan made his way to the platform,
and stood there looking at a nearby descended the steps and walked straight
building in process of erection and at the toward Ninth avenue, thence on to the
dusty swarm of hod carriers crawling up tenement house overlooking the river in
and down the ladders like so many ants. which he lived.
Turning away, he watched the men in
Inside he climbed numberless flights of
overalls at work on the car track, listen stairs, reached his room, shut the door,
ed to the resonant click of their picks turned the key in the lock and, taking out
and idly noted the nimbleness with which the envelope, examined its contents.
they sprang back at the approach of the
First there was a letter. It was adcar, only to close up the ranks once more dressed to a well known multimillionaire.
almost beneath the wheels as it passed.
It read thus:
It seemed to Doolan that he alone was
I hand you herewith the cash to bind our
unfortunate. Everybody in the world verbal deal of last night, $10,000, less $5 for rev- j
appeared to be able to get work with the enue stamps.
exception of himself. He had applied
The signature was familiar as his own.
for place after place, as hod carrier,
Doolan sank into a chair, speechless.
as street cleaner, as truck driver, but as Mechanically he stared about him at the
each vacant place had 20 applicants or j ghastly poverty of the room; at the narmore already standing in line before it in row 1)e(3 COTered by the soiled and worn
every instance he had ignominiously fail- j counterpane; at the small and rickety
ed Presently in an absentminded way j washstand, with its broken necked pitchhe followed the crowd on up the steps to j er. at -the tiny cracked mirror hanging
the elevated. Somehow he imagined that above it, dangling tipsily sidewise on its
if he could only get up town he might crooked nail; at the bare and curtainles,*
find work, in the same way that he im window through whose dingy panes tne
agined when he was up towm that he chill winter sunshine steeped languidly.
would be sure to find something to do Then, burying liis face in his hands, he
down town. Though in both places the shut out the sight of it all and took to
fantasy of work had eluded him like a dreaming dreams.
will o’ the wisp, he determined once more
Ten thousand dollars! It was untold
to try his luck up town.
wealth. Gaunt eyed poverty departed
Fortunately he found a bevy of people from his threshold, never to return, and
rushing through the gates from a recent gilded affluence beckoned him on. With
ly arrived train. He slipped past them, a sigh of rapture he followed.
eluded the eagle eye of the ticket chop
No more tramping of endless streets in
per and stood panting on the platform, the endless seardh for work, no more
aw’aiting a Harlem train.
hunger, no more weariness of mind and
By and by it came puffing along, and, body and soul, and no more heartaches.
boarding it, he took the only vacant seat, In that long white envelope lay the pan
which was one by an old man so fault acea fos most evils the flesh is heir to.
lessly dressed that Doolan hesitated a t It was all well enough, he thought, for
moment between the alternative of stand those who sat at their ease in golden
ing and bringing him in contact with his chairs to talk of the nobility of poverty.
rags. He edged as far away from him It took a being of superhuman strength,
as possible, watched him furtively out of to hear up beneath the actual burden of
the corner of his eye and compared his It. It took a philosopher, and he was no
evident prosperity with the forlornness j philosopher.
of his own outlook. This occupation did
Ile kicked a corner of the ragged car
not tend to raise his spirits. By the pet into place, arose, walked to the mir
time the old man had come to the end ror and looked at his face. It wms un
shaven. Before he could go to a decent
restaurant he must have a shave. Well,
there was the money. He could afford
luxuries now. He would indulge in luxu
ries.
Ah, the pow’ er of money! As he put
on his hat and descended to the street
he suddenly remembered a little old wom
an whom years before he had met in a
hoarding house in Cincinnati. She was
a friendless little old woman and home
less. Otherwise she would hardly have
spent her days in a boarding house. One
evening, w-alking up and down there in
the parlor, she had repeated a verse that
ran like this:

Hf
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Buy Poultry for your.

stead, conjured by the glimpse of those
bills, visions began to loom before him,
iridescent visions of things to eat. He
! saw tables, white tables, such as he had
hitherto viewed from the outside through
; the medium of plate glass windows, and
|himself seated inside this time, a snowy
! napkin spread across his knee, an ob
sequious waiter hoveriug over him, and
a repast that made his mouth water in
anticipation absolutely covering the
shining expanse of that entire table
cloth.
The baby’s whimper broke into a cry.
The sound jarred upon him; also the

O n ce m ore
t h in g s t o e a t.

P nDON’T

t

X m a s . Toys, G am es,
T o ile t C ases, D o ll’s
T o ile t
A rtic le s ,
Soap Boxes,
F in e P e r 
fu m e s .

t
s
s
h

A lso a fine M edallion for 50 cents.
A t all tim es a full line of Drugs and
Patent M edicines. Physicians pre
scriptions carefully com pounded.
M ail orders will receive prompt
attention.

ftnd w’ rong, which would not let him rest
until he had seen the old man and given
him back his money, he made his slow
way to the number given in the letter.
It was a palace, as he had supposed.
He hesitated as he looked up at the
grandeur of it. How little that old man
needed the money and how hungry he
was!
His hesitation was only momentary.
He walked resolutely up the marble steps
and pushed the button.
A magnificent flunky, resplendent in
blue aud brass buttons, appeared at the
opening of the door. He glanced haugh
tily over Doolan’s head and asked what
he wranted.
Doolan informed him that he wanted to
see the millionaire.
The flunky with a sarcastic inflection
asked for his card.
Of course Doolan had no card. He
gave him liis name.
The flunky left him standing there on
the outside while he retired within. Pres
ently he reappeared, stood aloof from
him as if he suspected him of concealing
dynamite bombs which might he hurled
In country or town, as we walk up and down,
at any moment and suavely inquired the
There is no friend so true as a dollar or two.
Wise little old woman! He smiled as nature of his business with the million
he thought of the envelope, tucked snugly aire.
In reply Doolan stated that his busi
away in his vest pocket, in which there
ness related to a private and important
reposed many a dollar or two.
matter which he wished to discuss with
And again he fell to dreaming.
By and by an uneasy thought pervaded the millionaire, and with the millionaire
the luminous brilliancy of his dreams, f al°ne’ whereupon the flunky biutally
That money! Was it his because he bade him be off and slarfuned the big
doors in his face.
found it?
Doolan walked slowly down the broad
His conscience said emphatically and
firmly, “ No!” It belonged by rights to white steps of the mansion lost in
thought. Arrived at the foot, he stood
the old man who had lost it.
But the old man wras a man of wealth. looking up at the great, closed doors, still
To him $10,000 was a mere bagatelle. thinking.
He stood there so long that a large,
He could easily afford to lose that much
money every week of his life and not strong policeman on the corner approach
miss it, for he was one of the rich men ed and ordered him off the street, grasp
of the world, a railroad magnate, a mul ing his shoulders and giving him a pon
derous shove by way of emphasis.
timillionaire.
That shove put an end to Doolan’s hes
Doolan passed down Sixth avenue. It
wms gay with shoppers jostling one an itation. Taking a cross street, he walked
other in the blithe hurry of the Christ away briskly, as one who has a fixed pur
mas time. Mingled with the brilliant pose. A few moments later he hurried
toilets of the rich women w’ere the dingy across the avenue to where a restaurant
shawls of the women of the poor. On sign announced that a turkey dinner was
the curb, next to a footman in livery being served that day.
who awaited the pleasure of his mistress, ■ At the same time he noticed that the
a man in rags sold jumping jacks’.- Near Btore adjoining was occupied as a dis
him another wretched creature jerked a trict telegraph office. Doolan stopped
sm a ll black mustache which unexpected between the two windows. Here was
ly stretched itself to an unseemly length, door which no flunky would shut. He
much to the amusement of the passing could easily send a message which would
children. Farther on a blind man sang make him welcome at the millionaire’
a doleful song, pitched in a high, unme- home.
lodious voice, his closed eyes petitioning
Conscience and hunger grappled in a
humbly for pennies. Women rustling in fresh hold. As they wrestled, Doolan
silks, wrapped in priceless furs and glit stood there, looking* first Into one win
tering with jewels carelessly brushed dow and then into the other. At the and
their soft skirts against him and entered he went into cne of the doors.
the great swinging doors of the shops.

L Mi
DRUGGIST AND
APOTHECARY

KINGFIELD, - HE.

he b e g a n to d r e a m
of
A h , t h o s e t h in g s t o e a t !

They were homely things at first—sand
wiches. ham and eggs, and coffee with
cream, real cream, frothy and yellow
and thick, such cream as he had tasted
in his boyhood, ages before, cream lying
densely upon the top of the milk pans in
the springhouse, into which he had dip
ped his fingers again and again and
again. It was a long time since he had
had real cream in his coffee. Later,
after the ham and eggs and coffee, he
would indulge perhaps in canvasback
duck, pate de foi gras and champagne.
But this insatiable appetite of his must
be fed first with substantial things with
which his palate was familiar.
But ought he to keep the money? Was
it his?
Long before he had faced about and
proceeded up town. Again he consulted
the letter.
-gain he found the address.
He walkeo on and on and on toward
Fifty-ninth street. His footsteps lagged.
By now he vas weak from hunger; but,
pressed forward by this question of right
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I have this year, the best line I
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W hatever you w ant for Christ
m as goods, you can find in m y
store.
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CHRISTMAS
LAM PS

We hav* a large seof lamps,
Hjf from a common band
& to the finest center
S table lamp. Just the
il •
1
thing ior a

&
^ lected stock

Christmas
Present.
Also a large stock
ol everything usually
found in a hardware
store lor Christmas
presents.
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A Season o f W eddings, Social
Frolic and Giving
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Larrata Block, Kinifleis,
W e have a nice line o f
X m as
g ood s
including
P hoto and Scrap A lbum s,
Toilet and M anicure Sets,
H andkerchief,
G lov e and
N ecktie Boxes, D olls, B ooks,
T oys,
F ancy China and
G lassw are, C uff and C ollar
B oxes, F a n cy Stationery,
Perfumes, Etc.
A ls o the best line o f F ruit,
C onfectionery, Nuts, E tc .,
in North Franklin.
Call and see us.
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n A “W ARM ”

PRESENT.
Fur Coat,

$10.00, $17.00, $21.00
Ulster,

$5.00, $7.50, $10 00
Overcoat,

$4.50, $5, $7.50, $8.
and up.
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W h y not m ake a

CHRISTMAS
RESOLUTION
This year to carry your

Far from the big, glowing fireplaces,
out of the sound of the pines, oaks and
the sea, where not a leaf breaks the per
fect line of the horizon, the prairie Christ
mas is a very different thing from that of
the east. In the cabins on the wind
swept prairie the holiday time brings the
keenest of memories of the old days in
childhood’s home, of fninily gatherings
and of big tables heaped high with the
richness of orchard and field. The dwell
ers on the plains have little opportunity
for such reunions. They have come one
by one in the bulging covered prairie
schooners across the level miles of sod to
their new home. The next door neigh
bor may have come from another state
or even another country. History in a
prairie community begins with day be
fore yesterday—and no questions asked.
The differences of nativity are forgot
ten when the holiday season arrives. If
not in the school on the Friday before
the great day, then in the same schoolhouse, under the auspices of the Sunday
school, will be held a neighborhood re
union in which all will join heartily and
the gentle art of producing happiness will
be practiced. In some ways these gath
erings are at times pathetic. For in
stance, out n the prairies one day the
committee on Christmas tree met at the
schoolhouse and talked the matter over.
“ I wish I had some of the evergreens
that grew on my farm in Vermont,” re
marked one.
“ Or the ones we had in Wisconsin,”
put in another.
“ What’s the use talking about them?
It is 50 miles to a green tree now, and
what are we going to do?” was the com
ment of a third.
‘‘The children want a tree. Nothing
else would d ?”
“ No; we have promised that they shall
have a tree, and such it must be.”
So they studied the matter and in the
end came to a plan. When the Christ
mas eve gathering came, on the little
rostrum of he schoolhouse was a tree
To be sure, its branches seemed a little
stiff and in strained positions, but it
was a tree. The committee had taken a
cottonwood sapling, gaunt and bare, and
wound the branches with green paper,
making the whole into the semblance ?
an evergreen, and such was the bearer of
holiday gifts that season.
Christmas is a time of matrimony n
the plains. Tven more than in the cith
the young people hold this season sacred
to the god
Love. The probate judge
is busy issuing licenses aud performing
ceremonies, and the weddings in the lit
tle cabins are among the jolliest events
of the year. Of course there is a chari
vari to follow. The western couple that
escapes that visitation is fortunate. With
shotguns and tin pans the boys, and
girls, too, sometimes, gather and serenade
the happy
uple until the party is in
vited in to a treat, if it takes all night.
The holidays are always times of sport,
but of a kind which the cities and the
east know nothing of.
For instance,
there is the neighborhood hunt, when all
the young men form sides and agree on a
scale of points for each animal likely to
be found at large. Then, after a day of
hunting, they bring in the game and have
it measured by a committee which de
cides who has won. The losers are com
pelled to pay for a supper for- all, and
after that is the inevitable dance, when
jollity reigns for the remainder of the
night.
“ Surprise parties” are yet in
vogue, and every one must be prepared
to have a party of twoscore drive up to
the house at any time, ready for an even
ing of pleasure. As the visitors bring
their own eatables, there is less embar
rassment than would at first appear.
With such amusements and with the
good things of the market and of game
land for the Christmas dinner there is
little likelihood that the plains dwellers
will fail to enjoy the season.
Present giving among the settlers of
the plains is likely to be confined largely
to practical things. There is too much
effort involved in raising corn and wheat
to spend any considerable portion of the
crop in gewgaws for the ornamentation
of home or person. During the days pre
ceding the holiday the sleighs of the
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T o i l e t S e ts , Albur# K.u.n
11 "
C o l l a r and Cuff B
N e c k t i e Cases, " N '
B o x e s , Handkerchit l ...-a
_
_ . , _ M p .,- i <>'
B o x e s , Gift Boxtt tugcs

CHRISTMAS
. . DISPLAY

rles the fattest poeketbook and has th*
best bank account these days, and he
does not care who knows it. The present
year will see a very merry Christmas on
the plains, nnd with good reason, for It
has been earned.

CH R ISTM A S

Main

St.,

M A IN E .

AMERICAN "*6
Of pourse the very best
goods are American— o f A m 
erican manufacture.
But
there are some beautiful
tilings from other countries,
France, England, Germany
Russia, Switzerland, China
Japan, Etc., Etc.
One can only look and
look and purchase. Do not
select a thing for a
•/

€/

C R A C IN ’S,
C o r n e r L S to r e ,

N o . I, Beal B lo c k ,

M a in S tre e t,

P H IL L IP S , M A IN E .

K,

A u to g ra p h %
S h a v i n g S e ts , Infant!
S e t s , Perfumery, log*?

G e n e r a l O b s e r v a n c e o f th e F e s tiv a l
B e g a n a t a S o m e w h a t R e c e n t D a te .

No. I Beal Black,

P H IL L IP S ,

IN S C O T L A N D .

D e s k s , Scrap B;
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Corner Store,

B ib le s , Clove H '.'V
P h o t o C a s e s , Writln

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

A WEDDING CHARIVARL

farmers are seen starting home loaded
with chairs, dishes, couches and other
useful things. Buggies and organs are
among the larger presents, and articles
of dress are very common in the stock
ings. Indeed there is a tendency to make
that the time for refitting the wardrobe
and making a virtue of necessity. Being
taken in the spirit in which they are of
fered, these gifts are as much appreciat
ed as are those of lesB useful figure in
other places.
But the west is getting out of that rap
idly. In the past two years there has

Think also

Here you will find ° 1

until you have looked over
the stock at

other companies that have

PHILLIPS,

CONTRIBUTE

Christ

D r u g Store at Sv

repre

sent more capital $han all

H arry

COUNTRIES

CHRISTMAS 4*
PRESENT

Insurance
United States,

AS.L

♦o
o
o
o
o
o

n larger surplus in the banks,
* * e,isier fiuauchdlv than hi the long period of uncer
tainty preceding. The merchants have
reported a better sale of Christmas goods
of the usual varieties tins year and la»t
than in a decade. They have, too. .eceivod more cash for them and charged
le8S on the books than in the same peri
od This tells the story better than anv
amount of statistics could and has made
the best possible index to the advancing
prosperity of the west. W hile the tend
ency is still to buy practical things,
there is a change going on that will niake
the west as untrammeled as the oast m
the selection of its gifts.
Indeed the
farmer is the one who on the plains car-

W h en you think

.

<-<>int‘

Before

you

but

hand!

John Knox and the stern iconoclasts
present* —
that led the reformation movement in Christmas
Scotland were determined when they sep
arated from the Roman Catholic church over my large lineot
to diverge from it as widely as possible.
This divergence went much further than ties.
l
Prices from 10
Hote
a difference in belief and church ritual.
DUB
It aimed at the destruction o f everything up.
which would tend to keep alive the mem
ory of the old religion or foster a love
Toys,
Games, C
; Lak«
for its ornate ceremonies and beautiful
note
architecture. There were no trimmers
deei
galore
for
the
c
h
ild
r
e
n
among those harsh Scottish Calvinists.
They did not approve of half measures,
Come in and get
so they demolished most o f the cathe
Azii
drals in Scotland, and the less preten
t L ift
tious religious edifices were bereft of that will suit, for Ish
those aids to devotion deemed so essen
tial in Roman Catholic churches.
To he undersold in the«
The
make the work of reform complete they
abolished saints’ days and holidays, Sun
day alone being preserved in the general
proscription.
Since those times, excepting among
Scottish Episcopalians and Roman Cath
olics, the celebration o f Christmas fell
into desuetude and until quite recent
years was n< more regarded by the great
bulk of the people of Scotland than any
I t will be worth tt
other secular day in the year. The ob
servance of New Year’s day was still
continued, but the celebration of it had ble to look orer wv
scarcely auy religious significance nnd
was almost solely festive in its character, 1w h e t h e r y n i l want, t o l
But a change has been taking place in
1
Scottish sentiment regarding Christmas n o t
for some years past. This is probably )
due in part to greater liberality in the
sphere of religious thought, but mostly,
I imagine, to the influence o f English
ideas and to the fact that such an ob
servance is fashionable. The Establish
ed Church (the National Presbyterian
Church of Scotland) for some time lias
been assimilating to the Church o f Eng
land in the ceremonial part o f its wor
ship. A form of ritual is frequently used,
and in some of the fashionable Scottish
churches vestments are worn by the min
isters which not so long ago would have
provoked some Jenny Geddes to hurl a O f a l l k i n d s such as
stool at the head of the wearer. The
more general observance o f Christmas '
followed as a matter of course, and the
Scottish people generally took more kind
ly to it than they did either to the ritual
or clerical vestments.
When I was in Edinburgh a few years
ago, services were held on Christmas in
many of the Presbyterian churches of
the Scottish capital. Gifts were given. |
Christmas greetings exchanged and the
day generally regarded as a holiday. Its
celebration, however, fell far short o f
New’ Year’s day, which is still the holi
\
day par excellence o f Scotland.
It is difficult to conceive how Christ
mas/ can ever become in Scotland what
it is in England, Germany nnd many oth
Warm lined Shoes, $
er countries. In these lands the earliest
and most pleasant recollections o f a lifetime center around the day. nnd even pers, Overshoes, Men’s I
in maturer years mysterious lights nnd
shadows are reflected from it upon the
Reefers, Overcoa1
F?1.11^* . ^kere is really no sentiment o f Boys’
this kmd in Scotland. I do not think
that Santa Claus, much as he is regarded Ladies’ Copes and Jad$
by American nnd other children, is much
thought of iu Scotland. lie is decidedly Shawls Kid Mittens,Glov?
a foreigner there and would be considered muchJ e s s real than the ghosts and
Hoods, Fascii
fames that seem more germane to th© Mufflers,
soil. Scottish children do not expect him
to pay them a visit on Christinas eve tors can always be fouiidi
and dispense gifts with lavish hands.
finieE d° A ot lang UP stockings to he
filied by this genial, kind hearted old gen
tleman, and Christmas trees are decided
ly exotics unless with a few here nnd
there in the large cities.
win! ;C
f° Urse the stor>’ of the Nativity,
With its message of pence on earth and
good will to men, could not be without
the highest possible significance among
a people so profoundly religious ns those
Of Scotland are.
But Christ the Babe
does not appeal to the Presbyterian imagmatmn as it does to th at 'o ? R om “ n
Catholics and Episcopalians.
T o the
Fhe best Lambskin Ein«

C. E. DYE
STRONG,
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GOOD

E. H. Shepard's,

T r,

the “ Bambino1 ,s a familiar sight from
the earliest years and appeals to the
child s consciousness more vividly than
Where the sense of vision does not aid
H g;natl0n^t does
uot thus
Scot
tish
boys nndi Agirls
in giving
a ni<1
fiotIHnna

Coat,

nnd Rubber, the Mofi
niouth Moccasin andinfttff

r ' story
? ,o of
t,hL
,i,',r?
" 1 <**•»»
the
his
birth
is a familiar one it
does not affect their minds in the same
Among some of the Scottish Roman
Catholics in the more remote hitrhlnn 1
dUtrlcts Christina, i, oeU bm ed £,
'
5th of January, according to the ni,i
style of reckoning time. As among the
Russians, the Gregorian calendar has
not been adopted by those Scottish Celts
belonging to the Latin church, and both
Christmas and New Year’s are kent to
days later than the date of those events.
N e i l M a c d o n a i .it

the Ball Band Li

kinds of Lumbermen^
goods can always be found

at
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